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iAbstract
Coupling between processes of different nature, as radiation, dynamics and chemistry, in
the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UT/LS) makes this region highly sensitive
to climate change. This thesis addresses the climatological representativeness of trace gases
measured in–situ within the UT/LS as well as their temporal variability. Possible atmospheric
processes which may contribute to the maintenance of tropopause related structures in the
extratropics are discussed. These studies are based on the closely linked use of experimental
data, statistical analyzes and atmospheric models.
In the first part of this thesis, a statistical analysis is presented for the comparability of water
vapor (H2O) and ozone (O3) data sets sampled during the SPURT aircraft campaigns and
the MOZAIC passenger aircraft flights. A different variability character in both trace gas data
sets is evident by a variance analysis. While the SPURT H2O data can only resolve atmo-
spheric processes variable on a diurnal or synoptic time scale, MOZAIC H2O data also resolve
processes on an inter–seasonal and a seasonal time scale. The SPURT H2O data set does
not represent the full MOZAIC H2O variance in the UT/LS for climatological investigations,
whereas the variance of O3 is much better represented. SPURT H2O data are better suited in
the stratosphere, where the MOZAIC relative humidity sensor loses its sensitivity. This is the
first analysis which addresses the ability of measured trace gases to detect the atmospheric
variability in the UT/LS.
In the second part of the thesis, the relationship between the static stability N2 within the
tropopause inversion layer (TIL) in the extratropics and the atmospheric mixing in that region
is investigated using the SPURT O3 and CO observations. For this purpose N2 is determined
from ECMWF fields. A new measure of mixing degree based on O3–CO tracer correlations is
developed. It is found that high N2 is related to an enhanced mixing degree in the extratrop-
ical mixing layer. A temporal variance analysis of N2 at the particular SPURT measurement
locations suggests that the processes responsible for the composition of the TIL occur on a
seasonal time scale. The Reading radiative transfer model is used to simulate the influence of
a change in O3 and H2O vertical gradients on the temperature gradient and thus on the static
stability above the tropopause. Zonal and time mean ECMWF O3 and H2O profiles, which
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are used as reference mixed profiles, are perturbed to represent idealized non–mixed profiles
in the atmosphere. The results of the simulations show that N2 increases with enhanced
mixing degree near the tropopause and a temperature inversion develops. In the idealized
case of non–mixed profiles the TIL vanishes. H2O plays the dominant role in maintaining the
temperature inversion and the TIL structure compared to O3. Here, the two different atmo-
spheric features, i.e., the mixing layer and the TIL in the extratropics, are discussed together
for the first time.
In the last part of the thesis, the gradient of the potential vorticity with equivalent latitude is
used to determine the core of the jet streams and its meridional boundaries on different mid-
dle world isentropes (300–380 K). The jet cores represent a physical boundary on the isen-
tropes between the troposphere at lower latitudes and the stratosphere at higher latitudes.
Thus, a PV gradient tropopause related to the isentropic gradient of the potential vorticity is
proposed, which may represent the separation between the two atmospheric reservoirs tro-
posphere and stratosphere in a more appropriate manner than the use of a particular value
of PV. Dependent on season the zonal and time mean PV at this newly defined tropopause
varies between 2.0 PVU–3.5 PVU and decreases from lower toward higher latitudes in the
northern hemisphere. This decrease is sharper on the southern hemispheres compared to the
northern hemisphere. The analysis indicates that as the dynamical tropopause the commonly
used 2 PVU threshold is too low most of the time. With the help of tracer correlations and a
new coordinate system, using equivalent latitude relative to the jet core, the isentropic dis-
tribution and transition of the static stability across the PV gradient tropopause is analyzed.
This transition is more pronounced during winter than summer on each isentrope in the low-
ermost stratosphere, which is consistent with the transport barrier at the jet streams related
to the sharpness of the tropopause.
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Zusammenfassung
Durch die Kopplung verschiedener atmosphärischer Prozesse, wie Strahlung, Dynamik und
Chemie, ist die Region der oberen Troposphäre und untere Stratosphäre (UT/LS) sensitiv für
Klimaänderungen. Die vorliegende Dissertation widmet sich der klimatologischen Repräsen-
tativität von in–situ gemessenen Spurengasen in der UT/LS, sowie deren zeitlichen Variabi-
lität. Mögliche atmosphärische Prozesse, die zum Erhalt von extratropischen Phänomenen
gekoppelt an die Tropopause führen können, werden diskutiert. Die Analysen basieren auf
dem gemeinsamen Gebrauch von experimentellen Daten, statistischen Analysen und atmo-
sphärischen Modellen.
Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wird eine statistische Analyse präsentiert, welche die Vergleich-
barkeit von Datensätzen wie z.B. Wasserdampf (H2O) und Ozon (O3) untersucht. Die Daten
stammen aus den SPURT Kampagnen und den kommerziellen MOZAIC Flügen. Eine Varianz-
analyse macht deutlich, dass beide Spurengasdatensätze einer unterschiedlichen zeitlichen
Variabilität unterliegen. Während die SPURT H2O Daten nur atmosphärische Prozesse
auf einer Tageszeitskala oder einer synoptischen Zeitskala beinhalten, repräsentieren die
MOZAIC Daten auch Prozesse, die auf einer Zeitskala von einigen Monaten bis zu einer
Jahreszeitenskala bedeutend sind. Der SPURT H2O Datensatz kann die MOZAIC H2O Vari-
anz in der UT/LS, welche für klimatologische Untersuchungen bedeutend ist, nicht repräsen-
tieren. Dies gilt allerdings nicht für dieO3 Varianz in SPURT, welche mit der MOZAICO3 Vari-
anz gut übereinstimmt. Die SPURTH2O Daten sind in der Stratosphäre besser geeignet als die
MOZAIC H2O Daten, denn der MOZAIC Relative Feuchte Sensor verliert in der Stratosphäre
seine Sensitivität. Dies ist die erste Analyse zur Untersuchung von gemessenen Spurengasen
hinsichtlich ihrer Qualität die atmosphärische Variabilität in der UT/LS zu beschreiben.
Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wird der Zusammenhang zwischen statischer Stabilität N2 in der
extratropischen Tropopauseninversionsschicht (TIL) und der atmosphärischen Vermischung
in der UT/LS mit den SPURT O3 und CO Daten untersucht. Hierfür wird N2 aus opera-
tionellen Daten (ECMWF) bestimmt. Ein neues Maß für den Vermischungsgrad basierend
auf O3–CO Spurengaskorrelationen wird eingeführt. Es wird deutlich, dass ein hohes N2 mit
einem erhöhten Grad der Vermischung in der extratropischen Vermischungsschicht zusam-
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menhängt. Eine Varianzanalyse von N2 an den jeweiligen SPURT Messorten zeigt eine
jahreszeitlich variierende Varianz und deutet somit auf Prozesse auf dieser Zeitskala hin,
welche die TIL beeinflussen können. Mit dem Reading Strahlungstransfermodell wird der
Einfluss einer Veränderung der O3 und H2O Vertikalgradienten und somit der statischen Sta-
bilität oberhalb der Tropopause untersucht. Zonal und zeitlich gemittelte ECMWF O3 und
H2O Referenzprofile, welche implizit eine Vermischung enthalten, werden gezielt gestört, so
dass sie idealisierte Profile ohne Vermischung in der Atmosphäre repräsentieren. Die Ergeb-
nisse zeigen, dass mit einer Erhöhung der Vermischung in Tropopausennähe N2 ansteigt und
die Temperaturinversion ausgebildet wird. Im idealisierten Fall ohne Vermischung existiert
keine TIL. H2O spielt eine größere Rolle als O3 bei der Erhaltung der Temperaturinversion
und der Struktur der TIL. Die Vermischungsschicht und die TIL in den Extratropen werden
das erste Mal gemeinsam untersucht.
Im letzten Teil der Arbeit wird der Kern der Strahlströme sowie deren meridionalen Gren-
zen auf verschiedenen Isentropen (300–380 K) mittels Gradient der Potentiellen Vorticity
(PV) auf äquivalenten Breiten bestimmt. Die Kerne der Strahlströme repräsentieren eine
physikalische Grenze auf Isentropen zwischen der Troposphäre in niederen geographischen
Breiten und der Stratosphäre in höheren Breiten. Eine ‘PV–Gradiententropopause’ wird
präsentiert, welche die Trennung zwischen den beiden atmosphärischen Reservoirs besser
repräsentieren kann als die gewöhnliche Verwendung eines festen PV Wertes. Die PV auf
dieser neuen Tropopause variiert jahreszeitenabhängig von 2.0 PVU–3.5 PVU, wobei sie in
Richtung Pol abnimmt. Diese Abnahme ist schärfer auf der Südhemisphäre als auf der Nord-
hemisphäre. Die Analyse deutet an, dass der oft verwendete feste 2 PVU Schwellenwert als
dynamische Tropopause meist zu niedrig ist. Mittels Spurengaskorrelationen und einer neuen
Koordinate, der äquivalenten Breite relativ zum Kern des Strahlstroms, wird die isentrope
Verteilung und der Übergang der statischen Stabilität durch die PV Gradiententropopause
analysiert. Der Übergang ist im Winter auf jeder Isentrope der unteren Stratosphäre aus-
geprägter als im Sommer. Dies steht im Einklang mit dem Strahlstrom, der im Winter als
Transportbarriere agiert verbunden mit einer schärferen Tropopause.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UT/LS)
The upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UT/LS) is the transition region between
the troposphere and the stratosphere, and is characterized by exchange processes between
these two atmospheric regions. The UT/LS is a highly coupled region: dynamics, chemistry,
microphysics, and radiation are fundamentally interconnected. The concentration of water
vapor and ozone, two of the most important greenhouse gases in the UT/LS, is controlled
by both transport processes, such as stratosphere–troposphere exchange, and also chemical
processes including multiphase chemistry or cloud microphysics, which in turn are influenced
by the temperature and aerosol distributions.
There are some distinct characteristics of the UT/LS which influence the Earth’s climate. The
UT/LS contains the coldest part of the lower atmosphere. The low temperatures have an
impact on chemical reactions and thus on photochemical processes, and make the radiative
forcing sensitive to the distribution of climate–relevant trace gases (Forster et al., 1997;
Shepherd, 2007). Thus, a change in the atmospheric composition in the UT/LS region affects
surface climate change and has an impact on the chemical and dynamical evolution of the
stratosphere. The UT/LS contains a large extent of particles which facilitate heterogeneous
reactions on solid substrates and multiphase reactions in liquid droplets. The particles, e.g.,
in cirrus clouds, can directly interact with the radiation. Thus, in the UT/LS the interaction
of the radiation with greenhouse gases, cirrus cloud particles and aerosols strongly influence
the Earth’s radiative balance (e.g., Forster and Shine, 1997). Dynamics and radiative cooling
are significant for the cold temperatures in the UT/LS. As a consequence, the greatest
radiative forcing of greenhouse gases occurs in the UT/LS region. The strong coupling of
different processes makes the UT/LS highly sensitive to climate change (see e.g., Shepherd,
2002). Furthermore, it has been suggested that the height of the tropopause serves as an
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.1: Schematic of the dynamical contribution to stratosphere–troposphere exchange.
The tropopause (solid red line) separates the troposphere from the stratosphere. The low-
ermost stratosphere in the extratropics extends between the tropopause and the 380 K isen-
trope (solid gray line). The overworld is the region above the 380 K isentrope. Air masses
are moved upward in the tropics from the tropical transition layer (TTL) into the LS (broad
upward–directed arrow). Transport from lower to higher latitudes by the Brewer–Dobson cir-
culation is indicated by the yellow curved arrow in the overworld. In the extratropics, these
air masses are moved into the lowermost stratosphere due to large–scale subsidence. Further,
exchange processes occur via isentropic transport (horizontal yellow double–headed arrows)
by eddy motions, including tropical upper tropospheric troughs and midlatitude tropopause
folds, from and to the troposphere across the jet streams (blue contours). Tropopause de-
formations occur in the vicinity of the polar front and via diabatic ascent or descent due to
convection or stratospheric intrusions (thin vertical yellow double–headed arrows). The alti-
tude range of aircraft campaigns, such as that of SPURT, MOZAIC and POLARCAT–GRACE, is
marked by green areas.
useful indicator of climate change (e.g. Santer et al., 2003). Therefore, it is of great scientific
interest to investigate the role of the different processes contributing to the structure of the
UT/LS. Following Holton et al. (1995) and Hintsa et al. (1998), the relevant dynamical
aspects of the stratosphere–troposphere exchange influencing the structure of the UT/LS are
now discussed in a 2D–picture of the lower atmosphere (Figure 1.1).
The exchange of air masses between the stratosphere and the troposphere in the UT/LS
takes place across the tropopause. The existence of the tropopause has been known for more
than a century (e.g., Hoinka, 1996). The tropopause (Figure 1.1, solid red line) separates
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the well mixed troposphere from the stratified stratosphere and is thus characterized by an
increase in static stability (buoyancy frequency squared, N2). In a climatological mean, the
zonally averaged height of the tropopause decreases from the tropical region toward the
polar regions (Hoinka, 1998). The tropical tropopause is roughly at ≈ 17 km and slopes
down toward the polar regions at ≈ 9 km.
There are several concepts for defining the tropopause. The conventional definition is the
thermal tropopause, which is located at the lowest level at which the temperature lapse rate
γ = ∂T
∂z
, where T is temperature and z is altitude, decreases below γ = 2Kkm−1. Hereby,
the average of γ between this level and all higher levels within 2 km has to remain below this
value (WMO, 1957). This conventional definition of the tropopause obscures the fact that
the tropopause often behaves like a material surface. This quasi–material behavior can be
rationalized by assuming that the tropical tropopause corresponds roughly to an isentropic
surface, with a potential temperature of θ= 380 K in the annual mean, and the extratropical
tropopause is close to a potential vorticity surface (Holton et al., 1995). Thus there is also
the definition of a dynamical tropopause, which is defined by Ertel’s potential vorticity PV, a
conserved property for adiabatic and frictionless motion (e.g., Ertel, 1942; Hoskins, 1991).
This tropopause is the lowest level at which the PV exceeds a certain threshold (WMO,
1986). Different threshold values are used in literature, ranging between 1 and 4 PVU
(1 PVU = 10−6Km2 kg−1 s−1) (see e.g., Hoerling et al., 1991; Holton et al., 1995; Wirth,
2000). There is also a chemically defined tropopause based on specific thresholds in trace
gas concentrations such as ozone, which in individual midlatitude upper tropospheric flow
disturbances is in good agreement with the dynamical tropopause (Bethan et al., 1996;
Wirth, 2000). A method for defining this chemical tropopause is the use of correlations
between a tropospheric tracer (CO) and a stratospheric tracer (O3) (Pan et al., 2004; Zahn
et al., 2004). A meaningful definition of the tropopause should be consistent with the
change of chemical composition across the tropopause region. Pan et al. (2004) suggested
the chemical transition between the stratosphere and the troposphere is centered around the
thermal tropopause.
For meteorological analysis, a vertical coordinate different from the geometrical height,
isolines of constant potential temperature (Figure 1.1, solid gray lines), is used. Depending
on these isentropes, the lower atmosphere is divided into three different parts (Hoskins,
1991; Holton et al., 1995), which are explained in the following. The tropical tropopause
roughly corresponds to the 380 K isentropic surface, but toward the extratropics the
tropopause and the 380 K isentrope do not coincide. The overworld is the region where the
isentropes are entirely within the stratosphere, i.e., isentropes above the 380 K isentrope. Air
parcels within this region cannot reach the troposphere due to quasi–horizontal isentropic
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transport. Air parcels have to descend across isentropic surfaces related by diabatic cooling
to reach the troposphere. In contrast, the underworld lies entirely within the troposphere.
Tropospheric air parcels have to rise diabatically to reach the stratosphere. The middle world
is located between the 380 K isentrope and the tropopause (Figure 1.1, gray shaded area).
It is also called the lowermost stratosphere, which is characterized by isentropes lying in the
troposphere at low latitudes and in the stratosphere at high latitudes. These isentropes cross
the extratropical tropopause (Hoskins, 1991) and a bidirectional exchange between both
parts of the middle world is possible (Holton et al., 1995).
Due to transport processes between the troposphere and stratosphere, the lowermost
stratosphere is a convergence zone between tropospheric and stratospheric air (Holton
et al., 1995; Hoskins, 1991). The gradient of stratospheric and tropospheric radiative active
trace gases, e.g., O3 and H2O, is enhanced over a large altitude range in the lowermost
stratosphere. The trace gases are transported into the lowermost stratosphere from their
source regions, the stratosphere and the troposphere, respectively. This transport across the
tropopause plays an important role in determining the chemical composition and radiative
properties both in the troposphere and stratosphere. Therefore, the investigation of transport
into the middle world is valuable in order to understand climate change on the Earth. Thus
the structure of the lowermost stratosphere (Figure 1.1, gray area) is strongly determined by
large– and small–scale transports of trace gases. In the following, the governing processes
which lead to the exchange of air masses between the stratosphere and the troposphere are
discussed.
A net upward mass flux from the troposphere to the stratosphere in the tropics (Figure 1.1,
yellow upward arrow) is balanced by a net downward flux from the stratosphere to the
troposphere in the extratropics (Figure 1.1, yellow downward arrow). There is a vertical
mixing of trace gases into the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) in the tropics (Atticks and
Robinson, 1983; Konopka et al., 2007; Fueglistaler et al., 2009; Plöger et al., 2009). The TTL
couples the Hadley circulation in the tropical troposphere with the much slower Brewer–
Dobson circulation in the stratosphere. The TTL extends from the level of main convective
outflow at around 14 km to the level above the cold point tropopause located at around
18.5 km. Figure 1.1 shows the mean level of main convective outflow at the lower limit of
the TTL above the isentropic surface θ = 350K (upper level of the white convective clouds),
but the highest level of observed single deep convective events may well be up to θ = 380K
(Sherwood and Dessler, 2001). The upper limit of the TTL is around θ = 425K (Konopka
et al., 2007; Fueglistaler et al., 2009). Laterally, the TTL is bounded by the seasonally
varying position of the subtropical jet streams. After air masses are transported upward near
the equator due to the convective processes resulting from the intensive solar insolation and
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entering the TTL above the level of main convective outflow, the air is radiatively heated
under all sky conditions. Above θ = 360K, the level of zero clear sky radiative heating,
short–wave radiation is strong enough to drive the tropical upwelling (Randel et al., 2002).
Due to this tropical upwelling, the air slowly rises into the stratosphere above the TTL and
the trace gas concentrations in the tropical lower stratosphere are changed.
Because of the cold tropopause in the tropics, H2O is freeze–dried to the ice saturation
mixing ratio when entering the stratosphere. This process is responsible for the dryness
of the stratosphere. The low water vapor signal is ‘remembered’ by the air masses on
their upward transport pathways into the stratosphere. Seasonal differences in the tropical
tropopause temperatures affect the H2O mixing ratios through the entire stratosphere. The
related time–dependent transport pattern of alternating higher and lower H2O mixing ratios
is commonly referred to as the atmospheric tape recorder (Mote et al., 1996, 1998). The
H2O signal of this atmospheric tape recorder can be observed up to 10 hPa (30 km) almost
18 months after the air has passed through the tropopause. Due to the dehydration to
the very low saturation mixing ratios characteristic for this region, the observed tropical
stratospheric water vapor mixing ratios are often lower than the saturation mixing ratio at
the mean tropopause temperature (Holton and Gettelman, 2001). The lowest values of H2O
are thus found near the tropical tropopause, where Schiller et al. (2009) observed efficient
dehydration down to the lowest H2O mixing ratios of less than 2 ppmv.
The large–scale circulation of the stratosphere, with rising motion at low latitudes followed
by poleward motion and descent at high latitudes, is described by the Brewer–Dobson
circulation (Figure 1.1, thin yellow curved arrow). The model of this circulation was first
described by Brewer (1949) and Dobson et al. (1946) based on water vapor or column
ozone measurements, respectively. As a consequence of the Brewer–Dobson circulation
ozone and other trace gases are transported poleward and downward. This transport
leads to a low ozone concentration within its source region in the tropical LS and to a
high ozone concentration within the polar LS. In the LS, transport processes dominate the
distribution of ozone because of its photochemical lifetime of several months (Sankey and
Shepherd, 2003; Shepherd, 2007). The large scale Brewer–Dobson circulation is driven
by wave drag (e.g., Holton et al., 1995; Haynes and Shuckburgh, 2000a), which can be
quantified by the Eliassen–Palm flux divergence, related to extratropical pumping with the
circulation at any level controlled by the wave drag above that level. The extratropical
stratosphere and mesosphere act persistently upon the tropical lower stratosphere as a kind
of global–scale fluid–dynamical suction pump, driven by certain eddy motions. The causes
of this air flow can be understood by taking into account processes in the Earth’s radiation
equilibrium, planetary waves and subsidence processes in the polar vortex. Eddy effects give
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a persistently one–way pumping action with seasonally and annually varying strength. The
air parcels, which are pulled upward into the tropical stratosphere, are adiabatically cooled
below radiative values and pushed poleward and downward, where adiabatic warming
leads to temperatures of the air parcels above radiative values. This mechanically pumped
global–scale circulation is often referred to as ‘wave–driven circulation’ (Holton et al., 1995).
There is a rapid adiabatic exchange of air masses between the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere along isentropic surfaces across the tropopause (Figure 1.1, yellow horizontal
double–headed arrows) in the vicinity of the jet streams (blue contours) (Stohl et al., 2003;
Holton et al., 1995). Bidirectional mixing on isentropes across the extratropical tropopause
takes place on synoptic time scales (Chen, 1995; Dethof et al., 2000). In any case the vertical
exchange in the troposphere takes hours to days, and the mixing of the stratosphere months
to years. This horizontal exchange is related to a two–way mixing of air masses. The diabatic
vertical bidirectional exchange process mainly takes place within the extratropics (Figure
1.1, thin yellow vertical arrows) where it is associated with synoptic scale baroclinic eddies.
These have been identified as being associated with dynamical processes. The synoptic scale
and mesoscale processes are tropopause folds near the polar and subtropical jet streams
(Hoskins and Bretherton, 1972; Shapiro, 1980; Sprenger et al., 2003). These mesoscale
processes are the key features of cross–tropopause exchange especially in the subtropics,
whereas in the extratropics other tropopause structures are also of importance (Sprenger
et al., 2003). Cutoff lows (Ancellet et al., 1994; Sprenger et al., 2007), filamentation and
fragmentation of stratospheric streamers (Appenzeller and Davies, 1992; Sprenger et al.,
2003; Wernli and Sprenger, 2007; Sprenger et al., 2007), mesoscale convective systems and
thunderstorms (Poulida et al., 1996) and breaking gravity waves (Lamarque et al., 1996)
also play a role in cross tropopause exchange in the extratropics. Tropopause folds are
intrusions of stratospheric air into the troposphere along strongly tilted isentropes. These
are related to an upper–tropospheric baroclinic zone as a result of cross frontal secondary
circulation associated with jet streams in upper level troughs and cutoff lows (Rao et al.,
2008). There is an annual cycle of tropopause folds, with a significantly smaller frequency
of tropopause folds in summer than in all other seasons (Elbern et al., 1998; Sprenger
et al., 2003). The stratospheric (tropospheric) PV streamers are rather narrow filaments of
high–PV air, which extend far toward the equator (pole).
Diabatic ascent or descent, such as moist convection or stratospheric intrusions from the
overworld also play a role in the extratropics. Convection has been identified as penetrating
the tropopause and injecting boundary layer air directly into the lowermost stratosphere
within several hours (Poulida et al., 1996; Fischer et al., 2003). The actual transport from
the lowermost stratosphere into the troposphere is due to small scale processes. These
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processes are associated with anticyclones and filamentation events. In addition, radiative
processes associated with the decay of anticyclones might also play a part in the transport
of air into the lowermost stratosphere in the extratropics (Zierl and Wirth, 1997). All these
processes make the middle world an important seasonally variable region, which affects the
coupling between the TTL and subtropical jet streams to the midlatitudes and polar regions.
These rather localized exchange processes between the troposphere and the stratosphere
affect an irreversible mixing in the extratropical UT/LS. This mixing leads to the formation
of a so–called mixing layer around the extratropical tropopause, which was first described
by Dessler et al. (1995) and further analyzed by Fischer et al. (2000) and Hoor et al. (2002,
2004). This mixing layer has a large seasonal variability (Krebsbach et al., 2006; Brioude
et al., 2008) with a higher vertical extend in summer than in winter (Hoor et al., 2002). It
exhibits the photochemical characteristics of both the troposphere and the stratosphere and
the gradient of climate–relevant trace gases is changed. Due to radiative forcing of surface
temperatures, an enhancement of O3 near the tropopause contributes to a temperature
increase, but an enhancement of H2O to a temperature decrease (Forster, 1999; Forster and
Shine, 2002). This also has an impact on the temperature gradient and the static stability
near the tropopause and thus influences the sharpness of the extratropical tropopause.
Birner et al. (2002, 2006) observed a strong mean temperature inversion above a sharp
local tropopause evident from radiosonde profiles with a vertical extension of about 2 km
and a temperature increase of about 4 K. This phenomenon is commonly called Tropopause
Inversion Layer (TIL), and involves a sharp maximum in static stability (buoyancy frequency
squared, N2) above the thermal tropopause. Different processes maintaining the TIL have
been suggested in the literature. The TIL is presented as a result of poleward heat fluxes
together with extratropical baroclinic eddies (Birner, 2006; Birner et al., 2006), or as a result
of anticyclonic influences (Wirth, 2003) or as result of radiative effects of climate–relevant
trace gases H2O and O3 (Randel et al., 2007b; Kunz et al., 2009). However, no process has
yet been identified as the primary contributor to the maintenance of the TIL.
1.2 Overview of the thesis
This thesis makes use both of the MOZAIC (Measurement of Ozone and Water Vapour by
Airbus In-Service Aircraft) long–time measurements onboard passenger aircraft and of mea-
surements from the SPURT (Trace gas transport in the tropopause region) and POLARCAT–
GRACE (Greenland Aerosol and Chemistry Experiment) aircraft campaigns for an observa-
tional study of the UT/LS to understand and quantify atmospheric processes in this region.
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The MOZAIC data, which are based on at least two flights per day, and the SPURT data,
which are distributed equally over the seasons, are well suited to test the climatological be-
havior of the UT/LS. The POLARCAT–GRACE measurements serve as a spatial extension of
the SPURT measurements toward the northern hemisphere polar regions. All three data sets
deliver sufficient H2O, O3 and CO data within the extratropical UT/LS. Figure 1.1 shows the
vertical and meridional extension of the flights during these three different projects (green
transparent boxes). Chapter 2 will give a short survey of the MOZAIC, SPURT and POLARCAT
projects including a short introduction to the measurement systems.
Chapter 3 describes a statistical analysis of the data sets obtained in the two projects MOZAIC
and SPURT (see also Kunz et al., 2008). A statistical procedure is presented suitable for com-
paring trace gas data sets from different sources even if they do not coincide in space and
time. Data from the sparse SPURT flights are tested against data from the frequent MOZAIC
flights in terms of the representativeness of the atmospheric variability of trace gases within
the European UT/LS. The tests are adapted for an application on field measurements, but are
also suited for an evaluation of atmospheric models.
Chapter 4 will contribute to the discussion on the different maintenance processes of the
TIL. In particular, the link between mixing and the formation of the tropopause inversion
layer (TIL) in the UT/LS is analyzed with the help of SPURT observations (see also Kunz
et al., 2009). The results are additionally supported by an analogous investigation of the
POLARCAT–GRACE observations. A new measure for the degree of extratropical mixing fmix
is deduced from SPURT O3 and CO tracer–tracer correlations and the correlation between
fmix and static stability N2 in the extratropical tropopause region is analyzed. The spatial and
temporal behavior of N2 within the TIL is investigated with backward trajectory calculations
using CLaMS, the Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere (McKenna et al., 2002b,a;
Konopka et al., 2007). The influences of the climate–relevant trace gases O3 and H2O on the
temperature gradient and thus on N2 and the TIL above the tropopause is analyzed using the
Reading radiative transfer model (Shine, 1991; Forster, 1999). Further the relation between
the upper tropospheric dynamics, which can be inferred from the ECMWF relative vorticity
field, and the TIL above the tropopause is examined.
Chapter 5 presents a method to determine the location of the core of the jet streams Jc(θ)
and the location of their respective boundaries Jb(θ) on middle world isentropes θ between
300 K and 380 K. The jet boundaries Jb(θ) describe the meandering and splitting parts of the
respective jet streams. This determination is based on the gradient of the potential vorticity
with equivalent latitude on isentropes. The potential vorticity gradient on isentropes was
also used by Nash et al. (1996) to determine the edge of the polar vortex. In this thesis, the
procedure of Nash et al. (1996) is extended and modified and the isentropic gradient of the
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PV is for the first time adapted in order to determine the location of the jet streams. The
extratropical tropopause is alternatively identified by a sharp horizontal gradient of the PV
along isentropic surfaces (Hoskins et al., 1985). Thus the gradient of the PV is used to de-
fine a new dynamical tropopause TPgradPV. The concept of TPgradPV is based on the spatial
and time–dependent location of the PV gradient, which gives a more physical definition of
a transport barrier as the tropopause. In contrast, the conventional dynamical tropopause
TPdyn is based on a particular chosen PV value.
Each chapter contains a clear summary of the results of that chapter. Chapter 6 gives an over-
all summary of the thesis together with the outlook for possible future research on UT/LS
related processes.
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Chapter 2
Survey of airborne projects
The strong variability of the processes within the UT/LS in time and space implies a highly
variable composition of the tropopause region in different seasons and different geographical
regions. To understand and quantify atmospheric processes within the extratropical UT/LS
several aircraft campaigns have been performed during the past two decades.
On the one hand, there are long–time measurements onboard passenger aircraft, e.g., mea-
surements of the projects CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for Regular Investigation of the Atmosphere
Based on an Instrument Container) (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007) or MOZAIC (Measurement
of Ozone and Water Vapour by Airbus In-Service Aircraft) (Marenco et al., 1998). CARIBIC is
based on an airfreight container with automated instruments for measuring trace gases and
has been operated on a monthly basis during long–distance flights since 1997. Within the
MOZAIC program civil aircraft are in regular service for making routinely measurements of
chemical species in the atmosphere with almost global coverage. The project was initiated
in 1993 with automatic in–situ H2O and O3 measurements onboard of up to five long–range
A340 aircraft (Marenco et al., 1998). To date at least four flights are performed each day.
In 2005, MOZAIC became part of the new European Research Infrastructure project IAGOS–
ERI (In–service Aircraft for a Global Observing System), which will establish and operate a
distributed infrastructure for longterm observations of the atmospheric composition, aerosol
and cloud particles. This is done on a global scale by a fleet of initially 10–20 long–range
in–service aircraft of internationally operating airlines.
On the other hand there are data from single aircraft campaigns using research aircraft. For
example, the START (Stratosphere–Troposphere Analyses of Regional Transport) experiment
was motivated to examine the behavior of the extratropical tropopause and the chemical
structure of the extratropical UT/LS under a variety of dynamical conditions to investigate
stratosphere–troposphere exchange (Pan et al., 2007a, 2009a). The two experiments in De-
cember 2005 and in April to June 2008 were operated from Boulder Colorado and had a
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challenging stacked flight pattern at different levels above an extensive geographical region
of North America. The SPURT (Trace gas transport in the tropopause region) aircraft cam-
paigns including 36 flights between November 2001 and July 2003 deliver the distribution
of a wide range of trace gases in the UT/LS region above Europe. As the campaigns cover
all seasons, an accurate data set with climatological character should have been obtained to
study atmospheric transport and to investigate seasonal variability of trace gases in the UT/LS
(Engel et al., 2006). Within the project POLARCAT (Polar Study using Aircraft, Remote Sens-
ing, Surface Measurements and Models, of Climate, Chemistry, Aerosols, and Transport) a
campaign was performed in July 2008 above Greenland which delivered data of the summer
polar UT/LS.
In this thesis, observations from three different airborne projects, e.g., SPURT, MOZAIC and
POLARCAT–GRACE (Greenland Aerosol and Chemistry Experiment), are used to analyze the
distribution of trace gases in the UT/LS. The SPURT data, which are distributed equally
over the seasons, and the MOZAIC data, which are based on at least two flights per day,
are well suited to test the climatological behavior of the UT/LS. The POLARCAT–GRACE
measurements serve as an ideal spatial extension of the SPURT measurements toward the
northern hemisphere polar regions. Thus, the following chapter gives a short survey of the
three projects SPURT, MOZAIC and POLARCAT–GRACE. These three projects deliver suffi-
cient measurements of typical tropospheric and stratospheric tracers, e.g., H2O, O3 and CO,
in the UT/LS and may be well suited to test the climatological behavior of the extratropical
UT/LS in the northern hemisphere.
2.1 SPURT, MOZAIC and POLARCAT–GRACE projects
The aim of the SPURT research program was to understand the role of the dynamical and the
chemical processes in the extratropical UT/LS. This particularly includes the improvement of
the scientific understanding of the governing processes. Therefore, high resolution airborne
in–situ measurements of different chemical tracers are performed, such as O3, H2O, NOy,
CO, N2O, CH4, CO2, SF6, CFC − 11 and, CFC− 12, during different seasons. The following
aspects were of scientific interest during the SPURT campaigns:
• Spatial and temporal variability of the trace gas distribution in the UT/LS (e.g., Fischer
et al., 2006; Hegglin et al., 2006; Krebsbach et al., 2006; Kunz et al., 2008).
• The role of processes (global, mesoscale and local) on the extent of the trace gas bud-
gets in the LS, i.e., isentropic transport of trace gases across the tropopause, diabatic
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descent of processed vortex air, existence of transport barriers (e.g., Hegglin et al.,
2004, 2006).
• Coupling between the UT and the LS in seasonal and spatial dependence (e.g., Hoor
et al., 2004; Krebsbach et al., 2006).
• Conditions and characteristics of mixing in the UT/LS (e.g., Kunz et al., 2009).
• Transport processes in the UT/LS identified from the trace gas variability in that region.
The goal of MOZAIC is to collect experimental data on the composition of the atmosphere up
to cruising altitudes and to study the change of the atmosphere under the influence of human
activity, with particular interest in the effects of aircraft. Regular measurements of O3, H2O,
CO, and NOy are made by autonomous instruments deployed aboard long range passenger
aircraft. The large database of in–situ measurements collected in the course of MOZAIC
allows detailed studies of chemical and physical processes in the atmosphere, and hence
the validation of global chemistry transport models. This will also be valuable to improve
the knowledge about the processes occurring in the UT/LS, and the model treatment of
near tropopause chemistry and transport. The overall aims are the improvement of scientific
knowledge regarding:
• The physical and chemical understanding of the atmosphere and thus an evaluation of
the atmospheric impact of aircraft through validation of three–dimensional chemistry
and transport models (e.g., Bousserez et al., 2007; Choi et al., 2008).
• The climatology and inter–annual variability of O3 in the UT/LS (e.g. Thouret et al.,
2006; Kunz et al., 2008).
• The distribution of H2O in the UT and the quality of its representation by ECMWF
analyses, on the ice super saturation phenomena, and on processes responsible for its
distribution in the tropical UT (e.g., Luo et al., 2008).
• First large scale distributions of CO and NOy in the UT/LS, including seasonality and
vertical distribution at a quasi–global scale (e.g. Nedelec et al., 2005; Brioude et al.,
2008; Choi et al., 2008).
• The impact of stratospheric intrusions on the composition of the troposphere and of
vertical transport from the boundary layer on the chemical composition of the UT.
• Validation of the Chemistry Transport Models, which are the tools used for quantifica-
tion of the UT/LS ozone budget, assessment of climate change and impact of aircraft,
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and for providing answers to policy makers and industry (e.g. Bousserez et al., 2007;
Søvde et al., 2008).
The Arctic troposphere is largely effected by aerosols due to radiation and transmission di-
rectly and indirectly via clouds. This motivates POLARCAT to study the transport of aerosols
to the Arctic, as well as the air pollution from anthropogenic sources and boreal forest fires.
The effects of this pollution on atmospheric chemistry and climate is of interest.
The POLARCAT international program includes measurements from aircraft, satellite and
ground stations with the objective to quantify the import of trace gases and aerosols to the
Arctic and their impact on atmospheric composition and climate. POLARCAT consists of dif-
ferent campaigns at different times of the year in order to follow pollution plumes of different
origin as they are transported into the Arctic and observe the chemistry, aerosol processes,
and radiation effects of these plumes. The first campaign took place in March–April 2007
in Longyearbyen (Spitsbergen). The last campaign was the POLARCAT–GRACE campaign in
July 2008 based at Kangerlussuaq (Greenland). This airborne campaign was motivated to
study various locations throughout the Arctic and the boreal region. Measurements of O3,
H2O, CO, CO2, NO, NO2, NOy, J(NO2), BrO, OClO, PFC, PAN, PPN and, MPAN were
performed during this campaign. The following description bases on the flights performed
during this campaign above Greenland. The scientific objectives of POLARCAT–GRACE are to
get insight into:
• Annual variation of the distribution of trace gases and aerosols in the Arctic.
• Pathways and dispersion of boreal forest fire emissions at high latitudes.
• The role of mixing during long–range transport using ambient and artificial tracers.
• Processing (chemistry, aerosol aging) in pollution plumes for different sources (forest
fires, urban pollution) and pathways.
• Effects of boreal forest fire emissions injected into the LS by pyro–convection.
• The distribution and impact of reactive halogen compounds in the Arctic.
• Validation of space–borne observations of trace gases and aerosol properties.
2.2 Geographical and vertical distribution
Within the SPURT project from November 2001 to July 2003, eight measurement campaigns
were carried out using a Learjet 35 A with a ceiling altitude of 13 km as measurement plat-
form. A typical campaign consisted of 2–3 consecutive mission days. The data set is based
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Figure 2.1: Geographical distribution of flights during SPURT (top left–hand panel),
POLARCAT–GRACE (top right–hand panel) and MOZAIC (bottom panel). The frequency of 1
Hz (SPURT, POLARCAT) or 1–minute–averaged (MOZAIC) data points in each geographical
1◦ lat × 1◦ lon bin is color–coded. The area of SPURT flights is marked as black box in the
MOZAIC plot and the frequency of MOZAIC flights in this European sector during 2001 and
2003 can be seen down right–hand.
on 36 flight missions and 147 flight hours. Each season during the SPURT period is captured
by two measurement campaigns in subsequent years in order to investigate the seasonality
of the trace gas concentrations (e.g., Krebsbach et al., 2006; Hoor et al., 2004; Hegglin et al.,
2006). A description of the SPURT campaigns, the project strategy and performance is given
in Engel et al. (2006). Figure 2.1 (top left–hand panel) shows the geographical distribution
of the SPURT flights by means of the number of 1 s data points. The aircraft was based at
the Hohn military base in northern Germany. Faro in southern Portugal was usually used for
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refueling for southbound flights and Tromsø in Norway for northbound flights. Around the
three stations the data density is very high because of slow ascents and descents.
The geographical distribution of MOZAIC measurements between 1994 and 2005 is displayed
as one minute averages of the number of 5 s measurements in Figure 2.1 (bottom panel).
MOZAIC flights cover all continents with the exception of Antarctica. The northern hemi-
sphere is better covered than the southern hemisphere, with more than 40 % of MOZAIC
flights in the North Atlantic flight corridor, more than 30 % in Asia and around 10 % of
flights above Africa. Most of the measurements (90 %) correspond to cruise altitudes 9–12
km (Marenco et al., 1998), lying in the troposphere in the tropics and subtropics and in the
UT/LS at mid latitudes. The European region of SPURT campaigns is highlighted as black
box and the measurement frequency between 2001 and 2003 in this region can be seen in
the right–hand bottom.
Figure 2.2 (left–hand panel) displays the vertical data coverage of SPURT and MOZAIC in Eu-
rope (see black box in Figure 2.1 bottom panel) in 5 K potential temperature bins in reference
to the dynamical tropopause (2 PVU surface). The distance of the trace gas data from the
dynamical tropopause (DTPdyn) is derived on the basis of potential vorticity and potential
temperature, calculated from ECMWF output fields. The measurement frequency of MOZAIC
in Europe (red line) peaks at a potential temperature of 330 K which corresponds to the
vicinity of the tropopause. The maximum measurement frequencies of SPURT (black line)
range between 335 K and 350 K, i.e., around 5 K below to 25 K above the tropopause. The
average ceiling altitudes of the MOZAIC flights are lower and hence the maximum percentage
of measurements appears at lower altitudes. More than 50 % of MOZAIC flights and more
than 75 % of SPURT flights are performed in the lower stratosphere, so data should allow an
investigation of trace gases in the tropopause region (Thouret et al., 2006; Law et al., 1998)
and of exchange processes between the troposphere and the stratosphere.
The GRACE field deployment of the DLR Falcon research aircraft is a German contribution
to the POLARCAT activity, a core project of the International Polar Year (IPY) in 2007 and
2008. The base of the Falcon operation during GRACE in July 2008 was Kangerlussuaq in
Greenland. Within this campaign 20 different flights were performed from 01 July to 17 July
2008. Including the transfer flights from Oberpfaffenhofen the geographical distribution was
between 50◦N and 80◦N (Figure 2.1, top right–hand panel). The main goal was to detect
pollution plumes due to boreal fires. Thus the ceiling altitude was 12 km, which lies below
those of the SPURT flights. Figure 2.2 (right–hand panel) shows the vertical percentage of
POLARCAT measurements (cyan line) in comparison with the summer SPURT flights (black
line) and the summer MOZAIC flights (red line) above the North–Atlantic flight corridor from
11/2001–07/2003. The picture relative to the dynamical tropopause (Figure 2.2, right–hand
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Figure 2.2: Left–hand panel: Vertical distribution of percentage of data points dependent on
potential temperature in distance to the dynamical tropopause DTPdyn during SPURT (black
line) and MOZAIC in the European region (red line). Averages in 5 K bins are shown in
reference to the tropopause (PV=2 PVU, DTPdyn=0 K). Right–hand panel: Vertical distri-
bution of percentage of data points in DTPdyn during POLARCAT–GRACE (solid cyan line).
The summer MOZAIC data above the North–Atlantic flight corridor (dashed red line) and
the summer SPURT data (solid black line) are additionally shown. The legend contains the
percentage of data points in the stratosphere (S) and troposphere (T).
panel) reveals that the vertical percentage of POLARCAT measurements maximizes just above
the tropopause with the similar distance to the tropopause (DTPdyn) as for SPURT, while
most of the MOZAIC flights are just below the tropopause. But during POLARCAT most mea-
surements were performed between 300 to 320 K, a potential temperature range below the
main detected areas during SPURT (330 to 350 K) and MOZAIC (320 to 340 K) (not shown).
Although the POLARCAT flights were performed in order to detect tropospheric plumes, the
tropopause was in most cases low enough so that around 59% of flights were in the lower
stratosphere.
2.3 Measurement systems
The measurement instruments of the trace gases O3, H2O and CO are described in the fol-
lowing. These are the trace gases which will be used for the analysis of the UT/LS with O3 as
stratospheric tracer and H2O and CO as tropospheric tracers within this thesis.
2.3.1 O3 measuring instruments
MOZAIC O3 is measured with a modified commercial dual beam UV–absorption photometer
(Thermo–Electron, Model 49-103). The measuring system and its performance are reported
in detail by Thouret et al. (1998). The response time is better than 4 seconds with a detection
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limit of about ±2 ppbv. The overall uncertainty is estimated to be about ±(2 ppbv + 2% of
the observed reading). This corresponds to ±2 ppbv for an O3 mixing ratio of 10 ppbv, ±4
ppbv for 100 ppbv, ±6 ppbv for 200 ppbv (Thouret et al., 1998).
O3 during SPURT was measured by UV absorption using the JOE (Jülich Ozone Experiment)
instrument. The instrument is based on a Thermo Environmental Instrument ozonometer
similar to that used for the MOZAIC program. The instrument was operated with a time
resolution of 10 s and has an accuracy of 5% (Mottaghy, 2001). The MOZAIC and SPURT
O3 instruments are regularly calibrated in the Jülich laboratories against the same reference
instrument. Similar to SPURT the O3 mixing ratio during POLARCAT was also measured by
a commercial UV–absorption photometer (Thermo–Environment, Model 49) (Brough et al.,
2003). This analyzer has a range of 0–1000 ppbv and a detection limit of 1 ppbv. The
major contributor to the uncertainty of the detector is the accuracy of the signal output of
the instrument. As the accuracy of the signal output remains constant the uncertainty of the
instrument increases with decreasing pressure in the absorption cell. The overall uncertainty
of the O3 analyzer was between 4% to 5%.
2.3.2 H2O measuring instruments
During POLARCAT and SPURT H2O mixing ratio was measured in–situ using the FISH (Fast
In Situ Stratospheric Hygrometer) instrument (Zöger et al., 1999) which is based on the Ly-
man α photofragment fluorescence technique. The FISH instrument has a forward facing
inlet and measures total water, i.e., the sum of the gaseous phase and the condensed phase.
The response time is 1 s, which allows the detection of small–scale variations of H2O mixing
ratios in the vicinity of the tropopause, in clouds and contrails. The instruments accuracy is
approximately 6 % and the detection limit is better than 0.2 ppmv.
On board of the five MOZAIC airbuses relative humidity with respect to liquid water (RH) is
measured with compact airborne humidity sensing devices (Helten et al., 1998). The sensing
element consists of a capacitive sensor (Humicap–H, Vaisala, Finland) with a hydro–active
polymer film as dielectric material whose capacitance depends on the relative humidity, and
a platinum resistance sensor (PT100) for direct measurement of temperature at the humidity
sensor. The sensor mounted in an appropriate Rosemount housing is designed for mea-
surement of gas–phase water which is calculated from the relative humidity measurement.
Adiabatic compression leads to a temperature increase of the sampled air and thus to a re-
duction of the dynamic range of the sensor and to a sufficient time response at low static
air temperatures. In the middle troposphere the overall uncertainty is within ±4% RH and
around ±7% RH between 9 and 13 km. This implies a limited use of the MOZAIC H2O sen-
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sor in the stratosphere dominated by low RH and thus an increasing large uncertainty. The
response time is around 10 s in the lower and middle troposphere and increases up to 1–3
min in the upper troposphere at 10–12 km altitude (Helten et al., 1998). After 500 operation
hours the MOZAIC sensor is calibrated in the laboratory in Jülich. Recently, a new in–flight
calibration (IFC) method for the MOZAIC sensor has been developed (Smit et al., 2008). The
IFC method corrects the potential drift of the sensor offset at zero relative humidity, which is
the critical parameter in determining the uncertainty of the measurements. The sensor off-
set is determined from the measurements themselves as obtained during flights in the lower
stratosphere, where the H2O values are very low at around 5 ppmv.
The characteristics of the different H2O measuring instruments in MOZAIC and SPURT and
the consequences on a common analysis of H2O data of both instruments will be discussed in
Chapter 3.
2.3.3 CO measuring instruments
During SPURT CO was measured with the Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectrometer
(TDLAS) TRISTAR (Tracer in situ TDLAS for atmospheric research) (Wienhold et al., 1998).
This instrument also measures CH4 and N2O and the time resolution is ultimately limited by
the summed integration times for three measurement channels resulting in a duty cycle of
less than 5 s for each species (Hoor et al., 2004). The instrument is calibrated in–flight using
secondary standards of dried ambient air, whose concentrations are calibrated against a labo-
ratory long–term standard, which is traced against NOAA standards to guarantee consistency
over the different campaigns. The total uncertainty for CO is better than 1.5%.
CO during MOZAIC is measured by IR–Absorption (Nedelec et al., 2003). The MOZAIC CO
analyzer is an improved version of a commercial Model 48CTL from Thermo Environmental
Instruments, based on the Gas Filter Correlation principle of infrared absorption by the 4.67
µm fundamental vibration–rotation band of CO. The IR gas filter correlation (GFC) has the
important advantage of long–term stability of the calibration factor, which obviates the need
for an in situ calibration using compressed gas cylinders. This reduces the weight of the
equipment, increases the time between services and leads to easier certification for commer-
cial aircraft. The accuracy specification of the commercial instrument is 10 ppbv CO for 300
s integration time. CO was measured by VUV fluorescence during POLARCAT (Brough et al.,
2003). A detailed description of the CO instrument can be found in Gerbig et al. (1999). This
DLR CO instrument has a linear response from 0 to 1000 ppmv and has a time resolution of
1 s. Following the analysis of Gerbig et al. (1999) the instruments detection limit is smaller
than 6 ppbv and the precision is 1.5 ppbv.
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Chapter 3
Statistical analysis of H2O and O3 in
the UT/LS
The crucial question of this chapter is on the representativeness of data sets with different
sampling strategies and instrumentation. The motivation of the SPURT campaigns was the
climatological investigation of the UT/LS, i.e., the seasonal variability of trace gases in this
region (Engel et al., 2006). To proof this, the comparability of trace gas mixing ratios ob-
served during the limited number of flights in SPURT with those of the climatological data
set obtained during the frequent MOZAIC flights is investigated. A statistical analysis of H2O
and O3 follows to show in an objective manner the strengths and weaknesses of the two data
sets.
Both data sets are statistically analyzed in order to assess the comparability of H2O and O3
data in SPURT and MOZAIC. For this purpose, the main focus is set on the following ques-
tions:
• Do the data sets with different coverage in space (region and altitude), time and with
different instrument characteristics represent the same population in the atmospheric
system?
• Are the SPURT campaigns, with around eight flight missions in each season, as repre-
sentative as the MOZAIC daily flights? Are the SPURT data really suited for a climato-
logical investigation on a seasonal and annual time scale and do they represent the full
atmospheric variability of trace gases in the UT/LS?
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Figure 3.1: Probability distribution functions of MOZAIC (top panels) and SPURT (bottom
panels) H2O mixing ratio related to the distance to the local dynamical tropopause DTPdyn
in K, defined by the 2 PVU surface. H2O is binned in the logarithmical space between 0 and
9.6 with a bin size of 0.8, the distance to local tropopause in 5 K bins. Left–hand panels: PDF
of original H2O data. The mean vertical profile (solid gray–black line) and the uncertainty
of 5 % RH (dashed white lines) are shown for the MOZAIC PDF. SPURT accuracy of H2O
data is 6 % of concentration (not shown). Middle panels: The distribution of the original
data (panels (a) and (d)) is shaded and that of the selected H2O data is color coded. The
mean PDFs are also shown as black–gray line (original data) and blue–white line (selected
data). Right–hand panels: Number of original data points per bin (blue shaded) and of
selected data (non filled pink contours 0, 100, 500, 5000 data per DTPdyn bin). The fraction
of selected data relative to the original number in each DTPdyn bin in percent is shown as
yellow diamonds for all DTPdyn bins with more than 1 % of the total data.
3.1 Probability distribution and selection of data
The following statistical analysis is performed for MOZAIC data observed in the same geo-
graphical region where the SPURT campaigns were carried out and for the same period from
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Figure 3.2: Probability distribution functions of MOZAIC (top panels) and SPURT (bottom
panels) as in Figure 3.1, but now for O3 mixing ratios related to the 2 PVU tropopause. The
bin size for O3 is 0.4 in the logarithmical space between 0 and 7.6, the bin size for DTPdyn is
again 5 K. With a very high accuracy of 5 % the original trace gas distributions do not contain
any accuracy limits. The right–hand panels show the fraction of selected data relative to the
original number in each DTPdyn bin with more than 10 % data as yellow diamonds.
November 2001 to July 2003 (black box in Figure 2.1 bottom panel). The MOZAIC and
SPURT data sets are split according to the distance to the local tropopause (2 PVU surface):
• Upper troposphere (UT): DTPdyn < −5K
• Lower stratosphere (LS): DTPdyn > 5K
This approach should account for different sampling strategies and different trace gas charac-
teristics. Influences by the large trace gas gradients in the vicinity of the tropopause (−5K <
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DTPdyn < 5K) are excluded.
Figure 3.1 shows the probability distribution functions (PDF) of H2O data and Figure 3.2
those of O3 data dependent on the distance to the dynamical tropopause for MOZAIC and
SPURT (panels (a) and (d), respectively). The trace gas frequencies are calculated in 5 K bins
relative to the tropopause.
However, these probability distributions of H2O reveal some differences between SPURT and
MOZAIC. A very high probability of SPURT H2O values lower than 10 ppmv occurs in the
stratosphere more than 20 K above the tropopause (panel (d)). There is only a very low
probability of H2O data in the respective mixing ratio bins in MOZAIC (panel (a)). In the
stratosphere, the maximum MOZAIC H2O probability corresponds to considerably higher
H2O values than in the case of SPURT. There are no SPURT H2O values larger than 2000
ppmv in the troposphere more than 45 K below the tropopause, where the MOZAIC H2O
data density is still quite high (see density plots, panels (c) and (f) of Figure 3.1). This is
due to the different measurement characteristics, while MOZAIC data are sampled from the
ground, SPURT data are sampled above the 400 hPa level. Hence MOZAIC has a higher mean
PDF (solid gray–black line) corresponding to a higher mean vertical H2O profile both in the
troposphere and in the stratosphere than SPURT. The MOZAIC mean H2O profile remains
nearly constant around 40 ppmv in the stratosphere more than 5 K above the tropopause,
whereas the SPURT mean H2O profile decreases from 40 ppmv at the tropopause to mixing
ratios lower than 10 ppmv around 60 K above the tropopause. Hereby, the 5 % uncertainty of
the MOZAIC sensor in the UT/LS must be accounted for. The uncertainties of ±5 % relative
humidity with respect to liquid water are shown as dashed white lines in panel (a). The un-
certainty range in volume mixing ratio scale is expanded in the entire stratosphere, attaining
even negative values 40 K above the tropopause. The 5 % RH uncertainty leads to a decreas-
ing precision of H2O volume mixing ratio deeper in the stratosphere. The SPURT H2O data
with a high relative accuracy of 6 % of H2O concentration do not reveal this problem and the
mean vertical mixing ratio also decreases in the stratosphere. A corresponding dashed white
line is not shown in the SPURT PDF because of the small amount around the mean vertical
profile.
The O3 MOZAIC data set is stronger influenced by low mixing ratios than the SPURT data
set (see panels (a) and (d) of Figure 3.2). There is a very high probability of MOZAIC O3
data in the troposphere below −35 K, where the SPURT data do not contain any O3 mixing
ratios. In the UT/LS above −35 K the mean vertical O3 profiles (gray–black lines) of SPURT
and MOZAIC are very similar and the mixing ratio at the tropopause is around 150 ppbv in
both cases.
Differences between both data sets, in particular in the H2O distributions, basically result
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from different instrumental characteristics or measurement strategies. Because of the dif-
ferent H2O measurement techniques (see Section 2.3.2), the H2O data have to be modified
before a statistical comparison using the following selection criteria:
• The MOZAIC Humicap sensor has a precision of 4–7 % RH, i.e., low H2O mixing ratios
are not detected and cannot be contained in the PDFs of Figure 3.1. Thus the dry
measurements according to RH < 10 % in particular in the stratosphere, where SPURT
was focused on, cannot be included in the comparison due to sensitivity limitations of
the MOZAIC sensor at low RH.
• The FISH instrument has a foreward facing inlet and measures total water, i.e., both the
gas phase and the condensed phase H2O mixing ratios. The MOZAIC Humicap sensor
measures relative humidity with respect to liquid water and the mixing ratios represent
only the gas phase. Therefore, only data with a relative humidity with respect to ice
RHice ≤ 100% should be compared in order to eliminate measurements in clouds and
under supersaturation conditions.
• H2O mixing ratios larger than 500 ppmv are sorted out, because the FISH instrument
is calibrated for mixing ratios below this limit. At larger mixing ratios the measurement
cell of FISH becomes optically dense and the FISH fluorescence method is limited on in–
situ measurements above a mixing ratio of 500 ppmv. To select only data representative
for the UT/LS the 250 hPa pressure level is chosen as lower limit.
• In the UT/LS the MOZAIC sensor has a response time of τ ≈ 60 s and the FISH instru-
ment of τ ≈ 1 s. Therefore, a running mean with a time interval of 60 seconds is applied
on the SPURT data for this study.
These selection criteria are applied on the MOZAIC and SPURT H2O data. The third criterion
with a data selection above the 250 hPa pressure level is also applied on the O3 data in order
to compensate for the tropospheric bias of the complete MOZAIC data set.
Panels (b) and (e) in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show H2O and O3 PDFs modified according
to the selection criteria (color coded) and the original PDFs, also shown in panels (a) and
(d), as shaded area. The mean vertical profile of the selected H2O data set (blue line) is
shifted toward larger values in the stratosphere and toward lower values in the troposphere
for both MOZAIC and SPURT. As a consequence of the criterion to select data with relative
humidities above RH > 10%, H2O mixing ratios below 10 ppmv are excluded. The most
probable H2O data in the stratosphere are now between 10 and 30 ppmv both in SPURT and
MOZAIC. In the troposphere the data are removed because of the 500 ppmv, the 250 hPa and
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Figure 3.3: Frequency distribution of H2O mixing ratio in the troposphere (DTPdyn < −5K,
top panel) and in the stratosphere (DTPdyn > 5K, bottom panel). The bin size for H2O
is 5 ppmv and the bin frequencies are normalized by the total number of data points (see
legend). The frequency distributions of the data selected by the instrument criteria (see text)
are shown by the solid lines, those of the original data by the dashed lines. The means of the
selected MOZAIC and SPURT data are marked by the triangle symbols, the medians by circle
symbols. In the case of unselected data they are beyond the range of the ordinate.
the RHice ≤ 100% criteria. The 250 hPa criterion excludes most O3 data in the troposphere.
This has the largest impact on the MOZAIC data set.
Figure 3.3 shows the normalized frequency distributions of H2O and Figure 3.4 shows those
ofO3 mixing ratios of MOZAIC (red) and SPURT (black). These distributions further illustrate
a better agreement for both trace gases when the data selection is applied (solid lines =
selected data; dashed lines = original data). But there are still some differences left as e.g.,
a high normalized H2O frequency in SPURT at lower mixing ratios in the troposphere. A
difference in sample means and medians also remains (triangles and dots in Figures 3.3 and
3.4, respectively). The mean O3 mixing ratios are larger in SPURT than in MOZAIC and
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Figure 3.4: Frequency distribution of O3 mixing ratio in the troposphere (DTPdyn < −5K,
top panel) and in the stratosphere (DTPdyn > 5K, bottom panel). The bin size of O3 is 10
ppbv.
vice versa for H2O, thus still reflecting the different vertical sampling range of both projects.
The broadness of the SPURT and MOZAIC H2O distribution after the selection is very similar
especially in the stratosphere. The number of data points (legends of Figures 3.3 and 3.4)
demonstrates a reduction by around 65 % of H2O due to data selection both for SPURT and
MOZAIC, around 12 % of O3 data points are rejected for SPURT and around 45 % of O3 data
points for MOZAIC.
The data selection is essential to achieve a sufficient agreement of the frequency distribution
functions for both trace gases and projects (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4) with some differences left
to allow for a statistical comparison of both data sets. For the following statistical analysis, the
reduced data sets of H2O and O3 in which differences due to the different H2O measurement
techniques and sampling strategies are eliminated as far as possible, will be used.
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3.2 Kolmogoroff–Smirnoff test
The Kolmogoroff–Smirnoff goodness–of–fit test compares two independent random samples
of measured data and examines whether they stem from the same population (Brandt, 1999;
Sachs and Hedderich, 2006). Compared to other goodness–of–fit tests, e.g., the χ2–test,
the Kolmogoroff–Smirnoff test can be applied to non-normally distributed data. The test
is well suited to investigate if both random samples belong to the same population. The
central tendency of the variance, the skewness and kurtosis, i.e., differences of the type of
distribution and thus of the distribution functions in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are captured.
3.2.1 Mathematical description
The test statistic is the maximum observed difference of the ordinate between the two non
overlapping cumulative frequency curves. Both statistical samples, i.e., the MOZAIC and
SPURT data, are binned in an equal number of classes. The empirical cumulative distribution
functions Fˆspurt and Fˆmozaic and their differences Fˆspurt − Fˆmozaic are calculated. The test
statistic Dˆ is the maximum of the absolute value of this difference, i.e.,
Dˆ = max
∣∣∣(Fˆspurt − Fˆmozaic)∣∣∣ . (3.1)
For large sample sizes (nspurt + nmozaic > 35) the cutoff value Dα can be approximated by
Dα = Kα ·
√
nspurt + nmozaic
nspurt · nmozaic , (3.2)
with nspurt and nmozaic the number of elements of the two statistical samples and Kα the
Kolmogoroff–Smirnoff constant dependent on the confidence α. Table 3.1 contains the cor-
responding values of Kα.
Table 3.1: Selected constants Kα dependent on different confidences α for the Kolmogoroff–
Smirnoff test (Sachs and Hedderich, 2006)
α 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.999
Kα 1.07 1.14 1.22 1.36 1.63 1.95
If the test statistic Dˆ, calculated from both samples, is greater or equal to the cutoff value
Dα, both distribution functions are significantly different with a selected error probability or
confidence.
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Table 3.2: Kolmogoroff–Smirnoff test statistics Dˆ and cutoff values Dα (rounded for four
decimal places) for two different confidences α = 95% and α = 99.9%
Dˆ(H2O) D
H2O
α=95% D
H2O
α=99.9% Dˆ(O3) D
O3
α=95% D
O3
α=99.9%
Troposphere 0.3691 0.0137 0.0164 0.1757 0.0308 0.0369
Stratosphere 0.2503 0.0061 0.0074 0.1403 0.0090 0.0107
3.2.2 Test performance
The null–hypothesis H0 ’Both distribution functions of trace gases H2O and O3 in MOZAIC
and SPURT are the same’ is tested against the alternative hypothesis HA ’Both distribution
functions are different from each other’ with a confidence of α = 95%. The larger the test
statistic Dˆ in equation 3.1, the more the null–hypothesis has to be rejected.
Table 3.2 shows the values of the test statistic Dˆ and the corresponding cutoff values Dα cal-
culated both for data within the troposphere (DTPdyn < −5K) and the stratosphere (DTPdyn
> 5K). The test statistic Dˆ in table 3.2 is much larger than the cutoff value Dα for all cases.
The null hypothesis of equal distribution functions for both the H2O and the O3 mixing ratio
can be rejected with a confidence of α = 95%. The tests are also performed for different
confidences varying between α = 95% and α = 99.9% (see also table 3.2) with the same test
results. Therefore, with high confidence the H2O and O3 mixing ratios of the MOZAIC and
SPURT data sets differ from each other.
A graphical display of the Kolmogoroff–Smirnoff test results gives a so–called probability net-
work (see Figure 3.5). The H2O andO3 cumulative frequency functions Fˆspurt and Fˆmozaic are
plotted logarithmically in this probability network for troposphere (top panels) and strato-
sphere (bottom panels). The corresponding cutoff value Dα is plotted as confidence region
for each distribution function (dotted lines). If the null hypothesis H0 of equal distribution
functions was not rejected, the frequency function of Fˆmozaic lies within the confidence limit
of the other distribution function Fˆspurt and vice versa. Note the distorted ordinate according
to the χ2–distribution function, which causes the different range of confidence limits although
the Kolmogoroff–Smirnoff constant is equal in the entire mixing ratio range of the abscissa.
The corresponding cutoff values and test statistics can be found in table 3.2. The test results
in table 3.2 are reflected well in these figures. In each case a region is found, where both
cumulative frequency functions differ significantly from each other, i.e., where the difference
between both functions is largest. The maximum difference in ordinate, corresponding to the
test statistic Dˆ, is always located at the middle range of mixing ratios (see dashed cyan line
in Figure 3.5). The two tested cumulative distribution functions do not generally lie in the
confidence limit of the other one, thus both statistical data samples are different from each
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Figure 3.5: Probability networks with empirical cumulative frequency functions in % of H2O
andO3 mixing ratios in MOZAIC (red) and SPURT (black). Top panels: Troposphere (DTPdyn
< −5K). Bottom panels: stratosphere (DTPdyn > 5K). The cutoff value Dα is displayed as
α = 95% confidence region for each frequency function (dotted line) and the corresponding
test statistic Dˆ (dashed cyan line) is also shown.
other and do not belong to the same population.
Although the O3 cumulative distribution functions are very close to each other for each at-
mospheric region a small area is found where the test statistic becomes larger than the cutoff
value and thus a statistical difference between both distribution functions results.
A difference between the cumulative distribution functions both for O3 data based on the
same measurement techniques and for H2O data using different measurement techniques is
evident. The H2O cumulative distribution function for MOZAIC is larger than that for SPURT
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Figure 3.6: Time series of H2O (left–hand panels) and O3 (right–hand panels) in the tro-
posphere (DTPdyn < −5K) (top panels) and stratosphere (DTPdyn > 5K) (bottom panels)
between 11/2001 and 07/2003. MOZAIC measurements are gray for O3 and green for H2O.
SPURT measurements are black. The mean MOZAIC mixing ratio is orange and the mean
SPURT mixing ratio is blue, respectively.
both in the UT and LS, and vice versa for O3. There are still different sample means with
higher SPURT H2O means and lower O3 means than in MOZAIC. This indicates that there
are other, most likely sampling or regional causes for the differences between the trace gas
data in SPURT and MOZAIC. Especially in the stratosphere this must be due to the different
campaign performance, with the Learjet in SPURT flying deeper into the stratosphere and
thus sampling on average a higher O3 and lower H2O mixing ratio (see Figure 2.2).
3.3 Variance analysis
Here, the selected data samples are examined for their variability characteristics. A typi-
cal SPURT campaign consisted of four flights, with a flight time of around four hours each.
One season is covered by eight single flights with H2O data. Thus these few days repre-
sent a whole season in this data set. Figure 3.6 shows the different temporal variability of the
SPURT measurements (black symbols) in comparison to the MOZAIC measurements (colored
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symbols). MOZAIC provides at least two flights with H2O data (green symbols) for each day.
The O3 measurements (gray color) are shown in a similar way. Although both data sets, i.e.,
SPURT and MOZAIC, reveal a seasonal cycle in the troposphere (top panels) and stratosphere
(bottom panels), they are expected to vary on different time scales.
The term time scale in this context is more a matter of speech. Since the movement of the air-
crafts is fast compared to the wind speed the onboard sensors encounter the spacial gradients
at short time scales and the temporal gradients at long time scales. Since both aircrafts are
moving with approximately the same speed the interaction of spatial and temporal gradients
is comparable on lower time scales around 4 hours, when the spatial and temporal variability
play comparable roles. The concept of a temporal statistical variance analysis is an appropri-
ate tool to investigate trace gas variability and provides information about atmospheric and
even chemical influences (Rohrer and Berresheim, 2006).
3.3.1 Test description
For a variance analysis the H2O and O3 data sets in MOZAIC and SPURT (Figure 3.6) are
binned into series of time intervals of different lengths, i.e., time scales, from several minutes
to years. A mean variance is calculated for each time scale. When dividing a data set of a
time scale of one year into two half year data sets, a variance is calculated of the data within
the half year bins. Both resulting sample variances are averaged and the mean variance for
the data set about a half year results. Then the one year data set is divided into three four
month data sets, the procedure is repeated and the mean variance about a three month bin is
calculated. This successive subsampling of the data is done 100 times toward lower bin sizes.
3.3.2 Analysis applied on a joint flight of FISH and MOZAIC sensor
Before doing the variance analysis on the complete SPURT and MOZAIC data of Section
3.2, the analysis is applied on the water vapor data observed during one single flight of the
CIRRUS III campaign (Figure 3.7, top panel). The motivation of the three CIRRUS campaigns
between 2002 and 2006 was to investigate the formation mechanism of cirrus clouds, their
radiative effects and to study the chemical or microphysical properties of the cloud particles.
Both the FISH instrument and the MOZAIC sensor, already described in Section 2.3.2, were
onboard the Learjet 35 A during the last CIRRUS III campaign in November 2006. The
CIRRUS III midlatitude cirrus field experiment took place at the Hohn military base. Six
flights mainly inside and outside frontal cirrus clouds were performed in the altitude range
from 7− 12 km between 45− 70◦ N.
An inflight comparison of both instruments can be performed which shows the results of a
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Figure 3.7: Top panel: In–flight comparison of FISH (black) and MOZAIC sensor (red) H2O
mixing ratio during the CIRRUS III flight on 29 November 2006. The 60 s running mean
of the FISH H2O mixing ratio is highlighted in cyan and the saturation H2O mixing ratio in
pink. The part of the flight, which is performed above the 250 hPa pressure level is bounded
by the green line. After all selection criteria are applied, data above the gray shaded area
are used for the variance analysis. Bottom panel: Variance analysis of FISH (black) and the
MOZAIC sensor (red) H2O mixing ratio during the CIRRUS III flight.
variance analysis, if the data are sampled under the same spatial and temporal conditions.
This is a good opportunity to study the importance of interaction between temporal and
spatial variances on small time scales during an in–flight comparison. The selection criteria
are also applied on this data set and for the resulting data (gray shaded area in Figure 3.7,
top panel) the variance analysis reveals a really good agreement between the H2O variances
as observed by FISH (black) and MOZAIC H2O (red) sensor (Figure 3.7, bottom panel). A
similar increasing variance on a time scale of 3.5 hours demonstrates that both instruments
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detected the same atmospheric processes and that there is no discrepancy due to the unequal
measurement instruments left.
3.3.3 Analysis on MOZAIC and SPURT flights
Figure 3.8 shows the variance analysis of MOZAIC and SPURT H2O and Figure 3.9 the vari-
ance analysis ofO3 data for the troposphere (top panel) and the stratosphere (bottom panel).
The variance of H2O in MOZAIC increases from short to long time scales within the tro-
posphere (red line, Figure 3.8, top panel). There are four consecutive time scale regions,
representing a different strength and change of atmospheric H2O variability. An increasing
variance on time scales of one hour to one or two days, representing the H2O variability on
a diurnal time scale. Further an enhancement on a typical synoptic ten–day time scale and
on an inter–seasonal time scale between 10 and 90 days is observed. On both time scales
the variance enhancement is not as sharp as on the diurnal time scale. At least there is an
extreme increase of variance of H2O data on the 90 to 300 days time scale, representing a
seasonal variability of H2O mixing ratio in MOZAIC.
The tropospheric H2O variance in SPURT (black line, Figure 3.8, top panel) coincides with
that of MOZAIC on a time scale of 0.15 days, i.e., around four hours. This variance repre-
sents the temporal and the spatial variance. The typical duration of a SPURT flight or the
duration of the MOZAIC flights within Europe is around four hours. The aircrafts velocity of
both projects is nearly the same and both measurement systems are comparable on a short
time scale of some hours as shown in Figure 3.7. There is still a good agreement on a time
scale of 1 day, but on longer time scales both variances diverge more and more resulting in
a much lower variance of H2O in SPURT than in MOZAIC. An increasing variance of SPURT
H2O can be observed on a three day time scale, the typical time scale of the mission days
during each aircraft campaign. On longer periods until 90 days the variance remains approx-
imately constant, fluctuating around a statistical mean on a three to ten day time scale. This
fluctuation reduces on longer time scales. On a seasonal time scale a variance of SPURT H2O
data is observed.
When dividing the SPURT data set into different time series of non–regular time scales, most
of the bins do not contain measurement data. On an inter–seasonal time scale there are
SPURT data available on two or three consecutive days (see also 3.6 black symbols). As a
consequence when calculating the variance on a 100 day time scale the variance will remain
constant until reaching the prescribed bin, which contains the measurement data. This bin
includes a time scale of one or two days. As consequence no H2O variability is found on an
inter–seasonal time scale in SPURT. The variance on a seasonal time scale is based on single
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Figure 3.8: Variance analysis of H2O in ppmv2 of MOZAIC (red) and SPURT (black). Top
panel: troposphere (DTPdyn < −5K). Bottom panel: stratosphere (DTPdyn > 5K).
flights on two or three consecutive days each season during the two years.
The H2O variances are lower within the stratosphere for each time scale (Figure 3.8, bottom
panel), representing the smaller H2O variability in the upper atmosphere. The difference
of the variance between MOZAIC and SPURT reduces in the stratosphere, but a discrepancy
remains.
For SPURT, the stratospheric tracer O3 reveals an enhancing variance on a ten–day time scale
as for MOZAIC (see Figure 3.9). There is no enhancement of SPURT O3 variance on an inter–
seasonal time scale until 90 days, but for MOZAIC the O3 variance increases only marginally.
On a seasonal time scale until 300 days there is an increasing variance both for SPURT and
MOZAIC O3. Compared to the troposphere the O3 variance increases in the stratosphere. The
slope of the O3 variance of SPURT is similar to that of MOZAIC and there is no considerable
difference between SPURT and MOZAIC O3 variance as observed for the tropospheric tracer
H2O.
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Figure 3.9: Variance analysis ofO3 in ppbv2 of MOZAIC (red) and SPURT (black). Top panel:
troposphere (DTPdyn < −5K). Bottom panel: stratosphere (DTPdyn > 5K). The tropospheric
variance of MOZAIC O3 is additionally shown enlarged top right–hand.
3.3.4 Discussion on variability of SPURT and MOZAIC data
The H2O data observed during the SPURT campaigns contain atmospheric processes, which
take place on a diurnal time scale. There is a fluctuating variance between several minutes up
to two to three days. The SPURT data set does not contain information about any processes
on longer inter–seasonal time scales, but on a seasonal time scale between 90 and 300 days.
Thus SPURT contains on the one hand processes playing a role on the typical campaign time
scale (one to three days). Further the seasonal variability is based on the equally time–spaced
performed campaigns, while each season is covered by two campaigns. Thus the trace gas
variability within a season (10 to 90 days) is not included which is about 50 % of the total
variance of H2O.
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Figure 3.10: Variance analysis of H2O subsamples from the MOZAIC data set in the tro-
posphere (top panel) and stratosphere (bottom panel). The H2O variances of the SPURT
(black) and full MOZAIC data (red) from Figure 3.8 are additionally shown with the vari-
ance of MOZAIC data sampled on the same SPURT flight days (cyan). Further variances are
calculated corresponding to one campaign per month (dashed–dotted), i.e., flights on two
consecutive days each month between November 2001 and July 2003. Four flight days per
month (dashed), i.e., flights on every sixth day. Eight flight days according to flights every
fourth day (dotted).
The MOZAIC H2O measurements are influenced by synoptic scale processes on a ten–day
time scale and by processes on an inter–seasonal time scale. The variance enhancing on
a ten–day time scale represents a variability which is typical for synoptic weather systems
influencing the air mass composition in a specific region as low or high pressure systems.
Further there is a variance between 10 and 90 days, representing processes varying on an
inter–seasonal time scale up to three months and a variability on a seasonal time scale. Con-
trary to SPURT the MOZAIC data set gives information about processes on each time scale.
Especially MOZAIC contains information about processes which are representative for the
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different seasons. The SPURT H2O variance is not representative for the seasonal time scale
and rather gives an instantaneous picture of the atmosphere on the single flight days. SPURT
is rather dominated by short scale fluctuating processes. These different processes in both
data sets are the reason for differences in the frequency distribution functions (Figures 3.3
and 3.4).
On long time scales the H2O variances of MOZAIC and SPURT differ more and more due to
the different measurement frequency. The difference is largest in the troposphere, the full
atmospheric H2O variance in the UT is not captured by the SPURT campaigns. Large scale at-
mospheric processes and turbulent systems playing a role in the UT on a longer than diurnal
time scale and influencing the variability of the tropospheric tracer H2O are not contained in
the SPURT data and account for this difference. The H2O difference in variance lessens in
the stratosphere, but still remains.
The stratospheric tracerO3 does not reveal the differences in variance in SPURT and MOZAIC
as observed for H2O. SPURT O3 data represent the atmospheric processes influencing the O3
distribution in the UT/LS on each time scale despite the inter–seasonal time scale between 10
and 90 days as expected. But the full atmospheric O3 variance as MOZAIC shows is achieved
in the UT/LS on every time scale thus demonstrating that contrary to the tropospheric tracer
H2O the amount of SPURT data is sufficient to represent the full O3 variability even on sea-
sonal time scales. This demonstrates the different variability behavior of the stratospheric
tracer O3, which has a typical photochemical life time of several months and longer in the
LS (Sankey and Shepherd, 2003). O3 is independent of short scale fluctuating processes and
definitely acts on longer time scales than H2O.
Figure 3.10 shows the variance analysis for different subsamples of MOZAIC data in the
troposphere (top panel) and in the stratosphere (bottom panel). The variance of the full
MOZAIC H2O data between November 2001 and July 2003 (red line) is compared with that
of the MOZAIC data on the single SPURT mission days (cyan line), which has a very similar
shape as that of SPURT H2O (black line). The difference to the variance of the full MOZAIC
data (red) reduces marginally on the time scale between 40 to 300 days in the troposphere
and between 40 to 150 days in the stratosphere, if there would be one campaign each month
(dashed–dotted line). To capture the full atmospheric H2O variance as MOZAIC shows there
have to be every fourth day measurement flights in the troposphere (dotted line), while in
the stratosphere measurements every sixth day are sufficient especially on inter–seasonal and
seasonal time scales (dashed line). That means that the research aircraft would have to fly
on around eight days per month in the troposphere and around four days per month in the
stratosphere to capture the full climatological variability of MOZAIC H2O.
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3.4 Results of this chapter
The statistical analysis shows that the SPURT data set, despite its much larger temporal and
spatial coverage as compared to other campaigns with research aircraft, does not represent
the full variability of atmospheric H2O in the tropopause region as observed during MOZAIC
and can only be used for limited climatological investigations. The limited number of SPURT
flights cannot replace the large number of MOZAIC flights when analyzing the H2O distri-
bution in a climatological manner. The SPURT observations rather give an instantaneous
picture of one day variability especially of the upper tropospheric H2O mixing ratio. Infor-
mation about large scale processes varying on a seasonal time scale are less representative, as
a variance analysis reveals. For O3 the number of SPURT flights is almost sufficient. SPURT
delivers the atmospheric variability ofO3 on each time scale except of the inter–seasonal one,
which however is weak as the MOZAIC data show. Therefore, SPURT O3 can be used even
for climatological investigations.
This result suggests an oversampling of MOZAIC O3 data within the UT/LS, a regular sam-
pling from season to season seems sufficient to represent the climatological behavior of O3 in
the UT/LS. The MOZAIC trace gas data are not limited in the variance characteristics. These
data represent atmospheric processes varying on longer time scales like synoptic weather
systems. They are ideal for seasonal and annual investigations of H2O and O3 mixing ratios.
However, the statistical comparison reveals the known limitation of the MOZAIC RH sensor
in the LS. Small scale fluctuations in the UT/LS cannot be observed by this capacitive sensor,
while the FISH instrument in SPURT is well suited for studies with attention to fast processes
in the UT/LS, as mixing and transport processes.
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Chapter 4
An observational analysis of the
Tropopause Inversion Layer
One feature coupled with the UT/LS, which has gained an increasing importance in the last
years, is the so–called tropopause inversion layer (TIL) above the extratropical tropopause
in the lowermost stratosphere (Birner et al., 2002). The TIL is characterized by an inversion
in the temperature profile and by an enhanced static stability (buoyancy frequency squared,
N2) compared to the troposphere and the entire stratosphere. Tracer correlations between a
stratospheric (O3) and a tropospheric tracer (CO) reveal an extratropical mixing layer in the
lowermost stratosphere (Fischer et al., 2000; Hoor et al., 2002). The gradient of these trace
gases is enhanced within the mixing layer. There is a large seasonal variability of exchange
across the tropopause which influences the thickness of the mixing layer. Both the strength of
the TIL and the thickness of the mixing layer have a large winter to summer contrast (Hoor
et al., 2002; Birner, 2006). Further the UT/LS is a region where the atmospheric radiative
balance is very sensitive to changes in trace gases such as H2O or O3 (Forster, 1999; Forster
and Shine, 2002). The height of the tropopause, which is related to the TIL and the mixing
layer, is also very sensible to the upper tropospheric flow. It has been shown that anticyclonic
balanced disturbances lead to a higher and sharper tropopause with an enhanced N2 just
above the tropopause. Contrary, cyclonic balanced dynamics lead to a lower and less sharp
tropopause with reduced N2 above the tropopause (Wirth, 2003).
Several hypotheses on the maintenance of the TIL, i.e., the upper tropospheric dynamics,
mixing of trace gases and also radiative forcing, have been proposed so far. Due to mixing
the trace gas gradients are changed in the LS, which may influence the temperature gra-
dient and thus the static stability N2 in the TIL. Randel et al. (2007b) suggested that the
radiative effects of both O3 and H2O near the tropopause may be a substantial contribution
to the formation and the maintenance of the TIL. They further postulated that the vertical
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scale of the TIL is partly linked to the thickness of the mixing layer. Birner (2006) argued
that the TIL could be the result of poleward heat fluxes together with extratropical baroclinic
eddies. These eddies act on the background temperature gradient in the tropopause region.
Balanced dynamics studies by Wirth (2003) revealed enhanced N2 in the LS as a feature
of anticyclonic upper–tropospheric flow. A dynamical mechanism was proposed by Wirth
(2004) that the asymmetry between upper–level cyclones and anticyclones and their effects
on the local stratification around the tropopause is responsible for the existence of the TIL in
the climatological mean (see also Wirth and Szabo, 2007). Hereby, the convergence and di-
vergence of the vertical wind may affect the vertical separation of the isentropes and thus can
modify the static stability above the tropopause and the TIL. Randel et al. (2007b) showed
that the TIL is evident both for anticyclonic and cyclonic upper tropospheric flow. Recently,
Hegglin et al. (2009) delivered further observational support for the mechanism proposed
by Randel et al. (2007b) and emphasized the relevance of H2O for maintaining the TIL. The
seasonal changes of H2O satellite data and their relative vertical gradient are similar to the
N2 structure within the TIL.
Based on in situ observations and radiative calculations, this thesis further investigates the
possible maintenance processes of the TIL. Using the observations obtained during the SPURT
aircraft campaigns and the data from ECMWF output fields, the following questions are of
interest:
• Is there any link between the extratropical mixing layer and the TIL? To quantify the
relationship between the static stability N2 and the mixing degree a measure of the
mixing degree will be introduced.
• Does the TIL also exist in an atmosphere with a non–mixed state? To investigate this
question, the impact of a ‘L–shaped’ tracer correlation between a tropospheric (H2O)
and a stratospheric tracer (O3) on the thermal stratification is analyzed with a radiative
transport model.
• Which upper tropospheric flow is related to the TIL? An analysis of the relative vorticity
field in the upper troposphere associated with the TIL regions will be performed.
4.1 Static stability and Tropopause Inversion Layer (TIL)
In a stably stratified atmosphere the Brunt–Väisälä frequency is defined as the frequency N
of an oscillating air parcel if it was displaced vertically without disturbing its environment
(Holton, 2004). A measure for the static stability of the environment is the Brunt–Väisälä
frequency squared, i.e.
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N2 =
g
θ
∂θ
∂z
(4.1)
with g the gravitational acceleration and θ the potential temperature. If N2 < 0, i.e., the
potential temperature is decreasing with height, the displacement will increase exponentially
with time and the stratification will be statically unstable. In the atmosphere convective
systems are statically unstable. If N2 = 0, an accelerating force does not exist and the air
parcel is in neutral equilibrium. If N2 > 0, i.e., the potential temperature increases with
height, the parcel will oscillate about its initial level. The stratification will be statically
stable. With the help of the ideal gas equation p = ρRT and the definition of the potential
temperature θ = T
(
p0
p
) R
cp , the Brunt–Väisälä frequency is also given by
N2 =
g
T
(
∂T
∂z
+
g
cp
)
. (4.2)
The pressure is denoted by p, the reference pressure is p0, the specific heat at constant pres-
sure is cp and the universal gas constant is R. In the following, the Brunt–Väisälä frequency
N2 squared is referred to as static stability.
The zonal and time mean static stability N2 in 10−4 s−2 is shown in Figure 4.1 for summer
(top panel) and winter (bottom panel). N2 is calculated from ECMWF data at the 18 single
SPURT flight days between 2001 and 2003. The T511L61 operational ECMWF data (Sim-
mons et al., 2005) are used. The data are interpolated on a 1◦ × 1◦ horizontal grid and to
35 vertical pressure levels (19 equidistant levels between 1000 hPa and 100 hPa). The time
mean is calculated for 12 UTC ECMWF data.
Within the well mixed troposphere the zonal and time mean static stability is very low around
N2 = 1− 2 · 10−4 s−2. Characteristic for the winter pole is an intensive inversion at the bot-
tom due to the missing solar radiation. During polar night the surface and the air masses
above the surface cool out. As consequence the static stability near the surface is enhanced
and an intensive temperature inversion results in the lower troposphere. This can be partly
seen at the south pole during winter (JJA) at 4 km (Figure 4.1, top panel). The inversion
near the surface at the north pole during winter (DJF) is below 4 km, but this is obscured in
Figure 4.1 (top panel) due to the y–axis limits.
The largest gradient in static stability is within the tropopause region around the thermal
tropopause (white line). The entire lower stratosphere is stably stratified and the static sta-
bility is higher than in the troposphere with values around N2 = 4− 5 · 10−4 s−2. The tran-
sition between the troposphere to stratosphere related to a high gradient of static stability
is largest in the tropics and the midlatitudes. The slope of the isentropes (pink contours) is
also largest across the tropopause. Especially the middle world isentropes are characterized
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Figure 4.1: Static stability N2 in 10−4 s−2 calculated with ECMWF operational fields for
summer (top panel) and winter (bottom panel). The thermal tropopause is given by the solid
white line, the isentropic surfaces as pink isolines and the isotaches as gray isolines.
by a positive slope within the troposphere and by a negative slope within the stratosphere.
Near the winter polar regions these isentropes are enhancing again, which is related to the
presence of a polar vortex. This feature is most evident during the winter at the south pole,
demonstrating a more stable vortex at the south pole than at the north pole.
The highest static stability N2> 5 · 10−4 s−2 is located above the tropical tropopause and in
a layer above the extratropical tropopause. This layer is the so–called tropopause inversion
layer (TIL). The vertical temperature gradient exhibits a strong inversion within this layer
with the temperature strongly increasing above a sharp thermal tropopause (Birner et al.,
2002). As consequence of the sharp maximum in temperature the N2 is maximized within
the TIL, i.e., N2 is enhanced compared to values of N2 in the entire stratosphere. This layer
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Figure 4.2: ECMWF zonal and time mean vertical profiles of the temperature (left–hand
panel) and the static stability (right–hand panel) between 40◦ N (black line) and 70◦ N (gray
line). The thermal tropopause at the different latitudes is given by the horizontal dashed line.
with enhanced N2 roughly contains the stratospheric part of the middle world isentropes
between the thermal tropopause and the 380 K isentrope, i.e., within the lowermost strato-
sphere. There is a large winter to summer contrast with a more intensive TIL in the summer
hemisphere than in the winter hemisphere. During the winter the TIL has a greater vertical
and meridional extension than during the summer. Especially in the winter hemisphere there
is a layer of lower static stability N2≈ 3 · 10−4 s−2 above the TIL in the subtropics related
to the upper part of the subtropical jet stream (gray contours). This layer may be due to
secondary thermal tropopauses with tropical characteristics. Pan et al. (2009b) already dis-
cussed deep intrusions of tropospheric air into the lower stratosphere above the subtropical
jet stream, which are characterized by low static stability and which occur along and under
the poleward extending tropical tropopause.
Figure 4.2 shows four different ECMWF zonal and time mean vertical profiles of the temper-
ature (left–hand panel) and the static stability (right–hand panel) between 40◦N (black line)
and 70◦ N (gray line). The profiles represent the zonal and time mean of the ECMWF data at
the 18 SPURT flight days. Above the thermal tropopause (horizontal dashed lines) there is a
sharp positive temperature gradient within the TIL. This temperature inversion is dependent
on latitude, i.e., the inversion is more intensive toward higher latitudes. At the same time
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Figure 4.3: Time mean temperature in K and static stability in 10−4 s−2 from the Boulder bal-
loon data from 1980–2007. The mean height of the thermal tropopause is zTPth = 11.79 km
(dashed red line). Dashed black lines represent the conventional sea level based mean, solid
lines the corresponding tropopause based mean.
there is a sharp maximum in static stability above the thermal tropopause. This maximum is
more intensive at 70◦N than at 40◦N. The static stability above the sharp maximum declines
with height. The existence and sharpness of the peak in N2 above the tropopause is often
referred to as a measure for the sharpness of the tropopause (e.g., Wirth and Szabo, 2007).
The sharpness of the tropopause is also analyzed by Pan et al. (2004) with the help of cor-
relations between a stratospheric and a tropospheric tracer. They analyzed the nature of the
connection between the two branches, stratosphere and troposphere, in a correlation plot,
which provides information on the characteristics of the transition and thus on the sharpness
of the tropopause.
To obtain the fine–scale climatological structure of the tropopause region, e.g., the charac-
teristic feature of the TIL with the sharp maximum in N2 above the thermal tropopause, the
zonal and time mean have to be calculated relative to the tropopause as described by Birner
et al. (2002) and Birner (2006). For this purpose, the thermal tropopause TPth has to be
computed first for each vertical profile. The vertical profiles of a quantity x(t, z) are interpo-
lated on equidistant spaces with respect to the local time–dependent height of the tropopause
zTPth , using the tropopause as reference level. A cubic spline interpolation is performed to
receive equally spaced levels. Therefore, a 500 m distance is used for the ECMWF data in
Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Thus, the difference between the height of each level with the height
of the tropopause, i.e., z − zTPth , is computed. Then the tropopause based parameter are
averaged in a zonal and time mean to receive a tropopause based average x(t, z − zTPth) of
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Figure 4.4: Vertical profiles of water vapor (left–hand panel), ozone (middle panel) and
temperature (right–hand panel) relative to the dynamical tropopause in DTPdyn in K of all
SPURT data (black dots) and the interpolated ECMWF data (colored crosses). The mean
vertical profiles for SPURT data (solid gray lines) and of ECMWF data (solid blue lines) are
shown.
the quantity x. The vertical coordinate in a sea level based manner can be readjusted by the
time–averaged height of the tropopause zTPth , i.e., zreadj = z − zTPth + zTPth. This averaging
procedure was performed to receive the fine–scale structure of the TIL in Figures 4.1 and
4.2. Despite this tropopause based averaging, the transition across the thermal tropopause
from the upper troposphere to the lower stratosphere is very smooth in the ECMWF vertical
profiles (Figure 4.2). The reason is the vertical resolution of the ECMWF data. The verti-
cal resolution of ∆z ∼ 0.8− 1.4 km around the extratropical tropopause and the horizontal
resolution of 1◦ × 1◦ are sufficient to resolve a well–pronounced TIL in the time and zonal
mean. But similar to other model results in Birner et al. (2006), who used data from the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis and the Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model CMAM, the TIL is not
as sharp as for data sets with a higher resolution.
Figure 4.3 shows the tropopause based time mean (solid line) of the temperature (left–hand
panel) and the static stability (right–hand panel) for vertical sonde profiles taken at 40◦ N
and 105.25◦W in Boulder, Colorado, between 1980 and 2007. These sonde data with a high
resolution of 250 m also in the tropopause region represent a sharp tropopause transition
in the temperature and static stability distribution. There is a sharp maximum of the static
stability above the thermal tropopause. Note that a conventional sea level based averaging
of the profiles (dashed lines, respectively) results in a blurred structure at the tropopause.
The temperature inversion and the sharp maximum in static stability are not resolved. In
this sea level based averaging the vertical coordinate is fixed in time and horizontal space.
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Any feature strongly variable in space and time, e.g., the height of the tropopause, is blurred
in the resulting sea level based climatology. Therefore, in a climatology of the tropopause
region and thus of the static stability and the temperature within that region the tropopause
based averaging is advantageous compared to the conventional sea level based averaging.
4.2 High static stability in the extratropical mixing layer
The high static stability within the TIL is roughly in that part of the extratropical tropopause
region where the mixing layer is observed. This mixing layer has different chemical char-
acteristics than the entire stratosphere or the entire troposphere. Therefore, a possible link
between mixing and the TIL in the extratropics is investigated in the following. For this
purpose the observational CO and O3 data from the eight SPURT aircraft campaigns over
Europe between 2001 and 2003 (Engel et al., 2006) are analyzed. The obtained data sets
represent the UT/LS up to 13.5 km and a high frequency of flights were above the tropopause
(Figure 2.2). This analysis comprises 34 SPURT flights with sufficient data in the vicin-
ity of the tropopause. The static stability calculated from ECMWF data is interpolated on
the flight path. This is done both spatially, i.e., in the horizontal and vertical space, and
temporally. First the respective positions of the SPURT flight paths at noon time (12 UTC)
are determined by trajectory calculations with CLaMS (Chemical Lagrangian Model of the
Stratosphere, McKenna et al. (2002b); Konopka et al. (2007)). Then the spatial interpolation
is done.
Figure 4.4 shows vertical profiles of the ECMWF data at the SPURT flight paths together with
the SPURT measurements for H2O (left–hand panel), O3 (middle panel) and temperature
(right–hand panel). A good agreement of the mean vertical profiles of SPURT (solid gray
lines) and ECMWF (solid blue lines) is shown. The temperature field consistent between
ECMWF and SPURT, O3 is consistent in the stratosphere with a slight difference in the upper
troposphere. H2O shows a good agreement in the tropopause region, with a higher mixing
ratio of ECMWF than SPURT in the troposphere and vice versa in the stratosphere. Shifts in
space or time of modeled data compared to reality can appear in the vicinity of strong dy-
namical activities as the jet streams. These discrepancies are not evident in the used ECMWF
data in the vicinity of the SPURT measurements.
4.2.1 SPURT case study
Figure 4.5 panel (a) shows the tracer correlation of O3 and CO observed during the SPURT
flight on 27 April 2003. The air with CO < 34 ppbv is defined as stratospheric (pink) and the
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Figure 4.5: SPURT flight on 27 April 2003 from Kiruna (68◦N, 21◦E) toward Hohn (54◦N,
9◦E). Top panels: O3 and CO correlation colored according to the stratosphere (pink),
troposphere (yellow) and mixed branch (cyan) in panel (a) and according to N2 in panel
(b). Measurements above the thermal tropopause are marked by light gray squares, those
below by dark gray circles, which are additionally bordered in black if they are above the
dynamical tropopause (2PVU). Bottom panel: Vertical cross section of N2 along the flight
path (black), colored according to the three branches in panel (a). The mixed parts (cyan)
at the beginning and end of the flight path are numbered and marked in panel (b) as gray
dashed boxes. Isotaches in ms−1 (red), 2 and 3 PVU isolines (red dashed), isentropes in K
(white) and the thermal tropopause (gray) are shown.
air with O3 < 75 ppbv as tropospheric (yellow). These thresholds forO3 and CO are arbitrary
and different in literature. Here, similar values to Pan et al. (2006) are used, who select the
data within the mixing layer according to CO < 30 ppbv and O3 < 50 ppbv. The results of
this analysis are not sensitive to the used thresholds. All other air masses are considered to
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Figure 4.6: POLARCAT flight on 15 July 2008 from Kangerlussuaq toward Spitsbergen. See
Figure 4.5 for figure description.
be mixed (cyan). The highest values of static stability (N2 ≈ 7 · 10−4 s−2) can be found in
the middle and upper part of the mixed branch (box 1, Figure 4.5 (b)). The lowest values
(N2 ≈ 1 · 10−4 s−2) are found in the troposphere and intermediate values (N2 ≈ 4 · 10−4 s−2)
in the stratosphere. Thus, the mixing layer contains a significant amount of high stability air.
The vertical cross section of N2 along the flight path (bottom panel) shows that these mixed
air masses (cyan flight segment) with high N2 (deep red filled contours) were detected im-
mediately after entering the stratosphere at the beginning of the flight. During this flight
segment the TIL was sampled (denoted (1), see also panel (b)). Thereafter, stratospheric
air masses with lower N2 were observed (pink flight segment) before again entering into a
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mixed air mass in the vicinity of the polar jet stream (red contours) with a higher N2 than in
the entire troposphere and a lower N2 than in the TIL. Box 2 shows the corresponding part
in panel (b).
The mixed branch in the vicinity of the jet stream is likely the result of recent quasi–isentropic
mixing of trace gases from the troposphere to the stratosphere. Mean age of air calculations
with CLaMS reveal that these mixed air masses close to the jet stream are younger than the
mixed air masses in the TIL (not shown). The younger air masses are partly below the ther-
mal tropopause (dark gray circles, panel (b)). The older air masses within the TIL are above
the tropopause (light gray squares, panel (b)) and far away from the jet stream.
The high static stability related to the TIL within the mixing layer is also evident in case
studies of flights during the POLARCAT–GRACE campaign above the polar region. Figure
4.6 shows one of these POLARCAT–GRACE flights on 15 July 2008 from Kangerlussuaq
(Greenland) toward Lonyearbyen (Spitsbergen). The TIL was detected during most of the
POLARCAT–GRACE flights. Thus POLARCAT–GRACE also gives a picture of the TIL and the
mixing layer during the polar summer. The mixing layer is also associated with a very high
static stability above the polar regions. The flight introduced in Figure 4.6 would originally
contain some tropospheric values with O3 < 75 ppbv. But due to the calculation of trajecto-
ries to noon time data are missed when backward trajectories intersect the surface before 12
UTC.
4.2.2 Tropospheric Fresh Mixing (TFM branch)
The low values of static stability in the lower branch of the mixing layer during the flight on
27 April 2003 (Figure 4.5) were observed in the vicinity of the subtropical jet stream, i.e, on
the cyclonic side of the jet stream in the LS. The jet streams are generally characterized by
a break in the thermal tropopause together with a distortion of the dynamical tropopause.
This dynamical situation is associated with a fast quasi–isentropic exchange of trace gases
between the troposphere and the stratosphere.
The exact position of the measurements associated with a low static stability (Figure 4.5,
box 2 in panel(b)) relative to the dynamical and thermal tropopause is investigated in the
following. Therefore the mixing layer observed on 27 April 2003 is divided into different
parts. Relative to the dynamical tropopause, which is assigned by the 2 PVU isoline, all mea-
surements within the mixing layer on this day are analyzed (Figure 4.7, upper right–hand
panel, black line). The distance to the dynamical tropopause DTPdyn is given in potential
temperature. The extent of the mixing layer is largely above the dynamical tropopause. A
few measurements are also observed up to –10 K below the dynamical tropopause. Fur-
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Figure 4.7: Top panels: O3 and CO tracer correlation during the SPURT flight on 27 April
2003 (two left–hand panels). Measurements above the thermal tropopause in gray crosses,
below the thermal tropopause in orange crosses and the measurements between the thermal
and the dynamical tropopauses are additionally highlighted by black squares. The correlation
is also colored with the distance to the dynamical tropopause DTPdyn in K (middle panel). In
this plot the 1 K distance between the dynamical tropopause is marked by the black crosses.
The number of data points within the mixing layer are also shown relative to the dynamical
tropopause (right–hand panel). Bottom panels: The same analysis as above but for all SPURT
flights together.
thermore, the mixing layer is divided into parts containing measurements above the thermal
tropopause (gray line) and below (orange line). Thus many data points are both above
the thermal tropopause and above the dynamical tropopause. There is a maximum around
20 K above the dynamical tropopause. These measurements are within the TIL or within
the stratosphere above. There are also some measurements which are above the dynamical
tropopause, but below the thermal tropopause. These are within a layer of around 30 K
above the dynamical tropopause. In a O3 and CO tracer correlation plot these measurements
between the dynamical and thermal tropopause are exactly those measurements in the lower
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part of the mixing layer (Figure 4.7, upper left–hand panel, black squares), which are related
to a low static stability (Figure 4.5, box 2 in panel(b)). There are also some measurements
up to 10 K below the dynamical tropopause which are above the thermal tropopause.
In an analysis of all SPURT flights together (Figure 4.7, lower panels), the part between
the thermal and dynamical tropopause extends up to 40 K above the dynamical tropopause
(lower right–hand panel, orange line) and the maximum of the measurements above the
thermal tropopause around 20 K above the dynamical tropopause is enhanced. The mix-
ing layer as observed during all SPURT flights lies mainly above the dynamical tropopause
(lower right–hand panel, black line). This is also expressed in the O3–CO tracer correlation,
which is colored according to the distance to the dynamical tropopause (Figure 4.7, bottom
middle panel). The black crosses represent values close to the dynamical tropopause within
DTPdyn = ±1K, which are mainly below or in the lower branch of the mixing layer around
the mixing–limit line toward the tropospheric reservoir.
The measurements between the dynamical and thermal tropopause are also related to dy-
namical situations in the vicinity of the jet streams related to a break of the thermal
tropopause. Then the tropical tropopause partly penetrates the midlatitude region. Tro-
pospheric intrusions of trace gases from the upper troposphere at low latitudes to the lower
troposphere at high latitudes are likely related to these secondary tropopauses during SPURT.
These intrusions are characterized by a low O3 concentration, a low equivalent latitude and a
static stability lower than in the stratosphere, but higher than in the troposphere (Pan et al.,
2009b). These air masses in the vicinity of the jet streams are also between the dynamical
and thermal tropopause and are transported from lower toward higher latitudes. In the fol-
lowing, these air masses are referred to as TFM branch, i.e., the ‘Tropospheric Freshly Mixed’
branch.
4.2.3 A new measure of mixing degree in the extratropical UT/LS
To investigate the relationship between static stability N2 and mixing in the UT/LS during all
SPURT flights, a measure for quantifying the mixing degree deduced from tracer correlations
is proposed. This parameter fmix depends on the location of the mixing points in a tracer
correlation plot and is shown for all SPURT flights in Figure 4.8 (left–hand panel). fmix is
designed to measure both the distance to the undisturbed stratospheric (CO < 34 ppbv) and
tropospheric (O3 < 75 ppbv) reservoirs (gray colored) and the distance to the intersection
point (red point) of the mixing–limit lines in the tracer space. This point is identical to the
so–called ‘chemopause’ (Pan et al., 2004), here in the idealized ‘L–shaped’ tracer correlation.
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Figure 4.8: O3 and CO correlation of all SPURT measurements colored with the dimen-
sionless measure fmix to quantify mixing (left–hand panel), which depends on fWH (middle
panel) and f0 (right–hand panel). The intersection point of mixing–limit lines is marked by
the red point and the bisecting line is gray dashed. Stratospheric and tropospheric reservoirs
in gray for all panels.
Thus, the functional relationship fmix depends on two different terms according to
fmix(x, y) = fWH(x, y) · f0(x, y) , (4.3)
with dimensionless variables x for CO and y for O3. The trace gases are normalized
by their respective maxima (O3 = 1000 ppbv, CO = 192 ppbv) as observed during SPURT
and by the limits of the mixing layer according to x = (CO− 34 ppbv)/192 ppbv and
y = (O3 − 75 ppbv)/1000 ppbv. fmix is valid within the mixing area in the correlation plot
(color–coded in Figure 4.8, left–hand panel), i.e., the original reservoirs (gray colored) are
considered to be unmixed with fmix= 0. The two terms fWH(x, y) and f0(x, y) are described
in detail in the following.
In a correlation plot, the mixing degree depends on the distance to the original undisturbed
reservoirs of the troposphere and stratosphere. Thus, the distance to the bisecting line
(dashed gray line) between the two original reservoirs must be accounted for to find the
strongest mixing degree in the vicinity of this line and the lowest one close to the original
reservoirs. This can be described by the function
fWH(x, y) =


y
x
if y< x
x
y
if x< y
, (4.4)
which is shown in Figure 4.8 (middle panel). The function fWH(x, y) is also motivated by
the entropy–based measure of mixing at the tropopause introduced by Patmore and Toumi
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Figure 4.9: Mixed region of all SPURT measurements (color coded with fmix) dependent on
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tropopause (DTPth) in km (bottom panel). Stratospheric and tropospheric reservoirs in gray
for both panels.
(2006), who divided the tracer space into five mixing states to quantify the mixing degree.
These divisions are similar to the function fWH(x, y) with the most mixed air mass furthest
away from the original reservoirs.
Using O3–CO correlations mixing can be represented by straight lines between the two non–
mixed reservoirs of the stratosphere and troposphere in an idealized manner (Hoor et al.,
2002; Pan et al., 2007b). The mixing degree further depends on the distance of these mixing
lines to the intersection point of both mixing–limit lines (red point in Figure 4.8), i.e., the
greater the distance of a particular mixing line from this point the more strongly the cor-
responding stratosphere–troposphere exchange event is dominated by mixing. This mixing
feature is described by the second functional relationship
f0(x, y) = x+ y , (4.5)
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which assigns a mixing degree relative to the intersection point of mixing–limit lines (Figure
4.8, right–hand panel). The resulting dimensionless measure of the mixing degree fmix(x, y)
according to Equation (4.3) is largest in the vicinity of the bisecting line between the two
reservoirs (gray dashed) and decreases both toward the unmixed reservoirs (gray colored)
and toward the intersection point (Figure 4.8, left–hand panel). fmix(x, y) is scaled by its
local maximum value fmaxmix ≈ 0.45 at the bisecting line for SPURT measurements to receive
values of fmix(x, y) between 0 and 1. Thus, the mixing degree fmix(x, y) is designed as a
measure of how much the air mass deviates from the background stratosphere and tropo-
sphere due to the mixing in its history.
Mixing, as it is diagnosed in the CO–O3 tracer space by fmix(x, y), is a very simple repre-
sentation of a full three–dimensional process. Different mixing scenarios can leave the same
signature in the CO–O3 tracer space, i.e., for a given point in the CO–O3 tracer space, it is
not possible to reconstruct the mixing line along which mixing of air masses has occurred.
Thus, fmix(x, y) as proposed here is an empirical attempt to quantify the mixing degree by
using only the measurable quantities (CO and O3). In particular, the highest function scores
for CO–O3 tracer values far away from the undisturbed reservoirs and far away from the in-
tersection point of mixing–limit lines represent mixing lines which connect those parts of the
troposphere and stratosphere which in an undisturbed atmosphere are also geometrically far
away from each other. Thus, a high mixing degree expected in such ‘strong mixing events’ is
measured by high values of fmix. An advantage of this simple function fmix(x, y) compared
with the approach of Patmore and Toumi (2006) is the fact that no further physical parame-
ters have to be introduced and the mixing degree is characterized by a continuous variable.
Figure 4.9 (top panel) shows the meridional distribution of fmix(x, y). The equivalent lat-
itude is used as meridional coordinate, which is inferred from the PV distribution on isen-
tropes (see also Chapter 5). The vertical coordinate DTPdyn is the distance to the dynamical
tropopause TPdyn = 2PVU in potential temperature space. The meridional distribution of
fmix(x, y) peaks for strongly mixed air masses just above the dynamical tropopause. When
the distribution is calculated relative to the thermal tropopause (bottom panel), the largest
fmix(x, y) is around the thermal tropopause. This shows the location of the mixing layer, for
the most time above the dynamical tropopause, but around the thermal tropopause.
4.2.4 Static stability and mixing degree in the TIL and TFM branch
The case study in Figure 4.5 reveals that the mixing layer contains air masses within the TIL
above the thermal tropopause TPth (box 1) and air masses freshly mixed from the tropo-
sphere with a lower N2 (box 2).
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Figure 4.10: Top panels: O3 and CO tracer correlation colored with the static stability N2
in 10−4s−2 for all SPURT measurements (panel (a)), those within the TIL branch (panel (b))
and the tropospheric freshly mixed (TFM) branch (panel (c)). Middle panels: Dependency of
N2 on the distance to the dynamical tropopause DTPdyn in K and fmix for the entire mixing
layer (panel (d)), the TIL (panel (e)) and the TFM branch between TPdyn(2PVU) and TPth
(panel (f)). Bottom panels: N2 dependent on the distance to the thermal tropopause DTPth
in km. Data between TPdyn(4PVU) and TPth are bordered in dark gray (panels (c), (f) and
(i)).
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Figure 4.10 (a) shows the corresponding correlation of all SPURT O3 and CO measurements
colored according to the static stability N2. To identify air masses within the TIL all the data
are selected according to the criteria:
• above the thermal tropopause TPth
• high static stability (N2 > 5 · 10−4 s−2)
• close distance to the dynamical tropopause (DTPdyn < 30K)
In the following, these observations are denoted as ‘TIL branch’. The second selection crite-
rion is motivated by the definition of the TIL in Bian and Chen (2008) and the value of 30 K
seems appropriate considering the thickness of the layer above the tropopause with enhanced
mixing degree fmix (Figure 4.9, top panel). On the other hand, the mixing layer also consists
of freshly mixed air masses from the troposphere that can be identified as those data points
between the dynamical tropopause TPdyn and the thermal tropopause TPth, the so–called
TFM branch (see section 4.2.2).
The corresponding plots in Figure 4.10 (b) and (c) show a mean static stability of
N2mean = 6.21 · 10−4 s−2 within the TIL branch and a lower mean static stability of N2mean =
3.78 · 10−4 s−2 in the TFM branch of the mixing layer. There is a clear difference in mean
static stability for these two branches as expected due to the selection of data above and
below the thermal tropopause. Furthermore, the lower boundary of the TFM branch is de-
fined by the dynamical tropopause TPdyn = 2PVU (colored in panels (c)). This PV value
representing the dynamical tropopause is to some extent arbitrary as we discuss this point
in Chapter 5. The mean potential vorticity value at the thermal tropopause locations during
all SPURT flights is calculated to PV ≈ 4PVU. A selection of the TFM branch according to
a dynamical tropopause TPdyn = 4PVU is additionally shown as gray bordered dots (Figure
4.10, panel (c)). Air masses between the dynamical and thermal tropopause on average have
PV values roughly between 2PVU to 4PVU, which from a PV dynamics point of view sup-
ports the notation of ‘freshly mixed’. Both the TFM and the TIL branch lie well within the
mixing layer, with the TIL branch partly penetrating the stratospheric reservoir.
Figure 4.10 panel (d) shows the relation between N2 and fmix within the entire mixing layer
dependent on the distance to the dynamical tropopause TPdyn = 2PVU. At a mixing de-
gree of fmix > 0.2, a high N2 is observed and the vertical extension of the mixing layer is
close to the tropopause. At a very low mixing degree of fmix= 0.05, the mixing layer ex-
tends between −20K to 60K around the dynamical tropopause, at a high mixing degree of
fmix= 0.60 mainly up to 30K above the tropopause. A figure using the distance to the ther-
mal tropopause in km as vertical coordinate (panel (g)) shows that the high N2 values at low
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Figure 4.11: O3 and CO tracer correlation colored with the static stability N2 in 10−4s−2 for
POLARCAT measurements (panel (a)), those within the TIL branch (panel (b)) and below
the thermal tropopause (panel(c)).
mixing degree fmix < 0.1 more than 30K above the dynamical tropopause are within 2 km
above the thermal tropopause. These values are i.a. observed in the vicinity of secondary
tropopauses related to a jet stream, when the distance relative to TPdyn may be larger than
relative to TPth. The region of high N2 identified by high fmix lies within the TIL (panel (e)).
The TFM branch with a lower N2 extends up to DTPdyn = 40K (panel (f)). Values above
DTPdyn = 20K are associated with mixing events in the vicinity of secondary tropopauses,
when the distance between TPdyn and TPth becomes very large. Due to a strongly disturbed
dynamical situation, the PV isolines are deformed and thus TPdyn and TPth diverge.
Figure 4.11 shows the correlation of all POLARCAT O3 and CO measurements colored ac-
cording to the static stability N2. The high static stability within the mixing layer (panel
(b)) is also a feature of the polar region. Nevertheless, the definition of the TFM branch is
difficult to use at higher latitudes due to the lower limit of the dynamical tropopause TPdyn.
The 2 PVU isoline is used as threshold for the dynamical tropopause, which may be for the
polar region not as appropriate as for the midlatitude region. This is a disadvantage of the
TFM branch as defined above. Thus, in POLARCAT all measurements below the thermal
tropopause are defined as TFM branch (panel (c)). One possibility to use the same definition
of the TFM branch at midlatitudes and the polar regions is to use a dynamical tropopause,
which is not based on a particular PV value, but rather on the PV gradient dependent on the
time and the geographical location. This method to define a tropopause will be discussed in
Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.12: Correlation between the mixing degree fmix and N2 as probability distribution
function for the entire mixing layer (panel (a)), TIL branch (panel (b)) and TFM branch
(panel (c)). The bin size is 0.5 · 10−4s−2 for N2 and 0.1 for fmix. Each N2 bin is normalized,
i.e., the probability (color coding) reflects the percentage of the mixing degree fmix in a
particular N2 interval. The solid gray line shows the mean fmix in each N2 interval and the
area with a bin size larger than 30 (15 in the case of TFM branch) is bordered by the orange
line. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients k are additionally shown (top left).
4.2.4.1 Correlation between static stability and mixing degree
The relation between N2 and the mixing degree described by fmix is also shown as a proba-
bility distribution function (Figure 4.12). For this purpose 0.5 · 10−4s−2 bins for N2 and 0.1
bins for fmix are calculated. Each N2 bin is normalized, i.e., the probability (color coding)
reflects the percentage of the mixing degree fmix in a single N2 interval. There is a positive
correlation between the two quantities in the entire mixing layer (panel (a)). The Spear-
man’s rank correlation is around k = 0.25. When the mixing layer is split into the TIL branch
(panel (b)) and TFM branch (panel (c)) again, a lower correlation coefficient of k = 0.11 is
found for the relation within the TFM branch and a higher one of k = 0.43 in the TIL branch.
Especially in the TIL branch, the mean fmix (gray lines) per N2 bin increases with N2 and
most data points are located around this mean fmix. This is demonstrated by the bordered
bins with more than 30 data points (orange line). There is no clear relationship between
fmix and N2 in the TFM branch and there is a negative correlation for N2> 4 · 10−4 s−2. The
higher correlation k = 0.43 within the TIL branch suggests a connection between the TIL with
enhanced N2 and the mixing layer above the tropopause.
4.2.4.2 Significance and strength of the correlation
To test the significance of the correlation k = 0.43 betweenN2 and fmix within the TIL branch
one has to estimate the effective number of degrees of freedom. That means, that the cor-
relation will not be significantly different from zero, if the number of data points are not
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independent of each other and are partly autocorrelated. The determination of this autocor-
relation is difficult because the data within the TIL branch are not equidistantly selected. The
data set is not distributed homogeneously in time. Therefore, the use of methods to exam-
ine the effect of autocorrelation like those described by Quenouille (1952) and Kristjannsson
et al. (2002) or Ebisuzaki (1997) is not advisable in this case. Instead the significance of
the correlation within the TIL branch is tested with two different methods, both with the
bootstrap method (Press et al., 2002) and with simulated data sets reproducing the observed
time scale analysis of N2 (shown in Figure 4.14) and fmix (not shown), which are described
in the following.
The sample size of measurements within the TIL branch is n = 2858 and therefore the theo-
retical error of the correlation k = 0.43 between N2 and fmix is estimated to
σtheo =
1√
n
= 0.018705481 . (4.6)
The number of effective data points neff has to be very close to the total sample size n for a
correlation significantly different from zero. For this reason one has to test the reproducibility
of the correlation. This is done on three ways:
1. Two random samples x and y with a sample size of n = 2858 are generated and the
correlation coefficient, which should be close to zero, is calculated. This procedure is
repeated 1000 times and a mean correlation coefficient k = 0.000512050 of the 1000
single correlation coefficients is calculated. Its standard deviation, which corresponds
to the reproducibility of this correlation, is σ = 0.0182716. This calculation serves as
an example, showing the dependence of the effective number of data points on the
behavior of the random samples. If both statistical samples are smoothed about 30
data points, the standard deviation will increase at σ = 0.080013081 and only neff =
1
σ2
= 156 effective data points will be left. In this case the reproducibility would be
lowered. If the samples are doubled, the effective number of data points will still be
very close to n = 2858. A significant decrease of the effective number of data points
can be achieved by a multiple of 13 samples. In this case only 165 independent data
points are left.
2. For the bootstrap method the actual data sets of N2 and fmix with a sample size of
n = 2858 data points are used to generate any number of synthetic data sets bN2 and
bfmix , also with n data points. The procedure of this test is simply to draw 1/e ≈ 37%
data points of these samples and replace the gaps with the same number of data points
still containing to the data set. So the replaced data points are duplicated original data
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points and thus the original data set is not get back at any time. This replacement
is performed i = 100 times and the correlation coefficient ki is calculated for the i
new generated data sets. The mean correlation coefficient of these i new data sets is
kboot = 0.42427782 and its standard deviation is σboot = 0.014789961.
This value of the error is improved compared to the theoretical value (see equation
4.6). This is due to the duplication of the original data points, which leads to an
underestimation of the respective error. For this reason a scale factor σscale has to be
determined. Therefore, 100 different pairs of random samples of the size n are again
generated. The bootstrap method is applied on each sample pair 100 times as described
above and the standard deviation is σrandom = 0.018586635 of all 100 mean correlation
coefficients. The scale factor is the ratio between σrandom and σtheo and is determined
to σscale = 1.00639. This scale factor is multiplied by σboot and the correct amount
of the reproducibility estimated by the bootstrap method is σ∗boot = 0.0148845, which
corresponds to a very high effective number of data points neff =
1
σ2
boot
.
3. Data sets are now generated to reproduce the observed time scale analysis of N2 and
fmix within the TIL branch. Two examples of such simulated data sets, xsim and ysim,
with the same sample size as the observed data sets are shown in Figure 4.13 (right–
hand panels). They represent approximately the same time scale behavior as the orig-
inal data sets of N2 and fmix (left–hand panels) and correspond to approximately the
same correlation coefficient of k = 0.4. This is achieved by the following equations
z = sin
(
zrandom
1.25
· pi
)3
+ 3 · sin
(
zrandom
1.25
· pi
)
(4.7)
xsim = xrandom + z · 8 (4.8)
ysim = yrandom + z · 0.34 (4.9)
with xrandom and yrandom as random samples with a sample size n as the observed data
set, and the sample zrandom = in−1 with i = 1, . . . n. The first summand of Equation 4.7
contains the noise of data on each time scale and the second summand accounts for
the noise of data on small time scales. Equations 4.8 and 4.9 modify the correlation be-
tween the two simulated data sets xsim and ysim, which is the same as for the observed
data sets.
The variance analysis of xsim (bottom panel, dashed orange line) is similar to that of
N2 within the TIL branch (solid orange line). Further, the variance analysis of the cor-
relation between xsim and ysim at each time scale (dashed black line) is also similar to
that of the observed data sets N2 and fmix (solid black line). The variance of the cor-
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Figure 4.13: The two observed data samples ofN2 and fmix within the TIL branch (left–hand
panels, orange and green color, respectively) and the two simulated samples xsim and ysim
(right–hand panels, black color) with a time scale behavior approximated to the observed
time scale of N2 and fmix within the TIL branch and an approximated correlation coefficient
of k= 0.4. The bottom panel shows the variance analysis of these simulated data samples
(orange dashed curve) and of the observed data samples (orange solid curve) together with
the respective variance analysis of the correlation between both simulated samples (black
dashed curve) and both observed samples (black solid curve).
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relation enhances especially at time scales larger than 100 days. Thus, the correlation
between both samples is mainly achieved on seasonal time scales. The variance analy-
sis demonstrates that xsim and ysim are samples with the same time scale behavior as
the original data sets.
To test the reproducibility of the correlation betweenN2 and fmix in the TIL branch, the
samples xsim and ysim are generated for 1000 times and the standard deviation of the
mean correlation coefficient is σvar = 0.01520449. It is also very close to the theoretical
error of the correlation (see equation 4.6) and corresponds to a high effective number
of data points neff close to the observed sample size n, whereas theoretically neff can
also be larger than n.
Therefore, the reproducibility of the correlation, derived by the bootstrap method and the
reproduction of data sets with the same observed time scale analysis, is consistent with an
effective number of degrees of freedom close to the number of data points. On these grounds
the level of significance for the null hypothesis that the correlation is equal to zero, is esti-
mated to 3σtheo ≈ 0.06 at an error probability of 0.01. Therefore, the null hypothesis has to
be rejected and the correlation k = 0.43 in the TIL branch is significant.
Nevertheless, a correlation coefficient of r=0.43 implicates that the dominant amount of
variance of one variable is caused by processes not common with the other variable. These
might be physical processes or systematic differences caused by instrumental noise etc. The
correlation between N2 and fmix involves systematic differences as for example the method
to derive N2. Here, the position of the aircraft in space and time is calculated to 12 UTC with
the help of CLaMS trajectories. Then, N2 is interpolated from ECMWF data for this position
at noon time. At least three problems arise by this procedure: The ECMWF data might repre-
sentN2 on a larger grid than appropriate for the aircraft, the trajectories are subject to errors,
and N2 might change on the course of several hours. The amount of variance generated by
the latter two points is estimated by calculating both to 12 UTC and to 18 UTC (two of the
four ECMWF time scales per day) for several comparable flights. The mean of the difference
of static stability between 12 UTC and 18 UTC is N2mean = 0.08 · 10−4 s−2 and the standard
deviation of this difference is N2stdev = 0.5 · 10−4 s−2. This standard deviation corresponds to
a variance of N2variance = 0.25 · 10−8 s−4. This variance of the difference between both ap-
proaches for N2 is on the order of 33% of its total variance 0.71 · 10−8 s−4 (see Figure 4.14).
Together, this artificial source of variance in N2 and the correlation of r2=0.18 explain the
major part of observed variance. Thus, the correlation between N2 and fmix including this
artificial source of variance might be enhanced.
According to Toenges-Schuller et al. (2006) the linear correlation coefficient rij of two data
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sets xi and xj is connected to the relative error variances eii, ejj and the covariances eij of
the two data sets, i.e.,
r2ij =
(1− eii)(1− ejj)
(1− eij)2 . (4.10)
The relative error variances are defined by eii =
var(ηi)
var(xi)
and eij =
cov(ηi,ηj)
cov(xi,xj)
. The standard
deviation of the respective data sets is η.
In the case of the correlation between fmix and N2 within the TIL branch the relative covari-
ance of the errors eij is expected to be zero. The measuring instruments of both data sets
are independent of each other and thus the errors of both data sets are not correlated and
eij = 0. Including the relative error due to the trajectory calculation to 12 UTC or 18 UTC
respectively, the maximum correlation can be estimated to
r2max = 1−
0.25
0.71
= 0.65 . (4.11)
For these reasons the correct amount of correlation might be achieved only by synchronous
measurements of both variables together with a reliable estimate of experimental noise.
Thus, an improved correlation can be expected if these more artificial sources of variance
were removed.
4.3 Time scales of processes within the TIL and TFM branch
4.3.1 Variance analysis
In order to investigate the different time scales of atmospheric processes which play a role
within the TIL and TFM branch (Figure 4.10), the temporal N2 variances in these branches
are shown in Figure 4.14 (green and orange lines, respectively). A temporal variance analysis
(Rohrer and Berresheim, 2006; Kunz et al., 2008) provides information on the atmospheric
processes which influence the variability of specific atmospheric parameters such as N2 (see
also section 3.3). Around 80% of the total N2 variance within the TFM branch is already
achieved after 8 days (gray–green dot), the same fraction of total N2 variance in the TIL
branch is achieved after 360 days (gray–orange dot). The analysis suggests that fresh mixing
from the troposphere in the TFM branch plays a role on a synoptic time scale of up to 8 days
(green dashed, Figure 4.14). Processes which contribute to the formation of the TIL may
occur rather on a seasonal time scale up to 360 days (dashed orange line, Figure 4.14). The
N2 variance increases on the seasonal time scale and there is no enhancement on the synoptic
time scale within the TIL branch. The seasonal time scale is required for radiative adjustment
in the atmosphere. The N2 variance within the TIL branch starts to increase on a time scale
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Figure 4.14: Temporal variance analysis of N2 in 10−8 s−4 within the TIL branch (orange
line) and TFM branch (green line). The time scale is shown from several minutes to 600
days. 80% of the total N2 variance within the TFM branch and TIL branch is marked by
the gray–green or gray–orange dot, respectively. The mean values of N2 in 10−4 s−2 in both
branches are denoted in the legend. The greatest increase of the variance within the TIL
branch is achieved on the seasonal time scale (orange dashed), that of the variance in the
TFM branch is strongest on the synoptic time scale (green dashed).
of more than 60 days. The problem of under–represented data bins roughly between 10
and 90 days was already discussed in section 3.3.4. The variance remains unchanged on
the inter–seasonal time scales. For smaller time scales, which are represented by sufficient
measurement data, the variance changes. Thus, the exact seasonal time scale when the
variance increases again may be influenced.
4.3.2 CLaMS trajectory calculations
The temporal and also the spatial development of the static stability N2 is now investigated
with the help of CLaMS trajectory calculations. The trajectories are initiated at the location
of the flight path and a backward trajectory calculation on a typical synoptic 10 day time
scale is done. The data output is hourly. Figure 4.15 shows the horizontal distribution of tra-
jectories calculated backward from the SPURT flight on 27 April 2003 (top panels) and the
POLARCAT flight on 15 July 2008 (bottom panels). The trajectories are selected according
to the initial position within the TIL branch (left–hand panels) and within the TFM branch
(right–hand panels). A clear distinction between both branches is apparent in the static sta-
bility, which is higher on all trajectories in the TIL branch at initial time than on trajectories
in the TFM branch. For the midlatitude SPURT flight the 10 day trajectories from the TIL
and TFM branches are at midlatitudes between 35◦N to 70◦N (Figure 4.16, left–hand top
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Figure 4.15: Static stability on 10 day backward trajectories for the SPURT flight on 27 April
2003 (top panels) and the POLARCAT flight on 15 July 2008 (bottom panels). The trajectories
are selected for the TIL branch (left–hand panels) and the TFM branch (right–hand panels)
at initial time.
panel). Trajectories resulting both in the TIL branch and in the TFM branch move nearly
isentropically (Figure 4.16, left–hand middle panel), with higher isentropes around 330 K–
340 K in the TIL branch than in the TFM branch around 310 K–320 K. The static stability is
around N2 = 3.5− 5.5 · 10−4 s−2 during the 10 day calculation (Figure 4.16, left–hand bot-
tom panel). The mean static stability is around 4.5 · 10−4 s−2 during the 10 day calculation.
This supports the result of the temporal variance analysis in Figure 4.14 with the variance
of the static stability being nearly constant on a synoptic time scale. In contrast, the static
stability within the TFM branch on the 10 day backward trajectories shows a larger variability
betweenN2 = 1.0− 4.0 · 10−4 s−2 as the increasing variance ofN2 on the synoptic time scale
predicts (Figure 4.14). The mean static stability is decreasing up to 5 days before the initial
time, and then increasing before entering the TFM branch. The nearly isentropic trajectories
within the TIL branch also motivate the TIL as dynamically well mixed layer above the the
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Figure 4.16: Mean latitude (top panels), potential temperature (middle panels) and static
stability (bottom panels) on the 10 day backward trajectories (solid line) for the SPURT flight
on 27 April 2003 (left–hand panels) and the POLARCAT flight on 15 July 2008 (right–hand
panels). The standard deviation is shaded. Trajectories initiated in the TIL branch are orange
colored and those initiated in the TFM branch are green colored.
tropopause as suggested by Birner (2006). Due to the strong thermal stratification within
the TIL and the large–scale horizontal mixing within the TIL air masses once entering the TIL
are forced to stay there and are mixed quasi–isentropically over large horizontal distances.
According to this the mixing layer seems not as result of frequent vertical mixing alone but
rather by subsequent horizontal redistribution of the air masses.
The trajectories for the POLARCAT flight (Figure 4.15, bottom panels) result from the polar
regions in the TIL branch, but they originated at midlatitudes 10 days before. Trajectories
from the TFM branch are from the midlatitudes. This is also shown by the mean latitude at
the 10 day backward trajectories (Figure 4.16, right–hand top panel). The trajectories re-
sulting in the TIL branch for the POLARCAT flight are not isentropic (Figure 4.16, right–hand
middle panel), the mean potential temperature is slightly decreasing within the 10 days. This
suggests, that additionally to the isentropic transport in the extratropics, the TIL branch may
also be effected by a large scale downward transport of air masses. The air masses within the
TFM branch from the midlatitudes are transported upward 3 days before reaching the TFM
branch of the POLARCAT flight. Shortly before entering the TFM branch the transport is also
on isentropes similar to the midlatitude SPURT flight. N2 on the 10 day backward trajectories
is also nearly homogeneous, with a slight enhancement during this time. This may be due to
the different large scale dynamics in the polar regions compared to the midlatitudes.
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Figure 4.17: Static stability (top panel) and mixing degree (bottom panel) on the 4 day
backward trajectories from the SPURT flight on 27 April 2003. Trajectories initiated in the
TIL branch (TFM branch) are orange (green) colored, those from the entire mixing region
are dark gray and those from the entire troposphere and stratosphere are light gray.
Figure 4.17 shows the static stability (top panel) and the mixing degree fmix on the 4 day
backward trajectories resulting in the TIL branch (orange colored) and the TFM branch
(green colored) at initial time. The mixing degree is calculated from the ECMWF water
vapor and ozone concentrations at the single time steps. The measure is also effected by the
accuracy of the ECMWF model in regard to the numerical diffusion in this Eulerian model.
Nevertheless, there is also a difference between fmix in both branches, with a relative ho-
mogeneous distribution within the TIL branch during 4 days before and an increasing fmix
before entering the TFM branch. At the same time, there is also a high nearly constant dis-
tribution of the static stability on the trajectories from the TIL branch, while those from the
TFM branch increase two days before entering the TFM branch.
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4.4 Radiative transfer calculations
The change of N2 caused by different mixing states and thus different trace gas gradients in
the tropopause region is now investigated with radiative transfer calculations similar to those
of Randel et al. (2007b). They assumed certain perturbations of the O3 and H2O profiles in
the tropopause region and calculated the radiative response of the atmosphere regarding the
impact on the temperature distribution. Here, the work of Randel et al. (2007b) is extended
by deducing the perturbed O3 and H2O profiles from differently mixed states determined in
O3–H2O tracer correlations. Using the Reading radiative transfer model the impacts on the
vertical temperature gradient and thus the N2 structure in the vicinity of the tropopause is
studied. In contrast to Randel et al. (2007b), here O3 and H2O are consistently perturbed in
the same altitude region by taking into account their correlation in the UT/LS.
4.4.1 Radiative transfer in the UT/LS
Radiative transfer in the atmosphere is characterized by an exchange of shortwave and long-
wave radiation energy between the atmosphere and the Earth surface. Radiation processes
have a great influence on the behavior of the atmosphere because they govern the amount of
energy entering and leaving the Earth atmosphere system and the amount of energy available
for a heating and movement of air masses. The troposphere is heated by the absorption of
outgoing terrestrial radiation by greenhouse gases, e.g., CO2 or H2O and is in radiative equi-
librium between latent heating and radiative cooling by greenhouse gases. In the stratosphere
increased greenhouse gases lead to a net cooling due to emitting more infrared radiation out
to space than they absorb (Mohanakumar, 2008).
There is a balance between the incoming shortwave solar and outgoing longwave terrestrial
radiation in the atmosphere (IPCC, 1996), which results in a stable mean global tempera-
ture. This balance is disturbed by any change in radiatively active trace gas concentrations,
such as H2O or O3. Radiative forcing is conventionally given as the net change in radiative
fluxes at the tropopause, which also can be a reasonable indicator of the surface temperature
response. An increase in O3 in the LS causes an instantaneous decrease of the shortwave
flux at the tropopause and a slight increase of longwave radiation. The net instantaneous
effect is a positive radiative forcing. The increase in ozone causes more absorption of solar
and terrestrial radiation leading to a local warming. The maximum sensitivity of surface
temperatures to ozone changes peaks near the tropopause (Forster and Shine, 1997). In con-
trast, an increase in H2O in the LS causes an instantaneous decrease of the longwave flux at
the tropopause. More longwave radiation is emitted into the space and this leads to a local
cooling (Forster and Shine, 1999, 2002).
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4.4.2 The Reading radiative transfer model
Atmospheric mixing related to an increase of climate–relevant trace gases H2O or O3 impacts
the net change in radiative fluxes at the tropopause. In the following, the radiative forcing
in the UT/LS due to a perturbation of H2O or O3 is examined, to analyze the radiative
impact on mixing and the consequent change in thermal stratification and thus the influence
on the TIL. For this purpose the 2D Reading radiative transfer model is used, which was
developed by Shine (1991) to simulate atmospheric radiative processes due to the emission
and scattered radiation of solar and terrestrial sources. This model simulates the latitude and
height dependent characteristics of the most important absorbing trace gases such as H2O,
O3, CO2, CO, CH4 and N2O. It is a narrowband model, i.e., the longwave IR–spectrum is
divided into bins with a wavenumber ν= 10 cm−1 and the radiative transfer is not calculated
for each single spectral line. The spectral range of this model contains wave numbers between
ν = 0− 3000 cm−1. This model has been used for a number of scientific publications (e.g.,
Forster, 1999; Forster and Shine, 1999, 2002) and for the doctoral thesis by Feck (2009), who
also analyzed the temperature response in the polar vortex due to a change of stratospheric
H2O. A detailed description of the model and the respective calculation of the radiative
forcing and thus the net radiative fluxes is given in Feck (2009).
The temperature response in this model is determined using radiative forcing based on the
approximation of fixed dynamical heating (FDH) as developed by Ramanathan and Dickinson
(1979) and Fels et al. (1980), i.e., the dynamical contribution to heating is assumed to be the
same for the background and perturbation calculations. The temperature T in an atmospheric
region depends both on radiation processes and on dynamical processes, which tend to warm
or cool the atmosphere. In an unperturbed atmosphere (◦) the rate of change of temperature
in the region is given by
dT ◦
dt
= Q◦dyn +Q
◦
rad , (4.12)
i.e., as sum of dynamical Q◦dyn and radiative Q
◦
rad heating rates (see e.g., Forster et al., 1997).
In the thermodynamical equilibrium with a constant stratospheric temperature both contri-
butions to the temperature rate of change compensate, i.e.,
Q◦dyn +Q
◦
rad = 0 . (4.13)
The radiative heating rate Qrad changes when the radiative balance of the atmosphere is
perturbed due to a change in greenhouse gases. In the FDH approximation the stratospheric
temperature response is calculated according to Equation 4.13 making two assumptions: 1)
The dynamical heating Qdyn must be unchanged following a perturbation to the radiative
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heating Qrad. 2) The stratosphere should have time to reach an equilibrium state. Accord-
ing to these assumptions in the perturbation calculation the stratospheric temperatures are
computed such that
Q◦dyn +Q
′
rad = 0 , (4.14)
with Q′rad is the perturbed radiative heating rate. The dynamical contribution of heating is
kept constant when the atmosphere is perturbed, i.e., Q◦dyn = −Q◦rad, and the temperature
change in the stratosphere can be estimated according to
dT ′
dt
= Q◦dyn +Q
′
rad (4.15)
and with the help of Equation 4.12
Q◦dyn =
dT ◦
dt
−Q◦rad . (4.16)
The assumption of fixed dynamical heating is only an approximation to the actual strato-
spheric response to the perturbation, because the change in the net radiative fluxes also
implicates a change in dynamical processes. Despite this simplification, the FDH assumption
reveals similar model results to full global climate models (Forster and Shine, 1999) and
generally, most of the model calculations in regard to the temperature and climate change
within the IPCC report are based on this assumption.
4.4.3 Impact of trace gas perturbations on the thermal stratification
The temperature response due to a change in trace gases in the UT/LS according to mixing
is calculated with the FDH approximation, but as Forster et al. (1997) the stratosphere is not
assumed to be in equilibrium, but rather in a seasonally evolving state. Thus, the left hand
side of Equation 4.12 is estimated from climatological data. The radiative heating rate is
also calculated from climatological data and then the dynamical heating rate is calculated as
residual.
Tropopause–based zonal and time mean ECMWF vertical profiles of O3, H2O and tempera-
ture for all SPURT flight days at 60◦N are used. The means of all other relevant trace gases
for the calculation are taken from the climatological data from HALOE (Grooß and Russell,
2005) and the Mainz 2D model (Grooß, 1996). This geographical latitude is chosen as ref-
erence lying well within the TIL and the mixing layer. Figure 4.18 panel (a) shows these
mean O3 and H2O profiles as black lines both for potential temperature in K and geometric
altitude in km vertical coordinates. The tracer correlation (black dots, panel (b)) reveals a
pronounced mixing layer for these ECMWF trace gas profiles. A temperature inversion up to
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Figure 4.18: Panel (a): ECMWF mean vertical profiles of O3 (solid lines) and H2O (dashed
lines) at 60oN respective to different states of the atmosphere, i.e., non–mixed (cyan), mixed
(black) and intermediate case (purple). Both the potential temperature in K and the altitude
in km are shown with respect to the thermal tropopause (TPth = 313K , 9.09 km). Panel
(b): Tracer correlations for profiles in different mixing states from panel (a). SPURT area
is marked by gray shading (a) and dots bordered in gray (b). Panel (c): Based on fixed
dynamical heating (FDH) calculations resulting temperature profiles for the different mixing
states above TPth. Panel (d): Static stability N2 according to the temperature profiles from
panel (c). Panels (e) and (f): FDH calculations, if one of the two trace gases is kept constant
(O3 (gray dashed) or H2O (yellow dashed)).
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3.5 km (60K) above the thermal tropopause is also evident in the mean ECMWF temperature
(black line, panel (c)) together with a maximum in the static stability of N2 = 5.4 · 10−4 s−2
around 1.5 km (25K) above the tropopause (black line, panel (d)). The area with the avail-
able SPURT data in the UT/LS is bordered in gray in panels (a) and (b). Hypothetical profiles
for non–mixed conditions (cyan lines or dots) are constructed assuming the so–called ‘L–
shaped’ tracer correlation (Pan et al., 2007b). The non–mixed H2O profile decreases in the
troposphere and is constant in the stratosphere (≈ 4 ppmv, consistent with the minimum of
the mean H2O vertical profile at 18 km). The non–mixed O3 profile is constant in the tropo-
sphere (≈ 75 ppbv) and increases in the stratosphere. The corresponding tracer correlation
forms an ‘L–shape’ (cyan dots, panel (b)). Intermediate H2O and O3 profiles (purple lines,
panel (a)) exhibit a mixing line in the area between the non–mixed and mixed reference
profiles (purple dots, panel (b)). The intermediate and non–mixed profiles (purple and cyan
lines) agree with the reference profiles (black line) in the stratosphere above 18 km and in
the troposphere below 6 km.
The radiative effects due to the change of O3 and H2O from non–mixed (cyan line) to mixed
reference concentrations (black line) are investigated. Sensitivity tests with the perturbed
profiles of panel (a) are performed with the Reading narrowband radiative transfer model.
The related FDH temperature profiles above the thermal tropopause TPth are shown in panel
(c). Above the tropopause the temperature increases throughout the column when the mix-
ing degree is reduced. At the same time the temperature inversion decreases. An enhanced
temperature above the tropopause remains as a net effect of the simultaneous perturbation
of H2O and O3 according to a transition from a mixed to a non–mixed state. Panel (d) shows
N2 for the newly adjusted temperature profiles corresponding to non–mixed (cyan line) and
intermediate mixed (purple line) H2O and O3 profiles. The perturbation of trace gas profiles
in the tropopause region according to a transition from a mixed (black line) to non–mixed
(cyan line) state reveals a successive decrease of N2 the more strongly mixing is reduced.
The TIL just above the tropopause vanishes in the case of non–mixed profiles. Above the
tropopause where SPURT flights were performed the non–mixed profiles show a temperature
increase of 18K and an N2 reduction of 2.1 · 10−4 s−2 compared to realistic mixed profiles.
A sole reduction of O3 (H2O) from the mixed to the non–mixed ‘L–shaped’ profile above
the tropopause leads to a cooling (warming) in this region (panel (e)). The contribution of
H2O to the temperature change (≈ 5− 15K up to 4− 5 km above the tropopause) is larger
than that of O3 (≈ 1− 2K). The temperature decrease due to the O3 perturbation is nearly
the same up to 4− 5 km. The temperature lapse rate remains almost unchanged and there
is nearly the same N2 profile above the tropopause, especially up to 1.5 km. A tempera-
ture inversion is also present for non–mixed O3 profiles (dashed yellow line). In the case
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of non–mixed H2O profiles (dashed gray line) there is no inversion at all. The temperature
inversion becomes stronger the more H2O is enhanced toward the mixed reference profile.
This suggests that H2O plays a larger role in establishing the temperature inversion and the
TIL structure than O3. Panel (f) shows that the N2 distribution in the case of non–mixed
profiles (cyan line) up to 1.5 km above TPth is mainly created by the change in H2O (dashed
gray line). This result contrasts with the conclusion of Randel et al. (2007b), who suggested
that O3 and H2O play comparable roles in creating the inversion with opposing radiative
effects in heating and cooling at slightly different altitude levels. The differences between
these results and those of Randel et al. (2007b) are probably due to the differences in per-
turbing the trace gas profiles above the tropopause. This result underlines the importance of
a consistent perturbation of O3 and H2O.
4.5 Upper–tropospheric dynamics related to the TIL and TFM
branch
Within this thesis, so far, the TIL has been discussed in connection to the radiative forcing
mechanisms in the UT/LS. However there are studies which motivate the TIL by dynamic
mechanisms (see, Wirth, 2003; Birner, 2006; Son and Polvani, 2007). With model simula-
tions based on the dry primitive equations without any radiation, Son and Polvani (2007)
also obtained a TIL albeit it is not as sharp as in observations. They concluded that synoptic–
scale balanced dynamics alone may not be sufficient to explain the quantitative features of
the observed TIL and suggested that radiative processes can play an additional role for the
maintenance of the TIL.
Wirth (2003) proposed the enhanced stability above the tropopause as a feature of anticy-
clonic upper–tropospheric flow expected from large–scale balanced dynamics. He analyzed
profiles of N2 in idealized axisymmetric baroclinic vortices, which were produced with the
help of a PV inversion technique. His anticyclones were characterized by a sharp peak of
N2 above the tropopause, which implies a large sharpness of the tropopause. His cyclones
showed only a smooth transition of N2 across the tropopause. Wirth and Szabo (2007) ar-
gued that these features could be related to partitioning of a given PV anomaly into a static
stability anomaly and a vorticity anomaly, which differ between cyclonic and anticyclonic
anomalies. The extended studies of Wirth (2004) and Wirth and Szabo (2007) also show
the TIL related to a primarily anticyclonic flow. The possible underlying mechanism for the
tropopause sharpening related to anticyclones is described in Wirth (2004). Thus, the TIL
could be the result of this anticyclonic influence in a time–averaged statistics.
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Randel et al. (2007b) investigated the connection between upper–tropospheric anticyclonic
activity and N2 above the tropopause using high resolution GPS data. As expected from
balanced dynamics they found a stronger TIL with a higher N2 related to anticyclones than
to cyclones. The TIL was present for all circulation types. Radiative transfer calculations
led them to conclude that strong vertical gradients in both O3 and H2O near the tropopause
contribute to the inversion.
The relationship between the tropopause structure, i.e., the sharpness of the tropopause, and
the upper–tropospheric circulation is now explored for the time period of the SPURT cam-
paigns. In particular, the upper tropospheric flow is divided into anticyclonic and cyclonic
systems which are analyzed in connection to the TIL branch and for the first time to the TFM
branch as observed during SPURT.
4.5.1 The relative vorticity
The cyclonic and anticyclonic systems in the upper troposphere can be identified with the
relative vorticity ζ. The relative vorticity is a measure of the rotation of air in the atmosphere.
For large–scale atmospheric flows the vertical component of the relative vorticity is important
(Mohanakumar, 2008). It depends on the horizontal vorticity and in Cartesian coordinates it
is given by
ζ =
∂v
∂x
− ∂u
∂y
. (4.17)
The meridional wind is given by v and the zonal wind by u. The derivative of v is determined
in the meridional direction x and that of u in zonal direction y. In the northern hemisphere
the regions of positive relative vorticity (ζ > 0) are associated with cyclonic disturbances,
those with negative relative vorticity (ζ < 0) with anticyclonic activities. These relations are
reversed in the southern hemisphere.
Similar as Randel et al. (2007b) the near–tropopause circulation is classified, i.e., the relative
vorticity derived from the ECMWF data on the 200 hPa level is calculated. Figure 4.19 shows
ζ in 10−5 s−1 at 200 hPa on 27 April 2003. Largest positive (red color) and negative relative
vorticity (blue color) is found at midlatitudes on both hemispheres associated with the cy-
clonic and anticyclonic weather systems, respectively. Poleward of 30◦N, a typical coordinate
for the location of the subtropical jet stream, cyclonic systems are dominant correspondent
to the cyclonic side of the jet stream. Toward the equator on the anticyclonic side of the jet
stream anticyclones are prevalent in the northern hemisphere.
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Figure 4.19: Relative vorticity ζ in 10−5 s−1 at 200 hPa on 27 April 2003, calculated from
ECMWF operational analysis at 12 UTC.
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Figure 4.20: Relative vorticity ζ in 10−5 s−1 at 200 hPa for the SPURT measurement positions
within the mixing layer (panel (a)), the TIL branch (panel (b)) and the TFM branch (panel
(c)). The mean values of the relative vorticity ζmean within the different branches are given
in the respective panels.
4.5.2 Anticyclones and cyclones related to the TIL– and TFM branch
Within the mixing layer, the TIL– and TFM branch during SPURT (see section 4.2.4 for the
definition of the branches), the relative vorticity at 200 hPa is calculated and interpolated on
the latitudinal and longitudinal position of the measurements (Figure 4.20). Both the TIL–
branch (panel (b)) and the TFM–branch (panel (c)) are not exclusively related to anticyclonic
(blue color) or to cyclonic circulation systems (red color). The TIL branch is associated with
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frequent anticyclonic activities and the TFM branch to frequent cyclonic activities. This is
demonstrated by the negative mean value ζmean = −3.48 · 10−5 s−1 within the TIL branch
and the positive value ζmean = 1.61 · 10−5 s−1 within the TFM branch. The mean values
indicate that the TIL branch is related to substantially stronger anticyclones than the TFM
branch to cyclones.
The relative vorticity is binned according to cyclonic and anticyclonic activities between –9
to 9 · 10−5s−1 (Figure 4.21, top panels). Within the mixing layer a shift in the distribu-
tion of relative vorticity toward anticyclonic structures with a maximum data density around
ζ = −5.0 · 10−5 s−1 is evident. This shift is even more pronounced within the TIL branch
(panel (b)). The distribution of the relative vorticity within the TFM branch (panel c) is
more homogeneous and a high data density is present over a large range of cyclonic val-
ues. Nevertheless, there is a bimodal distribution within the TFM branch, i.e., a peak at
around ζ = −4 · 10−5s−1 to − 6 · 10−5s−1 and a second peak at ζ = 4 · 10−5s−1 to 6 · 10−5s−1.
The high data density for strong anticyclonic structures within the TIL branch supports the
hypothesis of Wirth (2003) that the inversion is related to anticyclonic activities. Neverthe-
less, there is an additional contribution of cyclonic structures associated with the TIL branch,
albeit with a lower frequency compared to anticyclonic structures.
Figure 4.21 (middle panels) shows the mean height of the thermal tropopause (large filled di-
amonds), its corresponding standard deviation (small filled diamonds) and the mean height
of the dynamical tropopause (TPdyn = 2PVU) (large open diamonds) within each relative
vorticity bin in the entire mixing layer (panel (d)), the TIL–branch (panel (e)) and the TFM–
branch (panel (f)). The mean height of thermal tropopause is higher than the mean height
of the dynamical tropopause at each relative vorticity bin within the entire mixing layer
(panel (d)). The height of both tropopauses is decreasing from strong anticyclonic struc-
tures ζ = −9.0 · 10−5 s−1 toward zero relative vorticity and the distance between the two
tropopauses is very small. With increasing cyclonic activity the height of TPth remains nearly
constant, almost slightly increasing, while the height of TPdyn is still decreasing. Thus, the
distance between both tropopauses is larger for cyclonic structures than for anticyclonic struc-
tures within the entire mixing layer. Similar to Randel et al. (2007b) an increasing height of
the mean thermal tropopause with increasing strength of anticyclonic structures is evident.
A selection of the mixing layer into the TFM branch and TIL branch shows that the height
of TPdyn and TPth is decreasing both for anticyclonic and cyclonic structures within the TIL
branch (panel (e)) and the TFM branch (panel (f)). The distance between TPdyn and TPth is
larger within the TFM branch than within the TIL branch, where both tropopauses are very
close to each other both for cyclonic and for anticyclonic structures. The distance between
both tropopauses becomes larger with increasing relative vorticity within the TFM branch.
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Figure 4.21: Data density of the relative vorticity ζ in 10−5 s−1 at 200 hPa in the entire mixing
layer (panel (a)), the TIL branch (panel (b)) and the TFM branch (panel (c)). The mean
height of the thermal tropopause (large filled diamonds), the standard deviation (small filled
diamonds) and the mean height of the dynamical tropopause (large open diamonds) (panels
(d)–(f)) are shown. The mean static stability N2 in 10−4 s−2 at the SPURT measurement
location within the three branches is also shown (panels (g)–(i)).
The reason for the higher thermal tropopause within the TFM branch than within the TIL
branch may be due to sampling issues. Here, the TFM branch is most probably sampled by
the SPURT flights in the vicinity of the jet streams. On the anticyclonic side of the subtrop-
ical jet stream a higher thermal tropopause is observed than at midlatitudes, where the TIL
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branch is sampled during the SPURT flights. The jet streams are further related to secondary
tropopauses, with a higher tropical thermal tropopause above a lower midlatitude tropopause
(Randel et al., 2007a; Pan et al., 2009b). These double tropopauses are further related to
a large difference between the thermal tropopause and the dynamical tropopause on the
anticyclonic side of the jet stream. The mean distance between the thermal and dynamical
tropopause is very small within the TIL–branch and is very large within the TFM–branch for
each relative vorticity bin. This supports the definition of the TFM branch to select atmo-
spheric areas, e.g., in the vicinity of jet streams, where the distance between the dynamical
and thermal tropopause is largest. The large difference between the dynamical and ther-
mal tropopause for strong cyclonic structures in the entire mixing layer but also in the TFM
branch supports the separation of both tropopauses in strong cyclonic systems as discussed by
Wirth (2000, 2001). They found a substantially larger difference between both tropopauses
for cyclonic than for anticyclonic systems. In contrast, the TIL branch is associated with a
smaller distance between the thermal and dynamical tropopause. This is also demonstrated
by case studies shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6.
In the analysis of Randel et al. (2007b) anticyclones are related to a stronger inversion than
cyclones. In order to analyze the SPURT data for this feature, Figure 4.21 (bottom panels)
shows the mean static stability N2 at the measurement positions within each relative vorticity
bin (large dots) and the corresponding standard deviation (small dots) within the TIL–branch
(panel (h)) and the TFM–branch (panel (i)). The mean static stability within the TIL branch
is for each relative vorticity bin at 200 hPa higher than within the TFM branch. Within the
TIL branch the static stability is decreasing with increasing relative vorticity for anticyclonic
structures, for cyclonic structures the relative vorticity remains approximately constant and
the mean value is lower than for anticyclonic structures. Within the TFM branch no clear re-
lationship between static stability and relative vorticity at 200 hPa is observed, but the mean
static stability for anticyclonic structures is also higher than for cyclonic structures within the
TFM branch.
The mean height of thermal tropopause is higher than the mean height of dynamical
tropopause both for each cyclonic and for each anticyclonic relative vorticity bin in the TFM
and TIL branch (see panels (e) and (f)). This stands partly in contrast to Wirth (2000),
who suggests that the dynamical tropopause lies above or below the thermal tropopause de-
pendent on the upper tropospheric flow. In particular, the dynamical tropopause would be
below the thermal tropopause in cases of smaller N2 for cyclonic anomalies. Vice versa, for
anticyclonic anomalies the dynamical tropopause would be above the thermal tropopause
associated with a higher N2. According to the analysis in Figure 4.21 a high mean static
stability is related to a strong negative mean relative vorticity, i.e., it is related to anticyclonic
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Figure 4.22: Mean vertical profiles of static stability N2 relative to the thermal tropopause
DTPth in km for strong anticyclonic structures (ζ < −3 · 10−5 s−1), strong cyclonic structures
(ζ > 3 · 10−5 s−1) and near–zero relative vorticity (−3 · 10−5 s−1 < ζ < 3 · 10−5 s−1) for the
three different branches, mixing layer (panel (a)), TIL branch (panel (b)) and TFM branch
(panel (c)). The shaded area marks the maximum and minimum mean relative vorticity at
each vertical bin.
structures. At the same time there is a larger mean height of the dynamical tropopause for
these anticyclonic structures compared to cyclonic structures in the respective branches. In
connection to the static stability and the upper tropospheric flow the height of the dynamical
tropopause may be understood with the definition of the dynamical tropopause. A single PVU
value is used as global static value of the dynamical tropopause. The potential vorticity PV is
the product of the absolute vorticity and the static stability, i.e., PV ≈ (ζ+f) · 1
ρ
∂θ
∂z
. Thus, the
dynamical tropopause contains changes in the dynamics, represented by the relative vorticity
ζ, and in the thermal stratification, represented by the vertical potential temperature gradi-
ent ∂θ
∂z
. Thus, an increase of ζ due to an intensification of cyclonic and anticyclonic activity
at the dynamical tropopause must be balanced by a decrease in thermal stratification N2 to
keep the potential vorticity constant.
In Figure 4.21 (panels (g)–(i)) N2 at the measurement positions is analyzed with the asso-
ciated ζ at 200 hPa in that regions where the TIL was detected. In contrast, Randel et al.
(2007b) selected their data according to cyclonic and anticyclonic systems and compared the
vertical profiles of static stability for both circulation types. Especially the unclear relation-
ship within the TFM branch between the static stability and the relative vorticity motivates
the analysis of the full vertical profile ofN2 across the tropopause. In other words, panels (h)
and (i) represent only one single level of these vertical profiles of static stability, where the
measurement was performed. Consequently, the maximum of static stability in the vertical
column may not be detected. Therefore, the mean vertical profiles of static stability relative
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Figure 4.23: Selection of the TFM branch within 30 K above the dynamical tropopause (black
lines) and between 30 to 60 K above the dynamical tropopause (gray lines). The data density
within each relative vorticity bin (panel (a)) and the mean vertical profiles of static stability
relative to the thermal tropopause for strong anticyclonic structures, strong cyclonic struc-
tures and near–zero relative vorticity (DTPdyn = 0− 30K panel (b), DTPdyn = 30− 60K
panel (c)) are shown. The number of data points is given in the legend.
to the thermal tropopause are calculated for three different relative vorticity branches (Figure
4.22):
• strong anticyclonic structures (ζ < −3 · 10−5 s−1) (solid lines)
• near–zero relative vorticity (−3 · 10−5 s−1 < ζ < 3 · 10−5 s−1) (dotted lines)
• strong cyclonic structures (ζ > 3 · 10−5 s−1) (dashed lines)
Within the mixing layer (Figure 4.22, panel (a)) a stronger inversion is evident for anti-
cyclonic structures than for cyclonic structures. The maximum of static stability above the
thermal tropopause related to anticyclonic structures is around 1 · 10−4 s−2 higher than
the maximum related to cyclonic structures with a slight difference in the height of the
maximum N2. Within the TIL branch (Figure 4.22, panel b) there is a stronger tropopause
inversion for strong anticyclonic structures (solid line) than for strong cyclonic structures
(dashed line). This feature is also observed with the help of high resolution GPS data by
Randel et al. (2007b) and with ERA data by Birner et al. (2006). For anticyclonic structures
the sharp maximum of static stability above the thermal tropopause is around 6.5 · 10−4 s−2
and larger than for cyclonic structures. The mean vertical static stability profile for near–zero
relative vorticity (dotted line) also exhibits a sharp maximum above the tropopause which is
similar to that of strong cyclonic structures. This implies that the TIL is also pronounced to
vanishing or very low upper tropospheric circulation. In contrast, the TFM branch (Figure
4.22, panel c) exhibits a stronger inversion in the case of cyclonic structures (dashed line)
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compared to anticyclonic structures (solid line). The strength of the inversion associated
with the near–zero relative vorticity is also close to the strength of the inversion related to
the strong anticyclonic structures.
Figure 4.23 shows the analysis of the relative vorticity for two different parts of the TFM
branch. On the one hand, the part with a small distance between the thermal and dynamical
tropopause, i.e., the SPURT measurement is taken close to the dynamical tropopause
DTPdyn = 0− 30K (black lines, panel (b)) and on the other hand, a larger distance between
the two tropopauses, i.e., DTPdyn = 30− 60K (gray lines, panel (c)). The strength of the
temperature inversion is comparable for cyclonic structures and for anticyclonic structures
within the DTPdyn = 0− 30K part (panel (b)). However, the temperature inversion is
still higher for cyclonic than for anticyclonic structures within the DTPdyn = 30− 60K
part (panel (c)). In particular, the inversion for the DTPdyn = 0− 30K part is very similar
to the entire TFM branch in Figure 4.22 (panel (c)). This is due to the large number of
measurements close to the dynamical tropopause. In the case of the DTPdyn = 30− 60K
part, when the distance between the dynamical and thermal tropopause is largest, the
strength of the inversion for cyclonic structures is similar to that of a smaller distance
between the tropopauses, i.e., DTPdyn = 0− 30K. The analysis shows that strength of the
inversion due to anticyclonic activities decreases with an increasing distance between the
dynamical and the thermal tropopause. There is no sharp maximum and the static stability is
very smooth and high over a larger vertical region up to 3 km above the thermal tropopause
for anticyclonic structures (solid gray line, panel (c)). The inversion extends over a larger
vertical distance and is very smooth. The distance between the two tropopauses is larger
than 30 K most probably near secondary tropopauses associated with a jet stream. The
weaker temperature inversion over a large vertical extension for anticyclonic structures
(solid line, panel (c)) may result from an averaging over two different parts of high static
stability on the anticyclonic side of the jet stream toward the equator. In that case the
mean vertical profile of N2 contains high static stability above the first thermal tropopause,
associated with tropospheric intrusions as presented by Pan et al. (2009b). Above this
layer an intermediate layer of lower N2 is followed by a second layer of high N2 above the
secondary tropopause some kilometers above the first thermal tropopause. These two layers
also contribute to the smooth vertical profile of N2 in the case of anticyclonic activities for
the DTPdyn = 30− 60K part. The layered structure results in a larger vertical extent of the
region with high static stability and there is no sharp maximum at a single altitude (Figure
4.22, panel (c)). On the cyclonic side an inversion still remains.
In contrast, the part of the TFM branch close to the dynamical tropopause, i.e.,
DTPdyn = 0− 30K (panel (b)), reveals a sharp maximum of static stability for anticy-
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Figure 4.24: Maximum of the mean static stability at each relative vorticity bin for the entire
mixing layer (gray symbols), the TIL branch (orange symbols) and the TFM branch (green
symbols). The standard deviation is shown as vertical bars around the mean and the near–
zero area of relative vorticity is marked by the gray shaded area.
clonic and cyclonic structures. There is a difference in the height of this maximum, which
is close to the thermal tropopause in the case of cyclonic structures and farther away in the
case of anticyclonic structures. A reason for the strength of the inversion also for cyclonic
structures may be the structure of static stability in the vicinity of jet streams. The static
stability is higher on the cyclonic (poleward) side of the jet streams than on the anticyclonic
(equatorward) side of the jet streams at the same height. The high static stability on
the poleward side of the jet streams is associated with the TIL, which extends from the
midlatitudes to the subtropics probably related to tropopause breaks in the vicinity of jet
streams. An example for such an event is given by Pan et al. (2007b) (their Figure 1).
As a measure of the strength of the inversion and thus of the sharpness of the tropopause the
maximum of the static stability for each vertical N2 profile is calculated. The mean of the
maximum per relative vorticity bin is shown in Figure 4.24. Within the TIL branch (orange
symbols) the strength of the inversion is larger for anticyclonic structures than for cyclonic
structures. The strength of the inversion is decreasing with increasing relative vorticity for
anticyclonic structures and remains approximately constant for cyclonic structures. This
finding agrees with the results of Randel et al. (2007b) and supports the importance of
anticyclones compared to cyclones for the strength of the TIL. Further, the behavior of the
N2max in Figure 4.24 coincides with the behavior of N
2 within the TIL branch at the SPURT
measurement positions (Figure 4.21 panel (h)). This suggests that the SPURT measurements
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were largely performed within the TIL branch close to its maximum strength of N2. Within
the TFM branch (Figure 4.24, green symbols) no definite relationship between N2 and ζ is
observed. A fluctuating strength of the inversion around N2max = 5.5 · 10−4 s−2 is evident for
both cyclonic and anticyclonic structures.
4.6 Discussion of possible TIL maintenance processes
The link between the TIL and the mixing layer can be understood in the light of the activ-
ity of radiative and baroclinic forcing. Synoptic–scale baroclinic eddies in the extratropical
tropopause region might lead to an isentropic transport of low O3 and high H2O mixing ra-
tios from lower to higher latitudes (Figure 4.25, poleward yellow arrow). This isentropic
transport from the troposphere at lower latitudes toward the stratosphere at higher latitudes
across the tropopause causes mixing of tropospheric and lower stratospheric air at midlati-
tudes. Freshly mixed air masses near the subtropical jet stream (Figure 4.25, gray shaded
area), are not necessarily related to high N2 values. Lower N2 are associated with the mixed
regions in the vicinity of the jet stream (see Figure 4.5 and also 4.10 (c)). The atmospheric
processes relevant for this fresh mixing are processes on the synoptic–scale, up to about 8
days (Figure 4.14). This estimate of the relevant time scale is similar to that by Dethof et al.
(2000) who quantified the isentropic mass transport across the tropopause and found that
the isentropic stratosphere to troposphere exchange is a fast process occurring on a daily
time scale. This time scale is too short for radiative effects to have an impact which may lead
to an enhanced N2. This also may be the reason for the very low correlation between the
mixing degree fmix and a large N2 within the TFM branch. After passing the TFM branch
(Figure 4.25, gray shaded area) the freshly mixed air masses are transported isentropically
(wavy black arrow) into the midlatitude lowermost stratosphere. At the same time, they are
transported downward by the large scale Brewer–Dobson circulation (downward yellow ar-
row). Near the thermal tropopause (solid red line) an adjustment of the temperature occurs
to the new trace gas concentrations because of the radiative balance in the atmosphere. A
contribution to the temperature inversion and the TIL branch (orange shaded) may well be
a consequence.
Thus, the TIL contains mixed air masses which have been a longer time in the lowermost
stratosphere than the mixed air masses in the TFM branch. The temporal variance analysis
suggests a rather seasonal time scale (Figure 4.14). Backward trajectory calculations with
CLaMS from measurement points within the TIL show that the static stability 10 days before
the measurement was also very high with no significant variability. These analyses suggest
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a seasonal time scale necessary for the atmospheric radiative response to mixing of strato-
spheric and tropospheric air masses. Due to the radiative balance in the atmosphere the
temperature has already adjusted to the new trace gas concentrations near the tropopause
and a temperature inversion has developed with time (Figure 4.18 (c), black line). This
demonstrates the evolution of N2 from the non–mixed case to the intermediate case and fi-
nally to the mixed reference case (Figure 4.18 (d)). This hypothesized mechanism also closes
the loop to the discussion by Birner (2006) according to which the strong stratification within
the TIL and the large–scale horizontal mixing forces the air that has entered the TIL to stay
within the TIL and to be mixed isentropically over large distances. This may provide the basis
for the mixing layer to become a climatological feature and for the radiatively active tracers
to force the TIL.
So far it has not been possible to identify a particular atmospheric process as the sole contrib-
utor to the formation and maintenance of the TIL. The fact that the temperature inversion
is present for all circulation types, and also for near zero relative vorticity which implicates
a very weak upper tropospheric circulation (see section 4.5.2), suggests an important addi-
tional forcing beyond balanced dynamics. This motivates the radiative study of this thesis
and that of Randel et al. (2007b) that the radiation may be an important forcing mechanism
in maintaining the TIL. Nevertheless, dynamic mechanisms (see e.g., Wirth, 2003; Birner,
2006; Son and Polvani, 2007) have also been proposed and may also be important for the
TIL structure. To quantify the exact contributions of radiation and dynamics to the TIL, fur-
ther model studies are needed in future, which need to consider both dynamics and radiation
at the same time.
4.7 Results of this chapter
Based on aircraft measurements of CO and O3 during SPURT a new dimensionless parame-
ter fmix to quantify the mixing degree in the extratropical tropopause region is introduced.
Using this parameter the relationship between the static stability N2 and the mixing degree
is investigated and a positive relation between these two above the tropopause is found,
particularly in the TIL. This is consistent with the hypothesis that mixing contributes to the
formation of the TIL as suggested by Birner (2006) and Randel et al. (2007b). The studies
demonstrate that the TIL is detectable in high resolution ECMWF fields. This finding is in
contrast to Birner et al. (2002) who argued that the TIL is not well represented in ERA–40
reanalysis data. This can be a consequence of different assimilation procedures used in the
operational (4DVAR) and ERA–40 (3DVAR) data and of the different horizontal resolution of
both data sets (T511 versus T159 for operational and reanalysis data, respectively).
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Figure 4.25: Instantaneous schematic of the possible dynamics and processes within the
UT/LS between the equator and the pole leading to the formation of the TFM branch (gray
shaded) and the TIL branch (orange shaded). The thermal tropopause (solid red line), the
dynamical tropopause (solid gray line), the isentropes (light–gray lines) and the zonal ve-
locity (blue shaded) are shown. Isentropic transport before the fresh mixing event in the
TFM branch is indicated by the yellow horizontal arrow together with the isentropic trans-
port of ‘mixed air masses’ as the wavy black arrow. The downward transport due to the
Brewer–Dobson circulation is marked by the downward yellow arrow.
Studies with a radiation transport model confirm the hypothesis of Randel et al. (2007b) that
radiative effects of O3 and H2Omay contribute to the formation and maintenance of the mix-
ing layer and the TIL. The new aspect of the analysis here is to emphasize the change in fixed
dynamical heating (FDH) temperature and N2 for profiles, which are perturbed consistently
to represent a vanishing mixing (L–shaped O3 and H2O tracer correlation) in the UT/LS. The
temperature inversion and the structure of the TIL do not appear for non–mixed mean verti-
cal profiles of O3 and H2O. The temperature inversion is strengthened if the concentrations
of O3 and H2O are enhanced because of mixing above the extratropical tropopause. Here,
the influence of H2O is more important than that of O3 for the development of the tempera-
ture inversion and the TIL structure. There is only a small shift in temperature profile if O3 is
enhanced from a non–mixed to a mixed reference case at the tropopause. The same analysis
applied to the POLARCAT–GRACE measurements yields the same results.
The analysis of this chapter suggests that the mixing layer contains, on the one hand, older
air masses (TIL branch, Figure 4.10), with high values of N2 possibly due to radiative adjust-
ment. This part represents the TIL. On the other hand, there are freshly mixed air masses
with lower N2 values within the mixing layer (TFM branch, Figure 4.10), because of recent
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intrusion processes due to the permeability or so–called midlatitude breaks associated with
the jet streams.
The analysis of the relative vorticity ζ at 200 hPa associated with the TIL branch and the TFM
branch during SPURT reveals that both branches are related to both anticyclonic and cy-
clonic upper tropospheric dynamics. The TIL branch is biased to the anticyclonic activity and
is characterized by a sharper tropopause and a larger N2 maximum above the tropopause
in connection to this anticyclonic activity. This feature supports earlier studies of Randel
et al. (2007b) and Birner et al. (2002), but also the use of ECMWF operational data to
represent the observed relation between anticyclonic activity and the TIL in the tropopause
region. In contrast, the TFM branch is related to a larger sharpness of the tropopause and
thus a larger maximum of N2 above the tropopause in the case of cyclonic activity com-
pared to anticyclonic activity. The maximum of N2 within the TFM branch is smaller and the
sharpness of the tropopause is decreased for a subsample of the TFM branch with measure-
ments in regions with a large difference between the thermal and the dynamical tropopause
(DTPdyn = 30 − 60K).
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Chapter 5
A new diagnostic for the location of
the jet cores
The thermal tropopause and the dynamical tropopause are not identical and in specific situ-
ations there may be significant differences. The dynamical tropopause is defined as a surface
of constant potential vorticity, which is used instead of the vertical temperature gradient as
the defining variable. The potential vorticity (PV) is a quantity proportional to the product of
the vertical component of absolute vorticity and static stability, i.e.,
PV = (ζ + f) ·
[
−g∂θ
∂p
]
(5.1)
with ζ the relative vorticity and f the planetary vorticity. The PV contains both dynamic (vor-
ticity) and thermodynamic (potential temperature) properties and is a conserved quantity in
the absence of diabatic heating or cooling and frictional forces (Ertel, 1942). The PV thresh-
old between the troposphere and the stratosphere which defines the dynamical tropopause
is taken as a positive or a negative value, giving surfaces located in the northern or southern
hemisphere, respectively. To define a global tropopause, these two PV surfaces are connected
by another type of surface near the equator, where the PV is close to zero. A constant poten-
tial temperature surface (Mohanakumar, 2008) is well suited for this purpose. Usually the
380 K isentropic surface is taken as tropopause in the tropics (see, e.g. Konopka et al., 2007;
Fueglistaler et al., 2009).
There is no universally used PV value for the dynamical tropopause, but the most common
choice is the 2 PVU surface (1 PVU=10−6m−2 s−1Kkg−1, standard potential vorticity unit)
(e.g., Holton et al., 1995;Wirth, 2000; Hoor et al., 2005; Pan et al., 2007a; Kunz et al., 2008).
This value is also employed in this thesis for the dynamical tropopause. Hoerling et al. (1991)
suggested the 3.5 PVU isoline as the optimal value for tropopause analysis outside the tropics.
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The dynamical tropopause in Birner et al. (2002) was defined by this value. However, a par-
ticular value may not be appropriate for the entire extratropics. Figure 5.1 shows the zonal
and meridional variability of the potential vorticity at the thermal tropopause on 27 April
2003. Here, the PV varies roughly between 0.5 PVU and 7 PVU at the thermal tropopause
between the equator and the pole. The typical values of the PV at the thermal tropopause in-
crease toward the equator and are definitely larger than 2 PVU at lower latitudes (e.g., 30◦ N,
black dots). As an alternative, Randel et al. (2007a) used a series of PV isolines (1–4 PVU) in
their studies to indicate the approximate location of the dynamical tropopause. Kunz et al.
(2009) deduced the mean PV at all thermal tropopause heights at the SPURT measurement
locations to PVmeandyn ≈ 4PVU (see also Chapter 4.2.4). This mean value is definitely greater
than the often used value of TPdyn = 2PVU.
One possibility of generalizing and determining the dynamical tropopause in a more physical
manner, instead of using an ad hoc fixed PV value for the entire hemisphere, is the use of the
isentropic gradient of PV (Hoskins et al., 1985). Here, the distribution of the extratropical PV
on isentropic surfaces is of interest. The quasi–latitudinal gradient of PV on these isentropic
surfaces is sharpest across the jet streams separating the troposphere from the stratosphere.
These PV gradients are maximized near the jet cores and serve as barriers to cross–tropopause
eddy transport (McIntyre and Palmer, 1984; Juckes and McIntyre, 1987; Holton et al., 1995).
Haynes and Shuckburgh (2000b) used this transport barrier characteristic and defined a new
tropopause using the minimum value of effective diffusivity on each isentropic surface. Thus,
it is intended to use the horizontal isentropic PV gradients as an indicator for the transport
barriers and the extratropical tropopause which is a more fundamental and general definition
than one based on a particular value of PV or a particular value of lapse rate.
An analysis of the PV gradient on isentropic surfaces and thus a definition of an alternative
tropopause based on these isentropic PV gradients is performed concerning the following
questions:
• What is the PV distribution at the location of the sharpest isentropic PV gradient as-
sociated with the jet streams? To answer this question the zonal and time mean PV
distribution at the maximum gradient of PV with equivalent latitude will be presented
to indicate which PV value may represent the dynamical tropopause.
• Is there any seasonal dependence of the thermal stratification, i.e., the static stability
N2, on isentropes across the jet streams? Is the thermal stratification also an indicator
of the barrier concerning a mixing across the jet streams? For this purpose, N2 will be
analyzed on isentropes relative to the jet cores in connection with O3–H2O trace gas
correlations.
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Figure 5.1: Meridional and zonal variability of the PV at the thermal tropopause depending
on different geographical latitudes, i.e., 30◦ (black), 50◦ (green) and 70◦ (orange) in the
southern hemisphere (left–hand panel) and in the northern hemisphere (right–hand panel)
on 27 April 2003. The mean PV at TPth is marked by solid lines for the different latitudes.
5.1 The isentropic potential vorticity gradient
The isentropic gradient of the PV distribution is established as a diagnostic to determine the
edge of the polar vortex (Nash et al., 1996; Steinhorst et al., 2005). Nash et al. (1996)
developed an objective criterion to find the location of the edge of the polar vortex as well as
the dates of its onset or breakup. The PV distribution is determined on equivalent latitudes
and the gradient of PV with equivalent latitude is calculated. They define the vortex edge to
be located at the maximum of the product between the gradient of PV and the zonal wind
velocity on isentropes. The boundary region of the vortex is defined between the convex and
concave curvature in the PV distribution surrounding the edge. In the following, a method
similar to the so–called Nash–criterion is developed to determine the core of the jet stream
as well as its boundaries on isentropes. These boundaries include the meandering shape of
the jet stream associated with breaking and splitting into different parts.
5.1.1 Determination of the jet core and boundaries
On an isentropic surface the gradient of PV is strongest across the jet streams separating the
troposphere at lower latitudes from the stratosphere at higher latitudes. In both hemispheres,
the absolute value of PV increases from the equator toward the pole. Similar to the polar vor-
tex diagnostic of Nash et al. (1996), the PV values are projected onto an equivalent latitude
area. The latitudes on this map are referred to as equivalent latitudes ϕe, which are inferred
from the PV distribution on isentropes (Butchart and Remsberg, 1986). First, the ECMWF
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data on pressure levels are interpolated on isentropic vertical levels θ between 300K and
380K. For each isentrope the area enclosed by a PV contour in a hemisphere is calculated
and transformed to a circle with the same area centered at the pole. Here, the equivalent
latitude is the distance in degrees of latitude from the equator to this circle, and is given by
ϕe = arcsin
(
1−A(PV )
2pi · r2
)
. (5.2)
The quantity r is the radius of the Earth and A(PV ) is the area enclosed by the PV contour.
The equivalent latitudes ϕe calculated according to Equation 5.2 have to be projected onto
the original 1◦ lat × 1◦ lon grid on the particular isentropes. The determination of the jet core
Jc(θ) and the poleward and equatorward jet boundaries Jb(θ) on the isentropic surfaces θ is
described in the following and is discussed for the case study on 27 April 2003 as an example
(Figure 5.2).
1. For each isentrope θ, the equivalent latitudes ϕe(φ, λ, θ), with φ the geographical lat-
itude and λ the geographical longitude, are binned. The bin size of ϕe(φ, λ, θ) is 1◦,
which is identical to the horizontal resolution of the ECMWF data used. The zonal
mean in the ϕe–space of all desired atmospheric variables, e.g., potential vorticity PV
and horizontal wind velocity |u| = √u2 + v2, is calculated. Note that according to the
definition of the equivalent latitudes, PV is the same for each equivalent latitude bin.
Figure 5.2 shows the PV distribution (panel (a)) and the horizontal velocity |u| (panel
(e)) for four different isentropes (300 K–360 K) against the equivalent latitude ϕe in
the northern hemisphere on 27 April 2003. The PV distribution on the single isentropes
has an ‘S’ shape. Despite an offset in the absolute values the PV distribution roughly
resembles the distribution of the mathematical function f(x) = arctan(x) (Figure 5.3,
black line), which increases from negative values x toward positive values x with a
point of inflection at x = 0 .
2. The gradient of the potential vorticity with equivalent latitude ∂PV (ϕe,θ)
∂ϕe
as well as the
product with the horizontal wind velocity ∂PV (ϕe,θ)
∂ϕe
·|u| are calculated for each isentrope
and hemisphere (Figure 5.2, panels (b) and (f)). The gradient ∂PV (ϕe,θ)
∂ϕe
, i.e., the first
derivative of PV, is shown in panel (b). Figure 5.3 shows the first derivative fI(x)
(orange line) of the function f(x), which shows a maximum where f(x) has its point of
inflection. ∂PV (ϕe,θ)
∂ϕe
has a maximum at the point of inflection of the PV distribution.
All fields are smoothed with a ϕe = 5◦ wide running mean to remove multiple peaks
which do not represent the real jet core.
3. For each isentrope and hemisphere the jet core Jc(θ) is defined as the location of the
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of the PV on four different isentropes 300 K (green), 320 K (gold),
340 K (gray) and 360 K (black) against the equivalent latitude in the northern hemisphere
for 27 April 2003 (panel (a)). The gradient of PV, i.e., the first derivative of the PV, on these
isentropes (panel (b)), the second derivative of the PV (panel (c)), the fourth derivative of
the PV (panel (d)) and the horizontal velocity (panel (e)) are shown. The product of the
horizontal velocity with the gradient of PV (panel (f)), with the second derivative (panel (g))
and the fourth derivative (panel (h)) are also shown. The jet cores Jc(θ) are shown as vertical
dashed lines and the boundaries Jb(θ) as the two dots in the same color for each isentrope.
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of the jet core toward zero. The slope is sufficiently steep where fIV(x) has local extrema
which are defined as representing the jet boundaries Jb(θ) (green dots at f(x)).
highest potential vorticity gradient, constrained to the vicinity of the jet streams where
the wind velocity is very high. In this definition, the jet core Jc(θ) on the different
isentropes is given by
Jc(θ) = max
(
∂PV (ϕe, θ)
∂ϕe
· |u|(ϕe, θ)
)
(5.3)
This means that the jet core Jc(θ) is defined as the maximum of the product between
the PV gradient and the horizontal velocity (Figure 5.2, panel (f)). In contrast to Nash
et al. (1996), who used the zonal wind velocity u for the determination of the vortex
edge, the horizontal velocity |u| is used for the determination of the jet core. This
horizontal velocity contains both the meridional and the zonal velocity components and
thus represents the meandering shape of the jet streams. Figure 5.2 shows the jet core
Jc(θ) as a vertical dashed line for each isentrope. There may be multiple peaks in the
distribution of the PV gradient and the horizontal wind velocity, e.g., the distribution
of both fields on the 320 K isentrope (orange lines, panels (b) and (e)). Some of these
other peaks, which do not correspond to the real jet core, may also be large, but usually
they appear only in one distribution and not in both. However, at the true jet core both
distributions have strong peaks and the product of the two distributions reveals a clear
maximum (panel (f)). This motivates the use of the product between the horizontal
wind velocity and the PV gradient as a criterion for the determination of the jet core.
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4. The jet core Jc(θ) is determined for each isentrope θ, whereby the following restrictions
are implied:
• Middle world isentropes, i.e., isentropes partly within the troposphere and strato-
sphere, intersecting the thermal tropopause: 300K < θ < 380K. These surfaces
lie in the troposphere at lower latitudes and in the stratosphere at higher latitudes.
• Non–realistically large gradients may exist in the vicinity of the poles and at the
equator. Thus, the equivalent latitude space for the determination of Jc(θ) is re-
stricted to: 5◦ < |ϕe| < 85◦
• There is a large variability of potential vorticity at the thermal tropopause (Figure
5.1). Therefore, the PV range where the jet cores are diagnosed is restricted to:
0.5PVU < |PV (ϕe, θ)| < 7PVU (see gray shaded area in Figure 5.2, panel (a)).
5. Jet streams are neither continuous nor circumpolar. They may start, stop, split into
two or more parts, combine into one stream, or flow in various directions. Thus, the
jet stream typically has a meandering shape. Therefore, jet boundaries Jb(θ) poleward
and equatorward of the jet core are defined for each isentrope and hemisphere. The
original Nash–criterion (Nash et al., 1996) defines the boundary region between the
local maximum convex and concave curvature of the PV distribution surrounding the
vortex edge. These extrema are defined by the second derivative of the PV distribution,
see also fII(x) (dark–gray line in Figure 5.3). For this purpose, the second derivative
of the PV is calculated (Figure 5.2, panel (c)) and the maximum convex or concave
curvature is determined by its product with the horizontal velocity, i.e,
∂2PV (ϕe, θ)
∂ϕ2e
· |u|(ϕe, θ) . (5.4)
The distribution of the second derivative multiplied by the horizontal velocity on each
isentrope is also shown in Figure 5.2 (panel (g)). After the determination of the exact
latitude of the extrema of the second derivative, the fourth derivative of the PV dis-
tribution is also calculated (panel (d)) and is again multiplied by the horizontal wind
velocity (panel (h). The local maximum convex and concave curvature of this fourth
derivative of the PV multiplied by the wind velocity, i.e.,
∂4PV (ϕe, θ)
∂ϕ4e
· |u|(ϕe, θ) , (5.5)
defines Jb(θ), the jet boundaries on isentropes. The fourth derivative fIV(x) of the func-
tion f(x) (green line in Figure 5.3) shows these extrema at the locations where the slope
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of f(x) approaches zero (see green dots in Figure 5.3). The jet boundaries Jb(θ) deter-
mined by the distribution of the fourth derivative of the PV distribution are highlighted
as the two dots poleward and equatorward of the jet core Jc(θ) (dashed lines) in Figure
5.2. The jet boundaries Jb(θ) are searched outside an interval of ϕe= ± 3◦ around the
jet core Jc(θ).
In the following, the jet boundaries on isentropes are determined according to this
fourth derivative of the PV (see Equation 5.5), which matches the meandering shape of
the jet streams at the midlatitudes and subtropics in a more appropriate manner than
the second derivative of the PV (see Equation 5.4) as used by Nash et al. (1996). Fur-
ther, the extrema of the fourth derivative of the gradient of PV with equivalent latitude
are in the regions where the PV and the gradient of PV with equivalent latitude are
quite high enough. This is also demonstrated by the arcus tangens example in Figure
5.3. The extrema of the fourth derivative of f(x) (green dots, Figure 5.3) are in regions
with a sufficiently steep first derivative fI(x).
Figure 5.4 (top panels) shows the horizontal velocity together with the jet cores Jc(θ) (white)
and the boundaries Jb(θ) (black) as determined through the procedure outlined above for
different isentropes between 300 K and 340 K. The jet cores move toward the equator with
increasing height of the isentropes. The jet cores matches the part of the largest wind veloc-
ity combined to a large PV gradient on this isentrope and the meandering shape of the jet
stream is bordered by the jet boundaries. It is possible that two different jet streams, e.g.,
the subtropical jet stream and the polar jet stream, are combined on a particular isentrope.
In such a case, the jet core represents the stronger jet stream of the two, but the weaker one
is contained in the region within the jet boundaries.
The static stability N2 (middle panels) on the different isentropes differs between the tro-
pospheric part at lower latitudes and stratospheric part at higher latitudes of the isentrope.
Toward the equator outside the first jet boundary there are typical tropospheric values of
a low static stability around N2 = 1.0 · 10−4 s−2. Poleward of the jet boundary a typically
high static stability of the entire stratosphere is evident around N2 = 4.0 · 10−4 s−2. This
different behavior in thermal stratification supports the ability of the present method to de-
termine the jet cores and their boundaries and thus to separate the troposphere from the
stratosphere. Even the TIL is seen at θ = 320K and θ = 340K poleward of the jet bound-
ary Jb(θ), with values around N2 = 6.0 · 10−4 s−2. The TIL is part of the stratospheric area,
i.e., mainly outside the branch between the two jet boundaries. This area between the jet
boundaries contains air masses of intermediate static stabilities around N2 = 3.0 · 10−4 s−2.
These are the typical values of the freshly mixed air masses within the so–called TFM branch
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Figure 5.4: Horizontal wind velocity |u| in ms−1 (top panels), static stability N2 in 10−4 s−2
(middle panels) and equivalent latitude ϕe (bottom panels) on 27 April 2003 for the 300 K
isentrope (left–hand column), the 320 K isentrope (middle column) and the 340 K isentrope
(right–hand column). The jet core Jc(θ) (white) and the jet boundaries Jb(θ) (black) are
shown.
(see Figure 4.9). Therefore, this gives additional support for the determined jet cores and the
corresponding boundaries. The location of the jet cores (Figure 5.4, white lines) supports the
idea that transport processes between the troposphere and the stratosphere occur within the
TFM branches in the vicinity of the jet streams related to a static stability lower than within
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the entire stratosphere, but at the same time higher than within the entire troposphere. The
jet boundaries Jb(θ) divide the isentropic surface into three areas, a stratospheric area, a tro-
pospheric area and into an area close to the jet stream, which is especially influenced by fresh
mixing events. The equivalent latitude ϕe map projection shows three different air masses
relative to the jet boundaries Jb(θ) (see Figure 5.4, bottom panels). The area between the
jet boundaries contains air masses specific to the geographical region of the jet stream. To-
ward the pole the equivalent latitude is higher and describes the stratospheric air masses and
toward the equator the equivalent latitude is lower typical for tropical air masses.
5.1.2 The PV gradient tropopause
The gradient of PV on isentropes is maximized across the jet streams and separates the tro-
posphere from the stratosphere with different characteristics in thermal stratification (Figure
5.4). Therefore, the gradient of PV makes it possible to propose an alternative definition
of the tropopause, the location of the ‘tropopause barrier’, which is not based on a partic-
ular value of the PV. PV values for defining the location of the dynamical tropopause are
often chosen in an ad hoc manner and different values are used in the literature. In con-
trast, the definition of the dynamical tropopause as proposed in the following depends on
the isentropic gradient and represents the tropopause as a dynamical transport barrier at the
jet streams. In the following, this new tropopause is introduced and referred to as the PV
gradient tropopause TPgradPV. The determination of TPgradPV is performed using the loca-
tions of the jet cores Jc(θ) and the jet boundaries Jb(θ), originally calculated as a function
of equivalent latitude ϕe and potential temperature θ. The height of TPgradPV in potential
temperature is calculated for each latitude and longitude as described in the following:
1. The jet core Jc(θ) and the corresponding jet boundaries Jb(θ) have to be determined on
each isentrope and hemisphere as described above in subsection 5.1.1.
2. For each latitude φ and longitude λ position the equivalent latitude on all isentropes θ
is compared with the respective equivalent latitude of the jet cores Jc(θ) representative
of the isentropes. For this purpose, the difference between the equivalent latitude at a
latitude–longitude position with the equivalent latitude of Jc(θ) is calculated for each
isentrope. Then the PV gradient tropopause TPgradPV within the latitude φ and lon-
gitude λ column containing all isentropes (denoted as ‘·’ in the following formula) is
defined as the isentropic level θ, where the difference is minimal, i.e.,
TPgradPV(φ, λ) = min(|ϕe(φ, λ, ·) − Jc(·)|) (5.6)
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Figure 5.5: The PV gradient tropopause TPgradPV (dark gray dots) on different isentropes
between 300 K and 360 K on 27 April 2003 over the European region. The jet cores Jc(θ)
(black line) and the jet boundaries Jb(θ) (orange lines) are additionally shown.
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Figure 5.6: Potential temperature at the PV gradient tropopause TPgradPV (left–hand panel)
and at the thermal tropopause TPth (middle panel) in K on 27 April 2003 and the potential
temperature difference between both tropopauses (right–hand panel). The horizontal veloc-
ity on the 340 K isentrope is gray solid and the double tropopauses are marked with gray
crosses (middle panel). Areas with missing TPgradPV are black (right–hand panel).
Here, the equivalent latitude ϕe(φ, λ, θ) is restricted to the area between the jet bound-
aries Jb(θ) on the single isentropes to find the correct PV gradient tropopause. The
poleward jet boundary for isentropes θ < 300K is sometimes not resolved. In this case,
the ϕe(φ, λ, θ) is restricted to the equatorward jet boundary Jb(θ) and the jet core Jc(θ).
Figure 5.5 shows this PV gradient tropopause TPgradPV (gray area) on different isentropes
on 27 April 2003 above the European region. The TPgradPV, which lies on each isentrope
θ within the jet boundaries Jb(θ), moves toward the equator with increasing height of the
isentropes. For each isentrope a good agreement with the jet core (solid black line) is found,
thus supporting the method presented here of determining the PV gradient tropopause as a
function of the geographical latitudes and longitudes from the equivalent latitudes of the jet
cores on the isentropes.
Figure 5.6 shows the height of TPgradPV (left–hand panel) in comparison to the thermal
tropopause TPth (middle panel) for the same day. The difference (right–hand panel) be-
tween both tropopauses is greatest in the subtropics. Especially in the vicinity of the double
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Figure 5.7: Static stability in 10−4 s−2 on different latitudes between 30◦N and 80◦N on 27
April 2003. The TPth (white dots), the TPgradPV (gray dots), the 1 PVU, 2 PVU and 7 PVU
isolines (solid black lines) and the meridional wind velocity (solid pink lines) are shown.
Double tropopauses are indicated by open black circles.
tropopauses (gray crosses, middle panel) the difference is very large. In the polar regions
both tropopauses coincide very well, and the difference increases toward the equator. Here
the tropopauses diverge especially in regions of troposphere to stratosphere exchange in
the vicinity of jet streams or tropopause folds. This behavior is similar to the dynamical
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Figure 5.8: Static stability in 10−4 s−2 at the longitude λ = 50◦ W on 27 April 2003. The
TPth (white dots), the TPgradPV (gray dots), the PV isolines (1 PVU, 2 PVU and 7 PVU as
solid black lines) and the zonal wind velocity (solid pink lines) are shown.
tropopause TPdyn, which frequently deviates from the thermal tropopause in many cases of
troposphere and stratosphere exchange processes.
The dependence of the PV gradient tropopause TPgradPV on different latitudes in the north-
ern hemisphere is shown in Figure 5.7. This figure shows the static stability on 27 April
2003 (colored contours) together with TPth (white dots), TPgradPV (gray dots) and TPdyn
as black solid PV=2 PVU isoline. At 80◦N a good agreement between the three tropopauses
TPgradPV, TPth and TPdyn is evident. The tropopause region seems very stable, which is
also evident from the stable tropopause inversion layer (TIL) above the thermal tropopause.
The height of the TIL increases together with the height of the tropopauses toward lower
latitudes, e.g., 30◦N (bottom panel). At the same time, the difference between TPgradPV and
TPth increases in regions with double tropopauses (open black circles) or near the subtropical
jet stream (pink contours) at 30◦N or 40◦N (bottom panels). Overall, there is a good agree-
ment between the 2 PVU isoline, which is frequently used as the dynamical tropopause, and
the PV gradient tropopause TPgradPV. However, this is not generally valid in the vicinity of
the jet streams. Figure 5.8 shows a similar representation of the static stability together with
the three tropopauses at a longitude of λ = 50◦ W. The jet stream (pink contours) is char-
acterized by a break in the thermal tropopause (white dots) and the PV gradient tropopause
(gray dots) is different from the thermal tropopause. In the vicinity of the jet stream the
height of TPgradPV is sometimes identical to the height of the 2 PVU isoline, but sometimes
the height of TPgradPV follows different PV isolines.
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Figure 5.9: Zonal and time mean potential temperature height of the PV gradient tropopause
TPgradPV (yellow dots) and of the thermal tropopause TPth (white dots) for different north-
ern hemisphere seasons: spring (MAM) and summer (JJA) 2002 (top panels), autumn
(SON) and winter (DJF) 2002 (bottom panels). The potential vorticity is gray shaded
(−30,−6,−1,1,6 and 30 PVU contours) and the PV isolines between |1| and |6| PVU are
additionally highlighted by black lines. The 2 PVU isoline is a black dashed line. The zonal
wind is shown in red. The percentage of valid TPgradPV values per latitude bin is shown in
the top panels, respectively. The zonal and time mean height of TPgradPV is marked by open
yellow diamonds for bins near the equator including less than 90% valid TPgradPV values per
latitude bin.
5.1.3 Climatology of PV at the PV gradient tropopause
The PV gradient tropopause TPgradPV is proposed here as an alternative to the dynami-
cal tropopause TPdyn, a surface which is based on a fixed value of the PV for the entire
hemisphere. TPgradPV is based on dynamical quantities and contains a dependence on the
geographical location. This implies a variable PV value at the height of the PV gradient
tropopause. Thus, the PV distribution at the level of the PV gradient tropopause is of interest
and is analyzed in the following.
Figure 5.9 shows the zonal and time mean of the PV for the different northern hemisphere
seasons of spring and summer (top panels) or autumn and winter (bottom panels) in 2002 as
a function of the potential temperature. In all seasons the PV gradient tropopause TPgradPV
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(yellow diamonds) deviates from the dynamical tropopause TPdyn = ±2PVU (dashed black
lines) for most latitudes. Near the subtropical jet streams, both tropopauses are very close to
each other. Toward the poles TPth lies below TPgradPV (white dots), but for most of the time
it is above TPdyn = ±2PVU (dashed black line). For seasons DJF and MAM, the height of
TPgradPV (yellow diamonds) corresponds rather well the height of the thermal tropopause
TPth in the extratropics in both hemispheres between the jet cores and the poles. During sea-
sons JJA and SON, both tropopauses TPgradPV and TPth deviate near the poles, especially at
the south pole during the southern hemisphere winter (JJA). The height of the TPth increases
toward the south pole, which may well be due to the onset and build up of the polar vortex.
At that time, the south pole region cools and the isentropes ascend toward the pole relative
to the pressure levels. Ascending isentropes near the south pole during southern hemisphere
winter can also be seen in Figure 4.1 (left–hand panel) or in Figure 2 of Birner et al. (2006).
In all seasons, the heights of TPgradPV and TPth deviate especially in the tropics equator-
ward of the subtropical jet streams (red contours). The latitude and the longitude position of
the PV gradient tropopause TPgradPV is determined from the equivalent latitude position of
the jet core Jc(θ) within the equivalent latitude range between the two jet boundaries Jb(θ)
on the different isentropes. Hence, there are also some TPgradPV determined equatorward of
the subtropical jet streams, which result from the equivalent latitude isolines, especially those
of the jet boundaries Jb(θ), moving equatorward in specific regions. Figure 5.4 (right–hand
bottom panel) shows an example of the jet core and its jet boundaries on the 340 K isentrope.
Above Western Africa the valid range for TPgradPV is confined to the ϕe = 22.5◦ isoline, which
is partly located equatorward of the latitude ϕ = 20◦. These equatorward deformations of
the jet boundaries have an influence on the determination of TPgradPV equatorward of the jet
cores. However, the frequency of determining the PV gradient tropopause TPgradPV per 1◦
latitude bin decreases rapidly from around 100% at the cores of the subtropical jet streams
toward the equator (see Figure 5.9, dotted gray line in the top panels, respectively). The
zonal and time mean height of TPgradPV at latitudes with a frequency of less than 90% of an
occurrence of TPgradPV is marked by the open yellow diamonds. The frequency of finding
TPgradPV per latitude bin decreases roughly from the geographical location of the subtropi-
cal jet streams (red contours) toward the equator. For that reason, in the following the exact
value of the PV at TPgradPV is analyzed poleward of φ = ±20◦, where the frequency of find-
ing TPgradPV per latitude bin is greater than 90%.
Figure 5.10 shows the seasonal probability distribution functions of the PV at TPgradPV (gray
shaded) both for the southern hemisphere (left–hand panels) and the northern hemisphere
(middle panels), respectively. Here, the daily ECMWF data for 2002 within the different
seasons are used to calculate the time mean of the PV at TPgradPV in meridional 5◦ latitude
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Figure 5.10: Probability distribution functions of PV in PVU at TPgradPV (gray shaded) for
northern hemisphere spring (MAM), summer (JJA), autumn (SON) and winter (DJF) 2002
(from top to bottom) in the southern hemisphere (left–hand panels) and in the northern
hemisphere (middle panels). The mean PV at TPgradPV (solid lines) together with the mean
PV at TPth (dashed lines) per 5◦ latitude bins are shown. The right–hand panels show the
mean PDF of PV at TPgradPV both for the southern hemisphere (dashed grey line) and for the
northern hemisphere (solid black line). The respective PV bins are given in absolute values.
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bins. There is a decrease of the mean PV at TPgradPV from the subtropics to the midlati-
tudes (solid lines). This decrease is more pronounced in the southern hemisphere than in the
northern hemisphere in all seasons. The seasonal cycle in the height of the tropopause is ap-
parent with a higher tropopause in summer (JJA for northern hemisphere, DJF for southern
hemisphere) associated with a higher mean PV at TPgradPV than in winter (DJF for north-
ern hemisphere, JJA for southern hemisphere). During northern hemisphere summer the
mean PV at TPgradPV in the extratropics is between 3.0 and 3.5PVU and during northern
hemisphere winter it is between 2.5 and 3PVU. The mean PV at the thermal tropopause
TPth (dashed lines) also decreases toward the midlatitudes in both hemispheres, but for
each latitude bin it is higher than the PV at the TPgradPV. Here, the discrepancy between
the two tropopauses is largest on the anticyclonic side of the subtropical jet stream core, a
dynamically active region with a troposphere to stratosphere exchange of air masses (Pan
et al., 2009b). This discrepancy is also apparent in the respective panels of Figure 5.9. The
distance between TPth and TPgradPV is closest on the cyclonic side of the jet core on lower
isentropic surfaces than on the anticyclonic side of the jet core.
In both hemispheres, the PV increases for TPth and TPgradPV at higher latitudes toward the
poles except for the northern hemisphere summer (JJA) and autumn (SON). This increase
is again sharper in the southern hemisphere compared to the northern hemisphere and at
the same time extends farther equatorward. During winter (DJF for northern hemisphere,
JJA for southern hemisphere) this increase in PV is sharpest at both tropopauses toward the
poles, especially the increase of the PV at TPth. The difference between the PV at both
tropopauses near the poles is also largest during winter in the respective hemisphere, albeit
more pronounced in the southern hemisphere. This may be due to the occurrence of the
polar vortex during winter, which is substantially stronger in the southern hemisphere than
in the northern hemisphere. Radiative cooling and the decrease of the temperature during
polar night in the southern hemisphere leads to the formation of the polar vortex. A typi-
cal vortex is marked by strong circumpolar winds and cold temperatures in the interior. As
these circumpolar winds begin to increase in autumn (MAM for southern hemisphere, SON
for northern hemisphere), the polar vortex consequently spins up, the isentropes rise and
the values of the PV rise at the pole (e.g. Nash et al., 1996). Thus there is a sharp increase
of PV at TPgradPV toward the pole in autumn. The increase of the PV can be explained by
the subsequent downward transport of air masses within the polar vortex (Schoeberl et al.,
1992), which may also affect the distribution of the PV at TPgradPV and TPth in spring (SON
for southern hemisphere, MAM for northern hemisphere). In the northern hemisphere the
descent of air masses within the polar vortex during winter (DJF) is different compared to
the descent within the polar vortex in the southern hemisphere during winter (JJA). This may
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be the reason for the less sharp increase in PV at TPgradPV and TPth toward the pole in the
northern hemisphere. Haynes and Shuckburgh (2000a) characterized the transport structure
of the polar vortex with the help of the isentropic eddy diffusivity field keff . They observed
stronger polar vortex barriers associated with a minimum keff in the southern hemisphere
compared to the northern hemisphere pole, which is consistent with the different distribu-
tion of the PV at TPgradPV toward the poles in the two hemispheres.
The difference in the location of the subtropical maximum PV at TPgradPV between the
two hemispheres in all seasons can be explained by the mean location of the subtropical
jet stream. This location is slightly different in both hemispheres following the sun as it
moves northward during the warm seasons (spring and summer) and southward during the
cold seasons (autumn and winter). The subtropical jet stream, which also separates the tro-
posphere from the stratosphere on an isentropic surface, has a stronger meandering shape in
the northern hemisphere and spans a larger meridional range. In the southern hemisphere,
the subtropical jet stream has a more stable and continuous position, which is also due to the
lack of land masses in this hemisphere. This may also be the reason for the larger gradient of
PV at TPgradPV between the subtropics and the polar regions in the southern hemisphere.
The gradient of PV at TPgradPV between the subtropics and the polar regions is highest dur-
ing winter in the respective hemisphere. The maximum PV at TPgradPV in the northern
hemisphere summer is smoother compared to the southern hemisphere summer possibly due
to the meandering shape, the weaker wind velocity and larger horizontal extension due to
the meandering shape of the northern hemisphere subtropical jet stream. In the southern
hemisphere, the maximum PV at TPgradPV close to the subtropical jet core is very persistent
throughout the year, while in the northern hemisphere this maximum is shifted poleward
depending on season and is weaker in summer. Haynes and Shuckburgh (2000a) also char-
acterized the tropopause barrier close to the jet streams with the help of the effective diffu-
sivity on isentropes. They observed a generally stronger barrier in the southern hemisphere
than in the northern hemisphere during the same season. This finding is consistent with the
maximum PV at TPgradPV in the vicinity of the subtropical jet streams, which is sharper in
the southern hemisphere compared to the northern hemisphere for the same season.
Figure 5.10 may be considered as a climatology of the PV at the PV gradient tropopause
TPgradPV. It can be used to decide which PV value should be taken as the dynami-
cal tropopause depending on the meridional geographical region. The zonal and time
mean meridional PV distribution at TPgradPV (solid colored lines) is larger in both hemi-
spheres than the commonly used PV=2 PVU. There may rather sporadically be a dynami-
cal tropopause associated with PV=2 PVU. Table 5.1 contains the mean PDF of the PV at
TPgradPV taken from Figure 5.10 (right–hand panels) for different seasons in the northern
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Table 5.1: Mean percentage of PV between 2 PVU and 4 PVU at the PV gradient tropopause
TPgradPV for different seasons in the northern hemisphere in 2002. These values are taken
from Figure 5.10 (right–hand panels) and represent the mean probability distribution (PDF)
per PV bin. Bold red values denote the highest percentage of PV at TPgradPV within the
respective seasons.
PV at TPgradPV spring (MAM) summer (JJA) autumn (SON) winter (DJF)
2.0 PVU 38% 11% 15% 51%
2.5 PVU 45% 23% 37% 36%
3.0 PVU 11% 25% 27% 8%
3.5 PVU 3% 25% 12% 27%
4.0 PVU 0% 12% 32% 0%
hemisphere. The table thus reflects the frequency and percentage of different PV values at
TPgradPV between 2 PVU to 4 PVU in the northern hemisphere. In the northern hemisphere
midlatitudes and polar region, the PV gradient tropopause TPgradPV is related to the 2 PVU
isoline during spring (MAM) and winter (DJF) with a probability of around 38% and 51%,
respectively (see Figure 5.10, top and bottom right–hand panels). During summer (JJA) and
autumn (SON), when the tropopause is higher compared to the other seasons, the probability
of a TPgradPV at the 2 PVU isoline decreases to 11% and 15%, respectively. TPgradPV is most
probably related to a PV=2.5 PVU isoline during spring and autumn. In winter, the mean
percentage is highest for PV=2.0 PVU. In summer, the most probable PV values at TPgradPV
are between PV=3.0−3.5 PVU, although the mean percentage is comparatively high for the
entire PV range between PV=2.0−4.0 PVU.
5.2 Static stability relative to the jet streams
Figure 5.4 (middle panels) shows the distribution of the static stability on isentropes together
with the variation of the jet streams (defined by its jet core Jc(θ) and jet boundaries Jb(θ)).
The static stability increases on isentropes from the equator toward the pole. At higher lat-
itudes the static stability is lowest on the 300 K isentrope compared to the isentropes above
for the case of 27 April 2003.
In addition to the proposed link between the static stability and mixing in the extratropics
in Chapter 4 the mixing on isentropic surfaces across the jet streams will be analyzed. Rel-
ative to the jet cores Jc(θ) and the jet boundaries Jb(θ), as determined in section 5.1.2, the
permeability of the jet streams on different isentropes is analyzed below.
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5.2.1 Seasonal permeability of the jet streams
The seasonal dependence of the jet streams concerning their behavior as so–called transport
barriers in the winter months compared to the summer months on three typical isentropes
crossing the jet cores, e.g., 320 K, 340 K and 360 K isentropes, is analyzed. The northern
hemisphere air masses on these isentropes are divided into three different regions:
• Region I = Troposphere, between the equatorward jet boundary and the equator
• Region II = Between the equatorward and poleward jet boundary
• Region III = Stratosphere, between the poleward jet boundary and the North pole
Using tracer correlations the seasonal permeability of the jet stream is shown on the three
different isentropes within the three different regions. For that reason the ozone and water
vapor data from the ECMWF operational analysis on the 18 different SPURT flight days be-
tween 2001 and 2003 are selected. The focus is on the European region between 50◦W and
50◦E. The data are binned according to the different seasons (2 flight days for summer, 5
flight days for winter). Further the static stability N2 is calculated for each data point in the
tracer correlation.
Figure 5.11 shows the ECMWF ozone and water vapor tracer correlation during summer col-
ored with the static stability for the three regions. Within Region I, the tropospheric part
of the isentropes (left–hand panels), a relative low ozone concentration up to 200 ppbv is
related to a high water vapor concentration. The water vapor concentration decreases with
height. While on the 320 K and 340 K isentropes a well pronounced lower part of the ‘L–
shaped’ correlation is observed, the 360 K isentrope is related to low ozone and to low water
vapor concentrations. The static stability related to this tropospheric part of the isentropes in
Region I is very low for each of the three isentropes.
The stratospheric part in the extratropics during summer, i.e., Region III (Figure 5.11, right–
hand panels), shows a large mixed region on the 340 K isentrope, which is related to a very
high static stability. The high static stability within Region III on each isentrope belongs to
the tropopause inversion layer (TIL), which is discussed in Chapter 4 as a part of the mixing
layer. Dethof et al. (2000) analyzed the isentropic surfaces from 330 K to 360 K between the
troposphere and the stratosphere and found these isentropic fluxes to be strongest on the 330
K isentrope throughout the year and decreases in magnitude with height. Consistent with the
study of Dethof et al. (2000) the tracer correlation in Region III is constrained increasingly to
the upper branch of a nearly ‘L–shaped’ tracer correlation from the 320 K isentrope toward
the 360 K isentrope. The mixing region is close to the stratospheric reservoir and the corre-
sponding mixing degree fmix is very low. At the same time, the static stability on the 340 K
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Figure 5.11: Summer ECMWF water vapor and ozone tracer correlation on different isen-
tropes 320 K (top), 340 K (middle) and 360 K (bottom) based on all SPURT flight days
between 2001 and 2003. Data are selected for each isentrope in the troposphere (Region I,
left–hand column), between the jet boundaries (Region II, middle column) and the strato-
sphere (Region III, right–hand column). The color code reflects the static stability N2 in
10−4 s−2.
and 360 K isentropes is higher than on the lower 320 K isentrope.
Air masses between the jet boundaries in Region II (Figure 5.11, middle panels) can be
characterized by a large mixing degree and a large extent of the mixing layer on the 340 K
isentrope during summer, i.e., the air masses are farthest away from the two original tropo-
spheric and stratospheric reservoirs. The lower 320 K isentrope is dominated by a mixing
region near the tropospheric reservoir, the upper 360 K isentrope by a mixing region near
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Figure 5.12: Winter ECMWF water vapor and ozone tracer correlation on different isentropes
320 K (top), 340 K (middle) and 360 K (bottom) based on all SPURT flight days between
2001 and 2003. Data are selected within Region I (left–hand column), Region II (middle
column) and Region III (right–hand column). The color code reflects the static stability N2
in 10−4 s−2.
the stratospheric reservoir. Air masses within Region II are largely related to an intermediate
static stability typical for the fresh mixing events in the vicinity of the jet streams already
discussed as TFM branch in Chapter 4.
The permeability of the jet stream during summer is most clearly seen on the 340 K isentrope
(middle panels). Region I shows the lower branch of the ‘L–shape’ related to low static sta-
bility typical for the troposphere. Region II, which is constrained to the jet streams, is related
to a well pronounced mixing layer with intermediate static stability values. Region III in the
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Figure 5.13: Probability distribution functions of static stability N2 in 10−4 s−2 relative to
the jet core (∆ϕe=0, dashed black line) in equivalent latitude differences ∆ϕe for summer
(left–hand panels) and winter (right–hand panels) on three different isentropes. The mean
jet boundaries for the different seasons are shown by the dashed yellow lines and the mean
of the N2 probability distribution per ∆ϕe bin is given by the solid red line. The bin size for
N2 is 0.5 · 10−4 s−2 and for ∆ϕe it is 5◦.
stratosphere shows an even higher mixing degree related to a high stability in the TIL. This
shows, that the jet streams are very permeable for an isentropic transport of air masses from
the troposphere to the stratosphere during summer. The summer 360 K isentrope does not
show a well defined mixing layer, indicated by the upper part of the ‘L–shape’. The mixing
layer is thus very close to the stratospheric reservoir within each region (Region I–Region
III). The mixing of air between the troposphere and the stratosphere is strongest on lower
isentropic surfaces. The lowermost stratosphere becomes more isolated concerning a mixing
of tropospheric air masses across the tropopause with increasing altitude.
The isentropic transport across the tropopause and the jet core has a pronounced seasonal
cycle. Therefore, the winter isentropes (Figure 5.12) show a different behavior regarding
the tracer correlation between ECMWF ozone and water vapor than the summer isentropes.
The jet streams act as a transport barrier during the winter months. The 340 K isentrope is
related to a typical ‘L–shaped’ tracer correlation in the vicinity of the jet stream within Region
II (Figure 5.12, lower middle panel). Thus, the nearly perfect ‘L–shaped’ tracer correlation in
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the vicinity of the jet core between the jet boundaries demonstrates the tropopause barrier
in the vicinity of the jet streams during winter. Further, the tropospheric part in Region I is
related to the lower branch and the stratospheric branch in Region III to the upper part of a
‘L–shaped’ tracer correlation. Tropospheric air masses at lower latitudes are separated from
stratospheric air masses at higher latitudes on isentropes and there is a sharp transition of
the static stability across the jet streams demonstrating the sharpness of the tropopause.
The mixing degree is very low on the 340 K and 360 K isentrope during winter, the mixed
branch is very close to the original reservoirs. However, at the 320 K isentrope during winter
a certain mixing degree across the jet stream is also observed. For isentropes crossing the
lower parts of the jet streams the isentropic transport may also play a large role during win-
ter. This is indicated by the mixing layer on the 320 K isentrope within Region II (middle
panel) which is very similar to that during the summer. The transport across the jet core on
the 340 K and 360 K isentropes has a stronger seasonality. Largest values of mixing degree
occur during summer, whereas during winter they are lower due to the reduced mixing across
the jet stream.
In order to investigate the dependence of the static stability relative to the jet cores on the
isentropes the data from Figures 5.11 and 5.12 are transformed on a new coordinate sys-
tem relative to the jet cores. For each data point the distance relative to the jet core ∆ϕe in
equivalent latitudes is calculated. The position of the jet core dependent in space and time
is used as point of origin and is set to zero. Poleward values are related to positive values
of equivalent latitude ∆ϕe relative to the jet core, values toward the equator to a negative
∆ϕe. Figure 5.13 shows the probability distribution function of static stability N2 from the
three different isentropic areas (Region I–III) in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 relative to the jet core.
Here, the data are binned in equivalent latitude space and the mean static stability (solid
red lines) is calculated per bin. For each selected isentropic surface (320 K, 340 K and 360
K) a continuous increase of N2 across the jet streams (Region II) from lower latitudes on
the equatorward side of the jet stream (Region I) to higher latitudes on the poleward side
of the jet stream (Region III) is observed both for summer (left–hand panels) and for winter
(right–hand panels). Within the troposphere equatorward of the lower jet boundary (left–
hand dashed yellow line) in Region I the mean N2 distribution per ∆ϕe bin (red line) is very
homogeneous and lowest on the 340 K isentrope. Poleward of the upper jet boundary (right–
hand dashed yellow line) in Region III, N2 is also very homogeneous with distance from the
jet core and the mean N2 is now highest on the 340 K isentrope. The gradient of N2 between
the tropospheric part on lower latitudes toward the stratospheric part at higher latitudes is
highest through the jet core on the 340 K isentrope. Both for summer and winter the increase
of N2 between the jet boundaries is largest on the 340 K isentrope, but during winter this
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increase is sharper and happens at a closer distance from the jet core compared to summer.
This again shows the jet stream as a strong barrier to quasi–isentropic transport during the
winter months. Consistent with the ‘L–shaped’ tracer correlation during winter on the 340 K
isentrope between the jet boundaries in Region II (Figure 5.12, panel (e)) the stratospheric
branch is clearly separated from the tropospheric branch. Similar to the characteristics in the
gradient of chemical trace gas concentrations a very low N2 concentration within the tropo-
sphere is clearly separated from a very high concentration in the stratosphere, especially on
the 340 K isentrope (Figure 5.13, middle right–hand panel).
5.3 Results of this chapter
This chapter presents a method to determine the location of the jet cores Jc(θ) and the jet
boundaries Jb(θ) including the meandering shape of the jet streams. This method is based
on the isentropic gradient of PV with equivalent latitude. On the one hand this facilitates an
analysis of transport between the troposphere and the stratosphere across the jet streams. On
the other hand the jet cores allow a definition of a new dynamical tropopause, the PV gradi-
ent tropopause TPgradPV, which depends on the isentropic gradient of PV. This tropopause
serves as an alternative of the dynamical tropopause TPdyn, which is based on a particular
value of the PV.
A zonal and time mean analysis of the PV distribution at TPgradPV suggests roughly the
2.5PVU− 3.5PVU isolines as dynamical tropopause in the northern hemisphere extratrop-
ics depending on season. In contrast, in the southern hemisphere, where a greater gradient
between the zonal and time mean PV at TPgradPV appears from the midlatitudes to the pole
than in the northern hemisphere, the zonal and time mean PV at TPgradPV ranges between 2
PVU and 3.5 PVU. The commonly used 2 PVU isoline as dynamical tropopause is with a prob-
ability of around 51% (11%) representative for the TPgradPV during winter (DJF) (summer
(JJA)) in the northern hemisphere. In winter (DJF) in the northern hemisphere the mean
percentage of PV at TPgradPV is highest for PV=2.0 PVU. In summer the most probable PV
values at TPgradPV are between PV=3.0−3.5 PVU. Based on the isentropic gradient of PV
with equivalent latitude the analysis suggests that a particular PV value is not appropriate for
the tropopause in the entire extratropics.
The seasonality of isentropic mixing across the jet stream is studied within three isentropic
regions: between the jet boundaries (Region II), outside the jet boundaries toward the pole
(Region III) and outside toward the equator (Region I). Water vapor and ozone tracer cor-
relations in connection to the static stability N2 are a valuable tool to study the dependence
dependence of mixing across the jet stream on the height of the isentropic surface. The cross–
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tropopause transition from the troposphere to the stratosphere is sharpest during winter on
the 340 K. On the one hand this is shown by the ‘L–shaped’ tracer correlation in the vicinity of
the jet stream separating low stability air masses on the equatorward side of the jet streams
from high stability air masses on their poleward side. On the other side the transition of N2
across the jet streams relative to the jet cores in equivalent latitude differences from Region
I to Region III is sharper during winter than during summer. These analyses demonstrate the
isentropic transport barrier function of the jet streams during winter and their permeability
during summer.
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Chapter 6
Summary and outlook
In this thesis, the extratropical upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UT/LS) is inves-
tigated with the help of in–situ measurements of O3, H2O and CO from the SPURT and
POLARCAT–GRACE campaigns as well as from the MOZAIC long–term observations. Fur-
thermore, model calculations are performed using CLaMS and the Reading radiative transfer
model.
In the first part of the thesis, the measurements performed during the sparse SPURT flights
and the frequent MOZAIC flights between November 2001 and July 2003 over the European
region are statistically analyzed. For this purpose, a suitable statistical procedure is devel-
oped for comparing trace gas data sets from different instruments with different sampling
characteristics, which do not coincide in space and time. With the help of the statistical tests
the following questions concerning the UT/LS can be answered:
1. Do the H2O and O3 data sets of MOZAIC and SPURT with different spatial and temporal
coverage in the UT/LS and with different instrument characteristics represent the same
population in the atmospheric system?
The H2O and the O3 data sets of MOZAIC and SPURT differ from each other and do
not belong to the same population. The Kolmogoroff–Smirnoff test reveals that the
distribution functions from SPURT and MOZAIC trace gases differ from each other with
a confidence of 95 %. A sampling and a modification of the H2O data sets is necessary
before the performance of the statistical analysis due to the different measurement
techniques in SPURT (Fast In–situ Stratospheric Hygrometer, FISH) and in MOZAIC
(MOZAIC Humicap sensor). In contrast, a modification of the O3 data is not necessary
because of the same measurement techniques. Nevertheless, the sample means are
still different with a higher mean H2O (lower O3) for SPURT than for MOZAIC due to
different flight patterns.
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2. Are the SPURT campaigns, with around eight flight missions in each season, as represen-
tative as the daily MOZAIC flights above Europe? Are the SPURT measurements suited for
a climatological investigation on a seasonal and annual time scale and do they represent
the full atmospheric variability of trace gases in the UT/LS?
A variance analysis shows a different character of variability for the two trace gas data
sets. While the SPURT H2O data only contain atmospheric processes variable on a di-
urnal or synoptic time scale, MOZAIC H2O data also reveal processes which vary on
inter–seasonal and seasonal time scales. The SPURT H2O data set does not represent
the full MOZAIC H2O variance in the UT/LS for climatological investigations, whereas
the variance of SPURT O3 is represented much better. This means that the SPURT data
set with around eight flights per season is sufficient to represent the O3 variability in
the UT/LS as described by the frequent, almost daily, MOZAIC flights. SPURT H2O data
are better suited for the stratosphere than MOZAIC H2O data, since the MOZAIC RH
sensor loses its sensitivity in the stratosphere.
3. How many flights are necessary to capture the full H2O variability in the UT/LS?
A variance analysis of subsamples of MOZAIC data between November 2001 and July
2003 shows that the full H2O variability revealed by the MOZAIC data set would be
captured if there were measurement flights every fourth day in the upper troposphere
(UT) and every sixth day in the lower stratosphere (LS). That means flights would have
to be performed on around eight days per month in the troposphere and on around
four days per month in the stratosphere. These flights have to be equally distributed
over time, i.e., they cannot be performed on four consecutive days
In the second part of the thesis, the relationship between the static stability N2 and the
mixing of trace gases in the tropopause inversion layer (TIL) is investigated using in–situ
aircraft observations obtained during SPURT. A new simple measure of the mixing degree of a
particular air mass based on O3–CO tracer correlations is developed. Two different branches,
the TFM branch and the TIL branch, were identified in the extratropical mixing layer, with
different characteristics in thermal stratification, i.e., static stability N2. The mixing layer
contains, on the one hand, older air masses within the so–called TIL branch, with high values
of N2 likely due to radiative adjustment. On the other hand, there are younger air masses
with lower N2 values within the mixing layer, which are above the dynamical and below the
thermal tropopause within the so–called TFM branch. These lower N2 values are most likely
due to recent intrusion processes as a result of the permeability or so–called midlatitude
breaks associated with the jet streams. The following questions concerning the TIL above the
tropopause can be answered:
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1. Is there any relationship between mixing and static stability within the extratropical
tropopause region?
Within the mixing layer, as revealed by SPURT and POLARCAT–GRACE O3–CO tracer
correlations, high N2 is observed. Here, N2 is related to an enhanced mixing degree
fmix in the extratropical mixing layer. This relation becomes even more pronounced if
fresh mixing events within the TFM branch are excluded.
2. What are the time scales of the TIL maintenance processes?
The higher correlation between N2 and the mixing degree fmix if the TFM branch is ex-
cluded indicates that mixing within the TIL probably occurs on larger than synoptic time
scales. A temporal variance analysis of N2 within the TIL branch during SPURT sug-
gests that processes responsible for the composition of the TIL may occur on seasonal
time scales. The other branch of the mixing layer, the TFM branch, reveals a variance
on a synoptic time scale, which is typical of the quasi–isentropic mass exchange or of
the midlatitude baroclinic instability. Backward trajectories with CLaMS reveal that N2
is nearly unchanged over 10 days before entering the TIL branch during a SPURT or
POLARCAT–GRACE flight. However, N2 changes within these 10 days before entering
the TFM branch.
3. What kind of upper tropospheric flow is related to the TIL and TFM branches?
An analysis of the relative vorticity field ζ on the 200 hPa pressure level related to the
SPURT flight positions reveals that both branches within the mixing layer are associated
with both anticyclonic and cyclonic upper tropospheric systems. In particular, the upper
tropospheric flow associated with the TIL branch is mainly anticyclonic, whereas that
associated with the TFM branch is mainly cyclonic. The anticyclonic (cyclonic) activity
is related to a larger (lower) N2 maximum and thus a sharper tropopause within the
TIL branch. In contrast, the TFM branch is characterized by a larger sharpness of the
tropopause and a larger maximum of N2 above the tropopause in the case of cyclonic
activity compared to anticyclonic activity. The maximum of N2 within the TFM branch
is smaller related to a decreased sharpness of the tropopause for a subsample of the
TFM branch with measurements in regions with a large difference between the thermal
and the dynamical tropopause (DTPdyn = 30− 60K).
4. Does mixing influence the thermal stratification via radiative adjustment within the
UT/LS?
With radiative transfer calculations the influence of a change in O3 and H2O verti-
cal gradients on the temperature gradient and thus on the static stability above the
tropopause is analyzed. Here, the profiles are perturbed in a well–directed manner to
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represent a non–mixed atmospheric state regarding a ‘L–shaped’ O3 and H2O correla-
tion. The results indicate that the radiative response to increases in O3 and H2O near
the tropopause caused by an increased mixing is followed by an enhancement of N2.
At the same time, the temperature above the tropopause decreases together with the
development of an inversion and the TIL. In the idealized case of non–mixed profiles,
i.e., ‘L–shaped’ O3 and H2O correlation, the TIL vanishes.
5. Do O3 and H2O play comparable roles in maintaining the TIL?
The results suggest that H2O plays the major role in maintaining the temperature in-
version and the TIL structure compared to O3. The TIL remained approximately un-
changed if only O3 is reduced to a constant mixing ratio within the stratosphere. If
only H2O is changed in the sense of non–mixing, the TIL will be destroyed.
6. What is the dominant process in maintaining the TIL?
So far it has not been possible to identify a particular atmospheric process as the sole
contributor to the maintenance of the TIL. The radiation may well be an important
forcing mechanism in maintaining the TIL, but there are also dynamic mechanisms
discussed by Wirth (2003), Birner (2006), Son and Polvani (2007) and also in Chapter
4.5 of this thesis. Model simulations based on the dry primitive equations by Son and
Polvani (2007) revealed a TIL which is not as sharp as in observations. Contrary to
Wirth (2003), who proposed the TIL as result of anticyclonic influences, the analysis of
the relative vorticity field in this thesis revealed that the TIL is a phenomenon connected
to both anticyclonic and cyclonic systems (see also Randel et al., 2007b). One may
conclude that synoptic–scale balanced dynamics alone may not be sufficient to explain
the quantitative features of the observed TIL and that radiative processes may play an
additional important role for maintaining the TIL. To determine the exact contributions
of radiation and dynamics to the TIL, further model studies are needed considering
both the dynamics and the radiation.
In the third part of the thesis, a method is proposed for determining the jet cores Jc(θ) and the
jet boundaries Jb(θ) including the meandering shape of the jet streams. These are based on
the isentropic gradient of PV with equivalent latitude. An analysis of N2 in combination with
mixing on isentropes between the troposphere and the stratosphere across the tropopause
and thus the jet streams is performed using water vapor and ozone correlations.
The determination of the jet core leads at the same time to a new definition of the tropopause.
The PV gradient tropopause TPgradPV is based on the isentropic gradient of PV and can be
used as an alternative of the dynamical tropopause, which is based on an ad–hoc assump-
tion of a particular value of PV. This new tropopause describes the spatial dependence of
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the PV in a more appropriate manner, depending on the prevailing situation in the atmo-
sphere (tropopause breaks associated with secondary thermal tropopauses, tropopause fold-
ings etc.). Finally, the following questions can be answered:
1. What is the zonal and time mean PV distribution at TPgradPV and what PV value repre-
sents the dynamical tropopause best within the northern hemisphere extratropics?
Depending on season, a zonal and time mean analysis of the PV distribution at TPgradPV
suggests roughly the 2.5PVU − 3.5PVU isolines as the dynamical tropopause in the
northern hemisphere extratropics. The PV values at TPgradPV are higher during sum-
mer (JJA) and autumn (SON) and lower during winter (DJF) and spring (MAM), re-
spectively. In contrast, in the southern hemisphere, where a sharper gradient between
the zonal and time mean PV at TPgradPV than in the northern hemisphere appears from
the midlatitudes to the pole, the zonal and time mean PV at TPgradPV ranges between
2.0 PVU and 3.5 PVU.
The commonly used 2 PVU isoline as the dynamical tropopause is, with a probability of
around 51 % (11 %), representative of TPgradPV during winter (DJF) (summer (JJA))
in the northern hemisphere. In winter (DJF) in the northern hemisphere, the mean
percentage of PV at TPgradPV is highest for PV=2.0 PVU. In summer, the most probable
PV values at TPgradPV are between PV=3.0−3.5 PVU. Based on the isentropic gradient
of PV with equivalent latitude the analysis suggests that a particular PV value is not
appropriate for the tropopause in the entire extratropics.
2. Is there any seasonal dependence of the thermal stratification on isentropes across the jet
streams?
An analysis of the static stability N2 on isentropes both relative to the jet core in equiv-
alent latitude differences ϕe and in the frame of water vapor and ozone tracer correla-
tions shows a sharper increase of N2 across the tropopause and the jet stream between
the two jet boundaries (Region II) during winter than summer. The zonal and time
meanN2 is approximately constant with distance to the jet stream on the different isen-
tropes (320 K, 340 K and 360 K) during summer and winter within the tropospheric
branch of the isentropes toward the equator (Region I) and within the stratospheric
branch of the isentropes toward the pole (Region III). The sharper increase of N2 be-
tween the jet boundaries across the jet stream during winter shows the greater strength
of the tropopause barrier and the tropopause sharpness during winter than summer.
This is clearly evident from the nearly perfect ‘L–shaped’ correlation between the tropo-
spheric tracer H2O and the stratospheric tracer O3 between the jet boundaries during
winter.
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In the future, the statistical procedure for testing the comparability of data sets developed
within this thesis will be adapted to other observational data sets. The analysis tools are
not restricted to these particular data sets used here and are applicable to the comparison
of different data sets, including model results, in a general sense. Thus, the tests are further
suited for an evaluation and comparison with results from atmospheric models.
The results and the knowledge gained from the observation and model based analysis of the
tropopause inversion layer in Chapter 4 forms a basis for further model evaluation regarding
mixing processes in the UT/LS. In particular, the mixing procedure in CLaMS will be improved
and validated with respect to the relation between mixing and N2, which is discussed in this
thesis. Today the mixing procedure in CLaMS is dependent on deformation, i.e., the wind
shear ∂u/∂z. A new parameterization will be developed, which includes N2 according to the
Gradient–Richardson number, which is dependent both on N2 and (∂u/∂z)2.
To understand the maintenance processes of the TIL in much more detail, further model
studies including both radiation and dynamics within the atmosphere will be necessary. A
common investigation of the dynamical and radiative processes in the UT/LS is necessary to
further determine the exact contributions of radiative forcing and dynamics in the tropopause
region in maintaining the TIL. A global climate model would be well suited for this purpose.
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